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ABSTRACT
Thirty-four per cent of the total elementary school 
population of Arizona is Spanish-speaking, or Mexican. The 
age-grade distribution in this state shows that approximately 
thirty-five per cent of the pupils in the elementary schools 
are over-age for their grade. The Fima County Survey in­
dicates that a large percentage of this over-ageness is ac­
counted for by the presence of Mexican pupils. The present 
consensus of opinion is that much of the existing retardation 
of the Mexican children can be attributed, directly or in­
directly, to language defects.
The effort to Americanize and assimilate our foreign- 
speaking peoples in the Southwest has given us a generation 
of children of Mexican parentage who are dependent upon the 
home for the Spanish they speak and upon the school for the 
English. The child, as a native Spanish speaker, has had 
time to learn but little of his native tongue before he is 
faced with the fact that he must, for the purpose of social 
and economic adjustment, learn a new set of symbols. Fhonetlc 
substitution is the result.
The primary purpose of this study is to make a com­
parative analysis of the phonetic variants of the English 
language spoken by native Spanish-speaking children in the
vi
elementary schools of the state of Arizona. The analysis 
has been made from a collection of one hundred fifty re­
corded examples of the speech of Mexican children enrolled 
In grades three to eight inclusive. By means of a detailed 
analysis of the phonetic transcription of this "loaded" 
material, and by constant reference to and comparison with 
the Castilian, Mexican-Spanish and English phonetic usage, 
a study of the substitutions made by the Mexican child In 
Mexican-Engllsh was made. The discussion of these substitu­
tions and the reasons for their existence forms the substance 
of this study. General and special remedial suggestions are 
offered also.
The findings of the analysis of the phonetic structure 
of the Mexlcan-English dialect can be summarized briefly as 
follows: (1) there is a direct substitution of a Spanish 
sound for an English sound; (2) there is a difference in the 
way in which sounds similar in both languages are produced;
(3) there Is a confusion of sounds with spelling; (4) there 
Is insufficient glide between the sounds of connected speech; 
(5) there is an appreciable shortness characteristic of all 
vowels of the Mexican-English as compared with the corres­
ponding American vowels; (6) there is an unnatural stressing 
of the unstressed sounds. On the whole, the Incidence of 
the variants does not decrease to any noticeable degree with 
the Increased age and skill of the speaker. Certain of the 
variant forms seem to persist throughout the school period.
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The factors which contribute to the use of the 
variant pronunciations of Mexican-EnglI sh are: (1) the use 
of the native tongue, Mexican-Spanish, from babyhood until 
entrance Into the American school; (2) the learning of the 
new symbols of the English language at an early age. This 
thrusts upon the child an additional conditioning of the 
speech mechanism to new habits of speech before the old are 
well established.
Three general conclusions may be drawn from the
study:
(1) there is a need for a more scientific approach 
toward the teaching of the new set of symbols, based upon 
an exact knowledge of the phonetic structure of both Spanish 
and English.
(2) there is a need for a course of study, planned 
for oral English, which takes into account the normal develop­
ment of the language habits of the child. Such a course of 
study would provide the child with such re-conditioning of 
the sensory, motor, and auditory mechanisms as to enable him 
to recognize when the sound is made correctly, to make the 
sound correctly, and to monitor the sound.
(3) there is a need for an experiment to determine 
the actual results of such a course of study based upon the 
phonetic approach, as compared to one based upon the present 
imitative approach. Such an experiment should be conducted 
over a period of years. One teacher, trained in both Spanish
viii
and English phonetics, should teach the new language 
(English) with the developmental point of view in mind*
A second teacher, trained in English phonetics only, 
should approach the new language in a similar manner* A 
third teacher, trained in neither Spanish nor English 
phonetics, should approach the new language with the pre­
sent methods and procedures* A phonetic transcription of 
the dialect of these three groups of pupils, made at regu­
lar intervals over a period of years, should shed further 
light upon the problem of bi-lingual ism In the Southwest*
Ix

INTRODUCTION
I. Purpose,—  The primary purpose of this study la 
to make a comparative analysis of the phonetic variants of 
the English language as spoken by native Spanish-*speaking 
children in the elementary schools of the state of Arizona. 
The study attempts, in addition to the analysis, to suggest 
the direction which the remedial drills for correcting these 
variants shall take. It does not deal with matters of inton­
ation, syntax, or morphology except as they have a direct 
bearing upon phonemic usage. Above all, It does not pretend 
to be an analysis of all Mexican dialect as spoken by any or 
all individuals. It does propose to analyse the substitu­
tions which Mexican children make In English and to explain 
the presence of these in the light of the native language—  
Mexi c an-Sp anl sh.
The analysis has been made from a collection of two 
hundred recorded examples of the speech of Mexican children 
enrolled in grades three to eight Inclusive. While two ex­
cellent studies of the Mexican-Spanish^ have been published, 
an investigation of the research done on the bi-llngual
^Anlta C. Post, Southern Arizona Spanish Phonology, 
Humanities Bulletin No.1 (Tuc son, Ar i zona: University of" 
Arizona, 1934); Aurelio M. Espinosa, Estudlos Sobre el 
Espahol de Nuevo Mexico (Buenos Airesi Unlversidad de Buenos 
Aires, 1930).
2
3problem of the Southwest indicates that no similar study of 
Mexican*English has been completed* That such a study Is 
needed can be realized when one considers that thirty-four 
per cent of the school children of the state of Arizona are 
native Mexican-Spanish speakers* The presence of these 
speakers in the school system presents a distinct educational 
problem* It is to be hoped that such an analysis as this 
study affords will form the basis of a phonetic training, 
both in English and Spanish, for those teachers in the ele­
mentary grades who bear the responsibility for the Mexican 
child*s adjustment to a new linguistic world*
2. Procedure.—  The research for this thesis covered 
three fields of activity:
a. A study was made of the phonetic structure of 
Castillan-Spanlsh, using the work of the Spanish phonetician, 
Tomas Navarro Tomas, as the chief reference and guide.® A 
knowledge of the phonetic organization of Spanish Is neces­
sary to anyone who wishes to obtain an intelligent understand­
ing of the Mexican-English dialect. A condensation of the 
results of this preparatory study constitutes the substance 
of Chapter II.
b. A study was made of the Spanish spoken in
2See Table 1.
®T. Navarro Tomas, Manual de PronunclacIon Eapanola, 
(Madrids Publicaciones de la Revlsta de Filologla Espanola, 
1932).
4Arizona. The two published studies previously referred to, 
those of Post and Espinosa, on the phonology of the Spanish 
spoken in the Southwest were used as a basis for this part 
of the preparation* In addition, the transcription of thirty 
minutes of Spanish as spoken by Mexican students was studied 
from the phonograph records to confirm or deny, for the ear 
of the writer, the fundamental observations made by Post and 
Espinosa* A sample transcription of this Mexican-Sp&nish as 
spoken by Manuel Cajero of Tucson, Arizona, is included in 
the Appendix* Since the Spanish of the Southwest is similar 
to the Castilian form In all but a few characteristics, the 
condensation which makes up Chapter III Is comparatively 
brief.
c. The writer obtained, after some seven thousand 
miles of travel, the electrically recorded speech of nearly 
two hundred Mexican school children. One hundred fifty rec­
ords were chosen for study. They represent the speech of 
children enrolled in grades six to eight Inclusive In twenty- 
five elementary schools of Arizona. The map found on page 5 
indicates the location of these schools. Both urban and 
rural communities are representedj mining, lumbering, grazing 
and farming communities are Included. A portable recording 
machine was used to obtain this material. The recordings 
were made on aluminum discs which, though less efficient than 
acetate discs, nevertheless proved entirely satisfactory for
^See p. 194
^CASA GQf>MO£
Q e c o R p r  O s ta v .m e p  
Qecoopr ”R?ftU9cQi6£P MrrofJfcC I f^—• PKXf\COl^ \A
^no&al6{
F lG U R t \ : L 0 C A T \0 * r  R tP Q W W tD  w  Q t c o q o w c r
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6the purposes sought* A reproduction of one of these records 
will be found In the Appendix.^
The reading material prepared for the recording 
was "loaded” with the sounds of General American (the speech 
of the Southwest) In all the common positions and combina­
tions, and consisted of (a) a list of words, and (b) words 
In context* An attempt was made to obtain the spontaneous 
speech of these children, but excess timidity and embarrass­
ment made it impossible to obtain either intelligible speech 
or speech provocative of the right combinations for the study. 
Grade three was set as the lowest grade for study since enough 
reading activity had been developed to obtain the recordings. 
Experiment proved that younger children could not be used 
successfully. A copy of the Word List follows:
WORD LIST
shall Jump has
push measure wash
catch using watch
found raining thank
climb doing playing
put saw please
large white this
brave hungry both
®See p. 302
7WORD LIST— Continued
why away which
when what off
again they she
you before over
above ahead about
Joy years doll
jam bridge onion
sugar hope shoe
thumb treasure teeth
mouth water wagon
dog book garage
bread puppy church
cow tub boy
child teacher toy
father clothes peach
mother grass sister
school Thursday voice
house love noise
foot measure yard
A copy of the Context follows:
CONTEXT
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in a small 
town. They like to stop at the house of their teacher because
8she always gives them a peach or a piece of chicken to eat* 
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog, a cat, 
a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white teeth and makes 
a noise with his mouth*
One day the cow found the onion patch* They threw
sticks and stones at her, but she would not budge*
The little puppy is always playing and running about 
the yard* He likes to catch the stick which Joe pushes be­
fore him in the dirt*
When the children start home they stop to jump over 
the stones under the bridge. They also like to watch the 
water a long time. It is this water which their mother puts 
in the tub above the fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* 
Canaan’s sister puts in a large measure of soap because their 
clothes must be clean for church and for school.
What do you think they are doing at school? They are
both reading a book. Each Thursday they draw pictures of a 
doll and other toys* When they get hungry each child gets a 
piece of bread and Jam and sugar out of his lunch box* After 
school they climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes 
they help their father get a truck load of wood to burn in the 
stove* When it is raining they dry their shoes by the stove* 
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of the garage 
while he was helping his father put the car away. A woman 
who lived at the foot of the hill heard him crying* She said, 
"Please be brave, Joe* Why are you crying?1
9He showed her his hand and she took him to the doctor. 
When they were half way home again, Joe said, 111 shall always 
thank yon for taking care of mo.u
One day before very many years pass away, 1 hope that 
you will have the joy and pleasure of a visit to the home of 
Carmen and Joe.
The vocabulary of the Word List was checked against three 
authorities for non-English speaking childrens Kona Rodee,
7
Teaching Beginners to Speak English; Marie Hughes, Teaching 
a Standard English Vocabulary; Bulletin of State Department 
of Education, Texas, A Course in English for non-English
Q
Speaking Pupils. A further check was made against the Cates 
Study and the Thorndike Study. The list was then submitted 
to several teachers of third grade Mexican children for sug­
gestions* Three words were added as necessary for the pho­
netic study but outside the reading experience of third 
grade childrens measure, treasure, and budge.
At the time the appointments were made for the
6Hona Rodee, Teaching Beginners to Speak English 
(Tucson, Arizona: 1923).
7Marie M. Hughes, Teaching a Standard English 
Vocabulary (Santa Fe, Mew Mexico: iState Department of 
Education, 1932).
Q
A Course In English for Mon-English-Speaking Pupils,
Grades I-Ill, Bulletin Mo. 266 (Austin, Texass State 
Department of Education, 1932).
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recording with the superintendent or principal of each school, 
copies of the following Personal History Information were in­
cluded for the teacher of each child to fill outs
PERSONAL HISTORY INFORMATION
1* Name Town_______________________
2m Age______________  Grade  Where born?______
3* I* Q. Achievement Score__________________
4* If you were not born in this country, how long have you
lived here?___________________ ____ ___________ ______
5* Where was your father born?_____ i Mother
/
6m If they were not born In this country, how long have they
lived here? Father_______________Mother______________
7. Does your father speak English? Mother
8* Do you speak English or Spanish In your home?__________
9, Do you speak English or Spanish while playing?_________
10* How many older brothers and sisters have you?
11. How many younger brothers and sisters have you?______
12* What kind of work does your father do to make a living?
13. Do you get an English newspaper in your home?________
14. Do you get a Spanish newspaper in your home?_________
15. Is English or Spanish spoken In the church you attend?
16. How often do you go to the movies?
11
17. About how many months have you attended school In your 
life? ________________________________________ _
18. How many different schools have you attended this year?
19. Have you had any teachers who could speak Spanish to you?
20* In which grade or grades did you have such teachers?
To the Teacher
1. Does the school make any effort to supply special mater­
ial for the bi-lingual?_______________________________
2. Do you make any effort to correct the errors of the 
Mexican child?
3. Have you had training in the Phonetics of English? 
______________________  Spanish?_______________________
4. What are the rules regarding the use of English on the 
playground?__________________________________ ________
5. Is the grade In which the child named above is found pre­
dominantly English or Mexican?
6. Is the School predominantly English or Mexican?
7. Note, on the reverse side of this sheet, any particular 
speech difficulties you have encountered In the teaching 
of the Mexican child.
While the Information given in the form above does not add
12
anything to the phonetic analysis, It does give clues to 
some of the responses on the records, as well as a better 
understanding of the linguistic and educational background 
of the child whose record is being studied.
3* Method of analysis* —  A turn-table and loud 
speaker were necessary for the reproduction of the recorded 
speech of the Mexican children* After many repetitions, the
r
variants were transcribed beneath the orthographic forms 
where they might be studied with the aid of the eye as well 
as the ear*
In general, the method of analysis was as follows;
(a) all the records for the Word List were so transcribed 
and, so far as was possible to conclude with finality, the 
deviations and the types of deviations were listed* Ihis 
material, when placed in compact order, gave a concept of 
the tendency of the substitutions* Likewise, It Indicated 
the continuance or cessation of certain substitutions through­
out the different grade levels; (b) a study of the material 
in Context was made, and recorded where necessary, for fur­
ther new variants within the word units, and for the variants 
made in connected speech* >7hen such alternates were noted, 
they were traced in other records by means of transcription*
By this manner of analysis, and by constant reference 
to and comparison with the Castilian, Mexlcan-Spanish and 
English phonetic usage, the study of the substitutions of
13
the Mexican child in Mexiean-English was made. The results 
of this analysis constitute the material in Chapter XV.
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM OF MEXICAN-ENGLISH
TEE PROBLEM OF MEXICAN-ENGLISH
4. Historical background.—  Before discussing the 
problem of Mexican-English as it appears in Arizona, it may 
be well to consider a brief treatment of the chief events in 
the settlement of the state, from the arrival of the early 
Spanish missionaries to the admission of the territory to 
the Union in 1912.
The early history of Arizona is the history of the 
missions. Fray Marcos de Elza, accompanied by the Negro 
Estevanlco, is credited as the leader of the first Spanish 
expedition, in 1559, into what Is now known as Arizona* In 
the following year Niza served as guide to Coronado on his 
military march across this same country in search of the 
fabled Seven Cities of Cibola. Although these cities proved 
to be nothing more than the adobe houses of the pueblo 
Indians, two smaller expeditions sent out by Coronado dis­
covered the Hop! villages (Tusayan) and the Grand Canyon of 
the Colorado. Other parties went from the settlement which 
Coronado had established on the Rio Sonora in northwestern 
Mexico to explore the region to the mouth of the Colorado 
River. Antonio de Espejo visited the Hop! villages in the 
northeastern part In 1583, as did Onate in 1598. The latter 
took an expedition entirely across the state, west to the
15
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mouth or the Colorado Biver and back again, In 1604-05. The 
first missions, which were established among the Hop! by the 
Franciscans In the summer of 1629, lasted until August, 1680, 
when In a general uprising of the Pueblos the missionaries 
were murdered and the missions burned. Little effort was made 
to re-Introduce Christianity into the northern part of the 
state until many years later.
In the meantime, with the occupation of the northern 
Mexican state of Sonora, the southern part of Arizona was 
being explored. This section was at that time a part of the 
region known as PimeriV Alta. In 1667 Padre Busebio Kino 
made different journeys into this section, where he estab­
lished the missions of 3an Xavier del Bac in 1699-1700, and 
of Suevavl in 1752. In 1752 a presidio was established at 
Tubac, which in 1776 was removed to a rancheria of about 
eighty families of Indians and Spaniards, located A few miles 
north at the present site of Tucson. In 1752 another mission 
of importance, that of San Jose fumacacori, was built. The 
walls of the church are still standing.
In 1736 the discovery of silver at ArIzonae, a moun­
tain Just south of the present Arizona-Mexico boundary, 
aroused an interest In this new country and in the route it 
offered to California. In the years after 1750, while the 
Pima Indiana were at war with the Spaniards, the expeditions 
of exploration and the missions established by th© Jesuits 
led a precarious existence. As a result, the Jesuits were
expelled in 1767* They were followed by the Franciscans, 
who rehabilitated the mission settlements. In 17S8, under 
Father Garces and Captain Juan Bautista d© Ansa, further ex­
plorations were conducted to the west and the north. The 
years that followed were filled with constant bloodshed; the 
war of the Apaches with the more sedentary Indian tribes and 
with the white settlements. But in spite of this Indian hos­
tility, there came the conquest of Sew Mexico by General 3.
W. Kearny in 1846, with the present state of Arizona forming 
a part of that territory. In 1848 the section north of the 
Gila River was ceded by Mexico to the United States by the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hildalgo, while that south of the river 
was obtained by the Gadsden Purchase of 1854. Various mili­
tary expeditions were conducted and outposts established, 
Indian raids were continued, rich mineral deposits discovered 
all of these led to the development of trade and the settle­
ment of the region. On December 29, 1863, Arizona was 
formally organized into a separate territory, and in 1912 
the territory became a state.
5. Linguistic background.—  Spanish was the language 
understood and employed by all classes in these early settle­
ments of Sonora and southern Arizona, although according to
Q
Post, they spoke the dialects of theip native provinces. 
There is little Indian influence In this Spanish, aside from
9Post, op. clt„, p. 10.
a few place names and the names of plants and animals* In­
stead, the Indians learned the Spanish just as they are 
learning the Hhglish now. Espinosa finds that the original 
Spanish of New Mexico has been Isolated for over three hundred 
years from the influence of the Spanish of Mexico or Spain* ^  
Other than the slight Nahuatl (Aztec) influence of Mexico and 
the more recent influence of modern English* no foreign ele­
ments have disturbed the original Spanish of the Golden Age.*^ 
So conservative has been this New Mexican Spanish that 
Espinosa notes a great many archaisms which can be traced 
back to the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. ^  While no 
study has been made of the Spanish spoken in Northern Arizona, 
it might seem that such an Investigation would reveal no new 
marked influences other than the Castilian and other dialectal 
forms which the Conquistadores carried with them. Recent 
emigration from Mexico has been from the northern Mexican 
states* Because the topographical features of Mexico In the 
past have afforded to these northern states a type of social 
and linguistic isolation from new Influences, their language 
has suffered but little change other than a normal phonetic 
development. These people speak the language spoken by the
^Aurelio M. Espinosa, The Spanish Language in New 
Mexico and Southern Colorado, Historical Society of New 
Mexico, No. 16 (Santa Fe: New Mexican Printing Company, 1911), 
p. 8*
11lbld., p. 49.
12Ibld., p. 9.
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descendants of the soldiers and colonists who followed the 
missions and presidios. Since most of the present-day popula­
tion of the mining and lumber camps and of the grazing lands 
of the northern part of the state has migrated from Mew 
Mexico or from southern Arizona, we can, for all practical 
purposes, dismiss as negligible any other dialectal influences 
on the Mexican-Spanish of this region*
The few early English trappers and prospectors in 
this Mexican territory had to learn Spanish. But after 1848 
the English language came into use on both sides of the bor­
der* Although the children of these early settlers spoke 
English in the first schools that were established, they also 
learned to speak Spanish from the servant class. This re­
sulted in an early mixing of both languages. One need but 
consult Bentley1s Dictionary to realize the vast number of 
Spanish loan words which English has acquired In the four 
hundred years of settlement of the Southwest.Conversely, 
the native Spanish speaker today employs the English equiva­
lent when the Spanish word does not occur to him*14 In a 
lesser degree the reverse is true of the modern native English 
speaker who has been reared and educated in or near one of 
the Spanish linguistic communities.
The effort to Americanize and assimilate our
1 ^Harold Woodmansee Bentley, A Dictionary of Spanish 
Terms in English with Special Reference to the Amerlcan 
Southwest (Kew York; Columbia University Press, 1932).
14Aurello M. Espinosa, The Spanish Language in Hew 
Mexico and Southern Colorado, pp. 19-22.
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foreign-speaking peoples, markedly pronounced after the World 
War, has given us a generation of children of Mexican parent­
age who are dependent upon the home for the Spanish they speak 
and upon the school for the English* The result is confusion* 
The child, as a native Spanish speaker, has had time to learn 
but little of his native tongue before being faced with the 
fact that he must, for the purpose of social and economic ad­
justment, learn a new set of symbols* This hybrid form of bi­
lingualism means that he must replace the muscle movements of 
the old language with those of the new* Often he will avoid 
tills two-fold muscular adjustment, and phonetic substitution 
is the result. All of the twenty-five schools examined in 
this study request or demand that the children speak only 
English on the playground and in the classroom. In many In­
stances the teacher Is forbidden to use Spanish equivalents 
for the beginner In the new language. To be sure, there is 
no successful method of enforcing this rule on the playground. 
One child, when pressed with the possibility of using his 
native tongue during the recess period, shyly confessed, "When 
I get madl*
6. Mexican population.—  Were It not for the large
percentage of Mexican population in the Southwest there might 
be no great need for an understanding of the Mexican-English
dialect. The total population In 1930 of Arizona, Colorado
“ U. s* Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the 
United States: 1930. Population. Vol. Ill (Washington 
Government Printing Office, 1933).
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Hew Mexico, California and Texas was 155,396,646* Of this 
total, 1,281,833 were M e xi c a n * T h e  total number of Mexicans 
in the United States enumerated in the same census was 
1,422,533, while 65,968 others were classified as white or of 
Mexican birth or parentage.
In Arizona alone 26*2 per cent of the total population
of 435,575 persons was Mexican. This Is In a state where only
1736.8 per cent were classified as white* In a state where 
the number of inhabitants Is 3.8 per square mile this Mexican 
population is unevenly distributed. Almost two-fifths of the 
Mexicans live In two counties, Maricopa and Pima* The Iso­
lated ranches of the rural districts and the over-crowded 
shacks of BMexican town** In the mining, lumbering and urban 
districts represent the two social extremes In the distribu­
tion. They form the speech Islands which give us the material 
for our study*
7. School distribution.—  It is this presence of 
large communities of Spanish-speaking people In Arizona, as 
well as in the neighboring states, that has brought about an 
acute educational problem. Table 1 shows the distribution of 
Mexican pupils enrolled in the elementary schools of Arizona 
in 1937-38. Thirty-four per cent of the total school
^The 1930 Census Report defines Mexican as "all 
persons born in Mexico, or having parents born In Mexico, 
who are not definitely white, Hegro, Indian, Chinese, or 
Japanese. • • .M
*^The remainder was chiefly Indian.
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population is %>anlsh~ speaking, or Mexican.^® Mill a the pro­
portion varies in the different counties, Santa Crus having 
the highest {71 per eent) and Mohave the lowest (22 per cent), 
the problem of language is present in every county In the 
state in such proportions as to be critical*
TABLE 1
EHROLLMEST OF MEXICAN FOFILS IB ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS OF ARIZONA, 1927-38
County Mexican Total Per cent 
Mexican
Apache 424* 1,676 25
Cochise 2,945 6,727 44
Coconino 873 2,262 30
Oils 1,621 4,851 34
Graham 659 2,824 23
Greenlee 066 1,036 50
Maricopa 8,716 36,811 24
Mohave 304 1,395 22
Navajo 670 2,690 25
Fima 5,813 11,426 51
Final 2,433 5,965 41
Santa Crus 1,452 2,062 71
Yavapai 1,712 5,055 34
Yhma 1,211 4,048 30
Total 20,779 89,708 34
♦Figures eosplled from the Fourteenth Biennial Report 
of the State Superintendent of Public' Instruction,'' ofceie of" 
Arisona.
There Is no law in Arizona forbidding the segregation 
of Mexican and "white” pupils on the ©rounds of race or
^®The term Mexican in this study will be applied to 
all born in Mexico, of Mexican stock, and of Mexican or mixed 
parentage who speak English•
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nationality. Segregation, if achieved, must be based on some 
other reason. Social pressure often operates Indirectly in 
the establishment of schools for residents of the nMexican 
quarter. * A more desirable reason is based on the educational 
needs peculiar to the Mexican children. As a matter of gener­
al practice, separate schools are maintained for Mexican chil­
dren in the lower grades, or separate classes or grades are 
organised for their Instruction. Reynolds quotes the teachers 
as stating that the fourth or fifth grade is the grade at 
which separate instruction for Mexican pupils should end; 
that by that time they should be able to talk and understand 
English well enough to be educated with other children.3*®
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF MEXICAN AID MOLISE 
CHILDREN IE 19 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Grades: 3 4 5 6 7 S
Mexican
predominating
g* 7 7 6 4' 2
Equally divided 3 3 3 4 4 5
English
predominating 3 S 4 4 6 8
All Mexican 7 6 5 5 5 4
^Figures compiled from Information furnished by 
19 seheola.
Annie Reynolds, The Education of Spanish-apeaklng 
Childreni In Five Southwestern States* bnlted states ~ 
Departmentof the Xnterior, Bulletin No. 11 {Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1933), p. 64.
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Table 2 shows the distribution of th© native Mexican and 
English children in th© six grades of nineteen schools (out 
of twenty-five) who gave this Information on the Personal 
History Information form. These are, of course* only the 
estimates of the teachers who filled out the blanks.
8* Intellectual progress.—  The age-grade distribu­
tion in the state of Arizona shows that approximately 35 per 
cent of the pupils in the elementary schools are over age for 
their grade. The Pima County (Arizona) Survey would indicate 
that a large percentage of this over-ageness is accounted for 
by the presence of the Mexican pupils.^ Among the Mexican 
children surveyed, about 59 per cent was over age compared 
with 16 per cent for non-Mexican children. In a study made 
in the city school system of Los Angeles which compared a 
group of Mexican children with a control group of white chil­
dren, it was shown that the mean intelligence quotient of the 
Mexican children was 91.2, while the mean intelligence quo­
tient of the control group was 105.^1 McAnulty shows In her 
report that the Mexican pupils are older chronologically than 
the pupils of the control group by a year in grades two to 
five, and by eight months in grade six. A report on the
20A Survey made of Pima County schools by the College 
of Education of the University of Arizona under Dr. Emil L. 
Larson in 1930-31.
on
Annie Reynolds, Education of Spanish-speaking 
Children, p. 40, citing ’’Achievement and intelligence test 
results for Mexican children attending Los Angeles city 
schools,Los Angeles Educational Research Bulletin, March, 
1932.
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school progress of Mexican pupils In El Paso, Texas, contains
this interesting item* more than twenty per cent of those
finishing the low sixth grade do not enter the high sixth 
grade.22
^* Bducational problera* —— There was a time when 
persons writing on the subject of the retardation of Spanish- 
speaking or Mexican children assigned a relatively low place 
to them in the matters of intelligence, achievement, and 
school progress. Recent research by students of this problem 
tends to postpone judgment as to the Mexican child* s intel­
lectual ability until more information is available. The 
testing program seems to fall before the lack of a common 
mode of communication between the tester and the child who is 
to be tested. That this problem exists was recognized by Dr*
Victor Kelley when, at a meeting of the Administrator’s
Section in Tucson, Arizona* May 1, 1936, he assigned the 
following reasons for the existing retardation of the Mexican 
pupils: (1} late entrance into school, (2) inferior mental
ability, (3) language defects, (4) inferior social and eco­
nomic stature (sic), (5) inadequate educational opportunities, 
and (6) excessive transfers. It would seem that many of these 
reasons can be directly or indirectly attributed to the third, 
that of language defect.
Manuel of the University of Texas has this to say of
22Ibld., p. 45, citing W. A. Stigler, nThe Lost
Legion,B El Paso Schools Standard* September, 1931.
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th© language problem:
Each year in these border states the Spanish***speak­
ing children who become of school age— 34,000 of 
them-*—enter the school, if they go at all, with 
little or no knowledge of English# They are taught 
from the beginning in a language which is foreign 
to them and in most of the public schools at least, 
have little or no contact with written forms of 
their native language until they enter the high 
school* At the same time, outside of school most 
of them have little contact with English# As a 
result many of them never have th© opportunity to 
gain a mastery over either Spanish or English* Ho 
one knows the full extent of this handicap both in 
the work of the school and in later social adjust­
ment*^
Here lies a basic cause of school retardation of the Mexican
child and an ensuing waste of educational effort*
10* Language problem*—  If the program of the ele­
mentary school is to be adapted to the nature and needs of 
the child, to equip him for adjustment to the society in 
which he finds himself, it must be based upon the acquisi­
tion of a language common to the speech community* The 
reader should remember that the written and printed form of 
language comes after the spoken form; that the written form 
is a mechanical invention devised to recall and suggest the 
living language* Thus it is the living English language, 
the normal and natural conversational speech of daily life, 
which the school is obligated to present to the Mexican child# 
It Is his greatest need In his adjustment to the economic and 
social levels of society.
^^Herschel T. Manuel, The Education of Mexican- and 
Spanish-speaking Children in Texas (Austin, Texas: The 
tmiversity of Texas, 1930)•
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Men think of themselves as speaking beings, Especial­
ly Is this true of children. The Mexican child who is thrust 
Into the social structure of an English-speaking world must 
be equipped sr an English-speaking being. Literary English 
Is a later acquisition which may be gained when his economic 
status has been improved by means of a more effective use of 
the spoken language.
At present the Mexican child, attending a school 
which is conducted entirely In English, Is faced with the 
muscular re-training which Is necessary In the acquisition 
of the new language. Since the teacher generally lacks know­
ledge of the simplest phonetic facts of the English language, 
and Invariably lacks knowledge of the phonetic facts of the 
Spanish language, the instruction In the elementary grades 
not only unintentionally misleads the learner of the new 
language, but it does nothing toward simplifying the muscular 
readjustments which are so necessary. This is not a matter 
of blame to the Individual teacher, but a defect in the edu­
cational system.
CHAPTER XX
TEE PHONETIC STRUCTURE OF CASTIUAK-SPARISH
THE PHOSETIC 3THTOOTHE OF CASTILIAN-3FAKX38
11. Introdne t ion *—  Four languages are spoken In 
Spains Salleian, Basque# Catalan and Spanish* The Spanish 
language is divided into two main dialects, whose chief dif­
ference is in pronunciation: Castilian and Andalusian* The
Castilian dialect is the accepted standard speech of educated 
Spaniards In Spain and will be used as the basis for the dis­
cussion in this chapter. The term Spanish, however, will be 
used as synonymous with Castilian to Indicate this standard 
form. This la in conformity with the usage of modern Spanish 
phoneticians and grammarians, who use the word Castilian to 
indicate the idiom and pronunciation of the rural districts 
of Castile* In the remaining chapters of this study the term 
Castilian will be used likewise to indicate the standard 
Spanish form as a term of differentiation from the Mexican- 
3panlsh spoken in the Southwest*
This chapter contains a condensation of the basic 
phonemic elements of Spanish phonetics only; the reader is 
referred to source materials for a more complete understand­
ing of the variant forms• ^  The phonetic symbols are those 
adopted by L*Association Phonetlquo Internationale (IPA).
24See bibliography.
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A list of key words and modification symbols is given below# 
the reader should bear in mind that the Spanish phoneme is* 
in most instances, not identical with the English phoneme, 
although represented with a similar IPA symbol* Figures 2 
and 3 on pages 33 and 34 will also be of assistance#
Z M  WOBBS IB CA3nLIA&»3?ASX3H
Symbol Key ^ord Pronunciation
<p) papa (pap&)
(to) bano (bspo)
(t) techo (teto)
(a) dinero (dinero}
(a) verde (bard©}
{k> cose (koav)
(5> goma (gomv)
(«s) tiesipo (tje^po)
(nj) enfermo lenjiersao}
(n) nada (nada)
(P) banc (bajio)
(q) tengo (teqgo)
(1) lagrima (layr
(X) cabalio {kaPaXo)
Cr)
/
frio (frio)
(n) perro (p^mo)
((}> pobre (po/Jre)
(f) frio (frio)
(0) cinco (0iqko)
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Symbol Key Word Frommc 1 at 1 on
3) Jusgar Cxu^ysr)
3) rosa (r so 3x2)
2} desde (desde)
3) yo blen (Jo (3Jen)
x) ex Jon (kaxon)
9) gltano (pitano)
T>
ague ( )
»} buono (bwono)
<> chile (tjlle)
d3 } el hlelo (el d^elo)
1) dla (dix2)
1 ) hi Jo (1x0)
h timldo (fcim%o)
*) ball© (ba&lei
e) peso (peso)
fc) papel (p&p&l)
e) nocfa© (notJe)
e) fecil (f©6il)
a) bajo (baxo)
^ ) ea3R (kss\2)
0) todo (todo)
o) estoy (63t9&)
°) rancho (r&nlf0)
u) uno (uno)
u) burro (bur;o)
Symbol
(*>
<«)
(a*)
(a«)
(e4)
(e%t)
(34)
(os)
<*
(v
(> 
(<^ 
(~ 
{• 
<« 
< * 
U  
(t 
(
Key Word
t
c&plfculo
CBU3&
sire
causa
lay
deude
hoy
bou
Pronunciation 
{kapitulo) 
(kaua^) 
(alre) 
(kaus^) 
d®4} 
(dewda) 
ioli 
(bou)
M odification  3ysgbola 
tongue slightly raised {Linguistic Atlas Symbol) 
tongue slightly lowered 
tongue slightly backed 
tongue slightly fronted 
Nasality
Breath, devolclng
Tolclng
Aspiration
Central vowel of unstressed position
Dentalization
Lengthening
For other modi fleet Ions see the International Phonetic Alpha­
bet, found In the official organ of that organisation: he
Maltre Phonetlque»
Unstressed * 
Unstressed ® 
Unstressed ° 
Unstressed u 
Semi-vowel & 
Semi-vowel h
Pig* 2.—  Spanish Vowels
Bi-
Labial
Labio-
Dental
Inter-
Dental
Dental Alveo­
lar
Palatal Velar
Plosive P to t d k g
Isasal m n r
Lateral 1 X
Trilled r r;
Fricatives & f d 0* s z 5 9 * r
Semi-
Consonant w
Affricates tf d3 (dj)
Fig. 3.— Spanish Consonants 
Before taking up the discussion of each sound in
detail, two general characteristics of Spanish pronunciation 
should be noted;
a. There is an absence of an audible glide or 
movement of the tongue between the sound units* The Spanish 
speaker uses his jaw and lips more and his tongue less than 
the English speaker. This basic difference will be noted 
more completely in the discussion of the individual sounds.
b. The intonation pattern of Spanish, or the rise 
and fall of the voice, is a characteristic element of Spanish 
pronunciation. According to Tom/s, many of the differences 
in pronunciation between th© various dialects of Spanish are
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differences of Intonation.26 Storm says the intonation of 
Spanish is the gravest, the most dignified and spirited of 
the romance languages.26 While it is difficult to define 
these patterns of pitch variation on paper, we can note some 
fundamental observations.
(1) At the beginning of a phonic group the 
voice begins and continues in a relatively low pitch until 
the first accented syllable is reached, when it rises to a 
medium high pitch. This continues in the following syllables 
until the last accented syllable of the group is reached, 
when the voice falls or rises according to the circumstances. 
In affirmation the voice falls to a lower pitch than that of 
the initial unaccented syllable. In Interrogation the voice 
rises to a higher pitch. Examples i
Affirmations Interrogations
Le gusta la lectura. Le gusta la lectura?
Longer statements, including a subordinate
clause or a qualifying phrase, may be divided into two 
p^atterns,** the first of which has a rising, and the second 
a falling, Inflection. Example:
26Tomas, Fronunclacion Espanola, pp. 209-35.
26Johan Storm, Bngllsche Phllologle (Leipzig: 0. R» 
Reisland, 1892), p. 186.
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Mi padre iba Caballero ©n una jaca alazana.^ 
mi pa$re^ if*. ka^jgro tn ion xaka lsan>a
/  /  /  \
A sentence which consists of several phrases
or clauses is treated like the example above, the end of a
statement ending with a falling intonation, th© end of an
interrogation with a rising intonation* Examples t
Antes de lo que yo pens aba, querido tio, me decidio mi padre
ante de lo ke jo pensa^ keri^o tio me #esi8io mi pa^re
a que montase en Lucero.
^ kem ontase tn lustr°.
/
Tomas gives a very good account of the intona­
tion patterns in various combinations.^
Spanish Consonants
12. General Remarks*—  The Spanish consonants are 
classified according to the place of their articulation and 
according to the manner of articulation as shown in Fig. 3.
In general, the Spanish consonants are articulated 
with greater muscular tension and precision than in English,
^This and the following example are taken from th© 
first paragraph of th© transcription of Mexican-Spanish, p.
^®Tomas, Pronunclacion Eapanolai pp. 209-35
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and yet with aeealtig l&x&eas* th© result being a clearer and 
more distinct articulation* Although the muscular tension 
is greater when the consonant is near a stressed or accented 
syllable* the general consonantal weakening which w© find in 
English due to weak muscular tension* as In the pronunciation 
°* l2£ SSL (ltd as}* is very rare in Spanish* In the case of 
the fricatives {0} (<t) (y), however* the muscular tension is 
less pronounced. These consonants are the most character­
istically Spanish in the whole range of Spanish sounds*
It is important to remember that In connection with 
the articulation of the voiceless plosives (p) (t) (k), when 
Initial in a syllable* that the Spanish plosives are not as­
pirated as in English. Conversely* the Spanish voiced plo­
sives (b) (d) (g)* in the absolute initial position (inlclal 
absolute}* are slightly aspirated*^® The difference between 
the articulation of the Spanish plosive and the English plo­
sive is to be found in the fact that in the Spanish the 
voiceless plosives are articulated with a weak momentary ex­
plosion that la followed immediately by the vibration of the 
vocal bands in anticipation of the following vowels padre 
Cpkadr0);^ teofao (fc^ etj0); call© (k®a>c«)* In the Ihgllsh 
voiceless plosives the vibration of the vocal bands for the 
following vowel begins much later, and the explosion is
29Ibid.. pp. 79-80.
30The use of the corresponding exponents (b, d* g) 
to indicate this manner of pronouncing the unaaplrated stops 
was suggested by C. M* Wise of Louisiana State University*
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stronger and accompanied by an audible voiceless breathing 
sound similar to a weak (h) sound; task (t^aesk); past 
(p^aeat) j car (k^ar).
The letter h is silent in modern Spanish.
15* Voiceless unasplrated bi-labial stop plosive (pK 
—  Orthographic £. This sound is similar to the English (p) 
but there is no aspiration in the English sense. The outgo­
ing urrvocalized breath is stopped momentarily by the closing 
or the lips and the closing of the velum. This compressed air 
is then released by a quick separation of the lips. During the 
occlusion of the lips the tongue takes the position of the 
sound that follows. The muscular tension is medium. Examples: 
papa (papa); ropa (rsopx*).
a. Preceding or ji, the (p) is formed carefully 
and strongly, especially in accented syllables. Example; 
capsula (kapsul^). However, in ordinary pronunciation, and es­
pecially in unaccented positions, the final (p) of a syllable, 
followed by c or s,, normally takes the position of the frica­
tive ((&). Example: excepclon (esOfcflfljon).
b. In familiar pronunciation (p) is frequently
reduced to a weak bi-labial fricative more or less voiced. In 
vulgar pronunciation it Is generally omitted. Standard speech 
admits of Its omission in such words as septlembre (setjembr6), 
aeptlmo (setimo), eclipse (eklis). The (p) is not pronounced 
in the initial group gs: pslcologla (slkol^l^). Likewise the 
(p) Is lost In the group pc In certain words such as 
suscrlpcion (suskrifljon)•
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14 * Voiced aspirated bi-labial stop plosive (b*1). - - 
Orthographic b, v. This sound is made exactly as (p) is 
made except for the vibration of the vocal bands during the 
compression of air and for the un-English aspiration pattern# 
The muscular tension is somewhat less than for (p).*^ It 
is similar to the English (b) in boy but less strong. How­
ever, it must be remembered that the Spanish sound is as­
pirated.
This sound is heard only when b or v Is initial in a 
phonic or breath group,^ and after m or n (m) within a word 
or between words. Examples: bano (bajio); hombre (ombre);
un vaso (umbaso).
a. When the (b) Immediately precedes Jb it is 
formed like (p) in slow or careful pronunciation. In the 
easy pronunciation of familiar conversation it Is formed like 
{£}, more or less surd. Example; obtener (optene,r) or 
(o(Jtentr).
b. In words such as submarine, submultiple, the 
implosion is very weak and short so that often the (b) is 
changed to (m) with the result that that sound Is lengthened; 
Examples submarlno (su^marino) or (sumsarino).
15. Voiceless unasplrated tongue-tlp dental stop- 
plosive (t).—  Orthographic t. This (t) is somewhat similar
^lfhis is according to Tomas. Logically It would 
seem that since It is an aspirated consonant the tension 
would be greater.
^2For b or v within a group see (jh), sec. 29.
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to the English (t), but Is dental and, not alveola** nor post- 
alveolar, like the English sound* The outgoing unvocalized 
breath is blocked momentarily by the closing of the velum 
and the pressing of the tip and sides of the tongue. The 
muscular tension is medium. The Spanish sound is not aspi­
rated as in the case of the English (t)• Examples: techo 
(tetjo); estufa (estufc).
a. Final (t) only appears with its proper voice­
less quality only in loud and emphatic conversation. In 
normal conversation it Is reduced to a voiced fricative. 
Example : atlas (adl^s).33
16. Voiced aspirated tongue-tip dental stop-ploslve 
(d).—  Orthographic d. The place of the articulation is as 
in (t). The vocal bands vibrate during the compression of 
air. This sound is somewhat similar to the English (d), but 
It is dental, not alveolar; it Is aspirated, not unaspirated. 
The muscular tension is less than for (t).
This sound is used only when d occurs Initially In a 
phonic group, or after 1 or n whether within a word or be­
tween words.^ Examples: dlnero (dinero); mandollna
{mandolin*); maided (malda^).
17. Voiced dental-interdental fricative (d).—  Ortho­
graphic d. The velum Is closed. The muscular tension is
^(t) never appears final before vowels.
^See sec. 17 for treatment of Intervocalic and
final d*
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weak. The tip of the tongue touches the edges of the upper 
front teeth very gently, the tongue movement being very.rapid 
and the contact very brief* The breath escapes between the 
tip of the tongue and the edges of the teeth with a slight 
friction which is not as pronounced as in the English sound 
( )^* In other words, this sound Is similar to the English 
(^ ) in this, but much weaker and less Interdental*^ To the 
English ear it sounds somewhat like the affricate (d^). This 
sound is found In all positions not covered by (d)* That Is; 
when not Initial In a phonic group, and when not preceded by 
n or 1* Examples; verde (btrdte); padre (padre); rue da 
(rswedte); adlos (adjos).
a. The (d) generally becomes partly voiceless 
before a voiceless fricative. Example; adjetivo (adxeti£o).
b. In careful and slow pronunciation the d In the 
ending ado Is regularly pronounced as the fricative* However, 
in ordinary careless and familiar conversation It is very 
weakly articulated and often altogether silent* Example; 
comprado (koarpra^ o) or (kompraoj.
c. In the majority of nouns that end In d, whether 
within a phonic group or In the absolute final position before 
a pause, the (d) may be silent altogether* Example; verdad 
(btrda). Most educated people, however, attempt to pronounce 
a weak final (d) in such cases.
35See sec. 32.
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IB* Voiceless unaspirated lingua-velar stop-plosive 
( k ) Orthographic o (when before a, o, u or before a con­
sonant), qu» and k. The outgoing unvocalized breath is 
stopped momentarily by the closing of the velum and the rais­
ing of the dorsum of the tongue against the soft palate.
This compressed air is then released by the withdrawal of 
the tongue and escapes through a wide opening of the mouth. 
This sound is similar to the English (k) but there is no 
aspiration. The explosion is a little weaker than for Spanish 
(p) and (t).
When articulated before back vowels, the point of 
contact of the back of the tongue is with the soft palate.
When articulated before front vowels the point of contact is 
near the division line between the hard and soft palate. 
Examples: calle (kaXe); cosa (kosv); cuatro (kwatro}; doctor
(doktor); que (ke); quita (klta); klosco (kiosko).
19. Voiced aspirated lingua-velar stop-plosive (g).—  
Orthographic £ (before a, o, u), jgu (before e, JL). he place 
and manner of articulation are exactly as in (k) except that 
the vocal bands are vibrating during the compression of air. 
The muscular tension is medium. In general, the sound is 
similar to the English (g), but it is aspirated. Its articu­
lation before front and back vowels is conditioned as in 
(k).36
^See sec. 18.
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This sound is found initially in a phonic group* or 
after n, whether within a word or between words.Examples; 
graclas (graO i^s); gal let a (gaXefrQ); goma (gomxz.) 5 tengo 
(teijgo); guerra {gtrrO; gulsar (gis^r).
20. Voiced bl-labial nasal continuant ( m ) Ortho-
nto
graphic m, n. Thi "ound is made by closing the lips and 
opening the velum to permit the vocalized breath to pass 
through the nasal passages. The muscular tension is medium. 
Examples: tlempo (tjempo); hombre (ombre); goma (gonra).
a. Spanish pronunciation does not allow an (m) 
before a final pause except in rare eases of foreign and 
learned words, when it is pronounced as (n). Examples: 
ultimatum (ult^matun); Abraham (a^ran).
b. In the group nm the articulation of the first 
consonant In ordinary conversation is usually absorbed by the 
(m). The tongue approaches the alveolar contact, but at the 
same time the (m) forms the bi-labial occlusion. Acoustically, 
the latter sound (m) only is perceptible. Examples conmigo
{komigo).
21. Voiced lablo-dental nasal continuant (mi* —  
Orthographic n. The velum Is open. The muscular tension
^See sec. 36 for the sound of £ in the groups ge
and £l.
Orthographic n is pronounced (m) when found immed­
iately before the bi-labial consonants (p) and (b) (&I30 
orthographic v) due to assimilation. Examples: un buen baile
(umbwtmbaAle); con padre (kompadre); invitar ( imb^iar) •
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la medium* The place of the articulation is as In (f), the
lover lip touching the edges of the upper front teeth; hut
as la (m), the breath passes through the nose* This sound
occurs when the n comes immediately before an f* Examples:
enferao (enjfersso); un frljol (unjfrixol}*
a. Often the (nj) disappears collet sly leaving
the preceding vowel nasalised* At tines when the vowel is 
/
in the nos 1 cion Iniclal absolute the (rrj) absorbs the vowel 
in large measure, as when preceded by u where the (tt)} takes 
on tee vowel quality of (u)* Examples; enfermo (ef&rmo); 
un frljol (^ Tt^ frixol )•
22. Voiced alveolar nasal continuant (n)*—  Ortho­
graphic n* The tip of tee tongue touches the upper alveoles 
or gums while the sides of the tongue touch the inner surface 
of the upper molars*
The velum Is open and the air escapes through the 
nose* English (n) is often post-alveolar; Spanish (n), being 
alveolar, is farther front and is often thought of as dental* 
As a matter of feet, when the n is in contact with a follow­
ing consonant which is not alveolar, it loses its identity 
in the following consonant and becomes bi-labial, labio­
dental, inter-dental, dental, palatal, or velar as the case 
say be* Examples: bi-labial, en. paz (eiapafl); labio-dental,
conflar (konjfiar); inter-dental, onza (onOu); dental, cantaro 
(kantar°); palatal, ancho (ajitjo); velar, clnco {0i^ko).
This sound of (n) is used when initial in a syllable,
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when between vowels, or when before any consonants except bl- 
lablals, velars, or the lablo-dental {f)•^  Examples s nada 
(nadv); hermamo {trmano); nochs {nctfe} •
a* In the prefixes Ins, cons, trans, the (n) Is 
pronounced very weakly* In familiar conversation the (n) in 
these prefixes Is sometimes silent, leaving the preceding 
vowel slightly nasalised* Example: insecto (latkto).
25. Voiced palatal nasal (n)»-- Orthographic n*
The velum is open* The middle of the tongue is raised against 
the hard palate making a complete stoppage, while the tip of 
the tongue rests on the lower front teeth* The air escapes 
through the nose* The Spanish (p) is a single and uniform 
sound and not a double sound such as the English (nj) in 
onion* The (p) generally appears Initially In a syllable* 
Examples: bano (bapo); nlno (nlpo)j aenor (sejior)*
a. The final &  of a syllable Is likewise pronounced 
(p) when in contact with a palatal consonant, but It lacks the 
energetic transition to the following vowel which is charac­
teristic of the (p) when found In the Initial position.
Example: conyuge (kopdjuxe).
24. Voiced velar nasal continuant (q)*-- Orthographic 
n. The velum Is open. The sound Is similar to the English 
(rj} In sing. It Is made by raising the back of the tongue
^See the other nasals: (m) for the bl-lablals; (aj)
for the lablo-dentala; {rj) for the velars*
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against the soft palate and passing the vocalized breath 
through the nasal passages. The tongue takes the position, 
in anticipation, of the velar consonants (k), (g), (x), that 
follow. This sound is found when n comes before a velar 
consonant, whether within a word or between words. Examples: 
on case {eqkasx?}; lengua (leqgwa); tengo {teqgo}; angel (arjXfcl).
a. The lingua-velar contact is complete when the 
(q) is followed by one of the velar plosives, but when fol­
lowed by the fricative (x) it is not complete. Example: 
angel (aqxtl).
b. When followed by the semi-consonant (w) the 
sound of (q ) is reduced to a nasalization of the preceding 
vowel. This occurs because the secondary articulation of the 
(w) is velar. Example: con huevo (kowe/?o).
25. Voiced tongue-point alveolar lateral fricative 
(1).—  Orthographic JL. The velum is closed. The tip of the 
tongue touches the alveoles or gums of the upper teeth, as
in (n), while the vocalized breath passes around the sides of 
the tongue, producing a slight friction*
The Spanish (1), a clear or front or bright (1), is 
a uniform sound throughout, unlike the English sound, which 
has many variants. The dark (1) of English, formed with the 
tip of the tongue as much as half an inch back of the upper 
teeth, is not heard in Spanish. Examples: lagrima (lagr^ -mv);
callente (kalijente)j facll (fadil).
2 6 . Voiced palatal lateral continuant (X)
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Orthographic 11. The velum is closed. The middle of the 
tongue is raised against the hard palate as in the fashion 
of the tip of the tongue in the (n). The top of the tongue 
touches behind* and rests against; the lower front teeth. 
There are two narrow passages formed on both sides of the 
mouth through which the breath passes producing a lateral 
friction.
This sound is a simple and uniform sound. It is not 
a double sound as the English (Ij) in million. It is found 
in the initial position of a syllable. Examples! cabalio 
(ka^aXo); Have (\a|5e); llenar (Xenar).
27• Voiced alveolar single trill (r).— Ortho­
graphic r. The velum is closed. The sides of the tongue rest 
on the gums and inner surface of the molars, stopping the 
passage of the breath through the sides of the mouth. At 
the same time the tip of the tongue is raised quickly and its 
edges touch the upper alveoles in one or more flips of the 
tongue. The tongue is drawn back and its middle assumes a 
concave shape.
This Spanish (r) is quite different from either the
General American (r) or the British one-tap trill. The single
trill (r) is found when r is not initial in a word, and when
4^Famillar conversation, even among careful speakers,
has a tendency to convert the trilled (r) to the fricative 
(j). At times the fricative U ) approaches a id) articulated 
at the alveoles. This fricative sound appears chiefly in 
place of the simple (r) in an intervocalic position, and in 
place of the final (r). Example: toro (toio) (tocto).
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not preceded ty 1, n, or su Examples5 frio (frio); senor 
(sepor); tortilla (tortix*).
a* In groups oonslstlng of a voiceless consonant 
plus (r}# the Spaniard does not allow the (r) to be assimi­
lated to the voicelessness of a preceding voiceless consonant 
as in English* Examples creo (kreo). not (k^reo)*
28* Voiced alveolar multiple trill (r)*—  Ortho­
graphic r, rr* The place and the manner of articulation are 
In general as in the single trill (r), but the tongue strikes 
the alveoles, not with a single vibration, but with several 
very rapid vibrations* In emphatic speech the number of vibra­
tions may Increase to an many as five and more, and the tongue 
contact is much more pronounced*
The multiple trill (rs) is found where r is initial 
in a word; after 1, n, or si; and when doubled* Examples: 
ropa (r:9px2); el rancho (alrsanlfo); un reloj (unr:elox); 
es rlco (ezrjiko); perro (perso); correr (koritr)*
29* Voiced bl-labial fricative (j!)»—  Orthographic 
41b and v# The velum Is closed* The muscular tension is es­
pecially weak and the articulation Is rapid when the sound 
Is found between vowels* The lips do not close completely 
as in (b) but leave an opening more or less narrow according 
to the force of the pronunciation. English speakers may
41g©© sec. 22 for v before n.
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think of it as a (v) made with the two lips. When In contact 
with some consonant, it is narrower in an initial position 
than in the final or intervocalic position. In either case 
the (|£) may be converted to the plosive (b) or to the (p) be­
fore a surd consonant. The fricative {(I) is found in all 
positions not covered by (b).42 Examples : Initial syllable
between vowels: la boca (lajlok^ ); initial syllable between
vowel and consonant: pobre (po(Sre)s initial syllable be­
tween consonant and vowel: las bocas (l&zJJokas); Initial
syllable between consonants; sus brazos (suzjJraOos); final 
of syllable before voiced consonants abrir (a^rir); final 
of syllable before voiceless consonants objeto (opxeto); 
final of word: Jacob (xakofS); orthographic vs no vamos
(no amos).
a. The fricative (^} can take on all degrees of 
sonority as in the following exampless voiced: abdicar
(ajid^ kar); semi-voiceless: ab.iurar (aj$?xurar); voiceless:
ab 1urar (afbftrar); emphatic: ab.iurar (apxurar).
b. The b of the particles ab, ob, and sub, 
followed by £ and other consonants, has a tendency to lose 
its sonority and in some cases to disappear. Example; 
obscuro (oskuro).
c. The final £ of a syllable followed by o or 
£ Is pronounced In ordinary conversation as (jj). Example: 
concepclon (k^ ntajiOj n).
42See plosive, sec. 13»
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d* It is important to realize that the articula- 
tlon of {^} ranges from the voiced form to the voicelessness 
of the (p) in clear emphatic speech* In ordinary conversa­
tion the last part of the articulation becomes voiceless* in 
other words there are a number of variants between these two 
extremes of pronunciation, dependent upon the vigor of the 
speech*
30. Voiceless 1 able-dental fricative (f)»—  Ortho­
graphic f. The lower lip touches the edges of the upper 
front teeth end the velum is closed. This sound is similar 
to the English (f)* Examples; frio (frio); faoll (faOil)i 
enferao (enjferaao).
31* Voiceless Interdental fricative (8)*—  Ortho­
graphic a, or £ (before e, ,1). This sound is similar to the 
English (fl ) In thin* The tip of the tongue moves forward 
between the teeth more than In the fricative (4), gently 
touching the upper front teeth* The lower surface of the tip 
of the tongue rests on the lower teeth* Examples; cinco 
(diqko); centavo (OentajSo); dies (djeO)*
a. Shen jg Is final in a syllable before a voiced 
consonant, the sound becomes partially or completely voiced 
and resembles the English } or a strongly articulated 
Spanish continuant (4)* Example; en vez de (emhe^de).
b* Some examples of assimilation should be noted. 
The final n of a word or syllable, when In contact with a
sx
(6) which follows* takes the articulation of this latter 
sound* the point of the tongue being between the teeth* 
Example; onsa (oaOv)*
c* The final 1 of a word or syllable In contact 
with a following (flj becomes interdental in ordinary rapid 
pronunciation* Example; alssr (alfler)*
d* When the (0) is immediately followed by a t, 
the articulation of the latter is interdental* Example* 
haste alls (aUteaXa).
e* ^hen d is absolutely final before a pause it 
is pronounced very weakly and partly unvoiced* In substandard 
speech it often becomes the completely voiceless (0).^ 
Example; verdad (berdafl)*
22. Voiced Interdental fricative (3)«— » Orthographic 
x* This sound* the voiced counterpart of (9 )> is more nearly 
Identical with the English (3), and with a strongly articu­
lated Spanish (4). It is used when the z precedes a voiced 
consonant* Examples lugger (xu^yar)•
35* Voiceless alveolar fricative {s)»—  Orthographic 
a* x* The velum is closed* The muscular tension of this 
sound varies according to the modi float ions of stress and Its 
position in the phonetic group.
In the Spanish sound the tip of the tongue touches
*3see also (n) in sec. 22*
**See (<t) for another treatment of final d*
the alveoles of the upper front teeth, at a point farther 
back than for the English js, while the sides of the tongue 
rest against the upper molars* To English ears this sound 
has an ([ } quality. Examples: gesto (xestc); senor (sepor)j
rosa (rsosv).
The letter x Is pronounced (s) before a consonant, 
and in some words when between vowels. Examples: extrano
(estrano}; exacto (esakto).
34. Voiced alveolar fricative (z).—  Orthographic
s* This sound is made like the (s), except that it is voiced 
The muscular tension is weak.
It is different from the English (z) as the Spanish 
(s) is different from the English (s). The articulation is 
always short and gentle. A slow or firm articulation hinders 
the voicing until a voiceless off-glide ensues. One might 
almost consider (z) as a variant of the (s) phoneme.
This sound of (z) occurs when the s Is final in a 
syllable and immediately before a voiced consonant. Examples 
las manos (lazmanos); desde (dezcte); es verdad (ez|2fcrdadt); 
alamo (mizmo).
35. Voiced palatal fricative (semi-consonant) (j).—  
Orthographic jj hi, 1. The velum Is closed. The tip of the 
tongue rest3 behind the lower front teeth and the front and 
the middle of the tongue are raised In a convex shape toward 
the hard palate, touching it over a wide area on both sides
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of the mouth* The breath passes through a narrow opening in 
the middle of the mouth, producing a strong friction. This 
sound resembles the English sound in yes but has a stronger 
palatal friction. It is found in the Initial position In a 
syllable. Examples: yo (jo); ya (ja); ayer (ajer); hierro
(j r:o).
a. When found immediately after 1 or n, or when 
pronounced very emphatically In the accented position, the 
tongue Is raised so as to form a complete contact with the 
surface of the hard palate* Thus it forms a (d) plus (j), 
which gives a sound suggestive of the English (djj) in gentle. 
Examples con hielo (kondjelo).
b. Spanish 1 is a semi-consonant when found 
before a vowel with which it forms a syllable, and when It 
is preceded by a consonant: that is, consonant plus i plus
the vowel as In bien. There is a slight friction, as com­
pared to the stronger friction of the fricative (j) In the 
initial position. This is because the tongue Is raised to a 
position half-way between the tongue position for (I) and 
that for the fricative (j). The consonant (j) and the vowel
(1) differ not only in form of the lingua-palatal opening, 
but In the place of the tongue articulation* The (j) symbol 
will be used for both the fricative and the semi-consonant. 
Example: bien (bjen).
36. Voiceless velar fricatives (x) and (<?).-- Ortho­
graphic £  and £ (before e and JL). The velum la closed. The
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back of the tongue Is raised against the velum and the breath 
passes through the narrow passage* producing a strong friction*
The sound is similar to the German *'achlaut*' (x) for 
the back vowels and the wichlautw {9) for the front vowels.
The frictional quality of this sound is harsher than that of 
the other Spanish fricatives. In an energetic type of pro­
nunciation it easily becomes a simple aspiration (h). The 
more cultured and more standard form Is the fricative.45 Ex­
amples ; reloj {r;tlox}; ca.jon (kaxon); Juan (xwan); gente 
(9©nte); gitano (jitano).
a. When the sound Is final in a word it is 
weakened somewhat. In the word reloj the (x) sound is usually 
omitted. Example; reloj (ritlo).
57. Voiced velar fricative Orthographic g* gu.
The velum is closed. The muscular tension Is weak. The (y)
Is articulated in general as the plosive (g), but the back of 
the tongue does not form a complete contact with the soft 
palate and the breath passes through the narrow passage with 
a slight friction. This fricative sound stands in relation 
to the plosive (g) as do the fricatives (|S) and (d) to (b) 
and (d). The spirant (y) Is used when the spellings ga* go*
gu* gue* gul occur In any position except the Initial and
preceding an n. Examples; pegar (peyar); ha&o (a^o); agua 
(a^w^)j la guerra (laytrre); segulr (seyir).
^Englishmen and Americans are liable to pronounce 
this sound too open and aspirated.
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a. In the intervocalic position the fricative (y)
is very weakly pronounced. There is a tendency to use the 
fricative in rapid and relaxed pronunciation while the plosive 
is often used in deliberate and emphatic speech,
b* In the groups cc and cn the ordinary careful 
pronunciation is a velar plosive (k), but in familiar conver­
sation it is usually pronounced as a continuant (y), Examples
articulation is in general similar to that of the (u) but 
the sound is of shorter duration, As the lips move to the 
less unround position the back of the tongue raises so closely 
to the soft palate that a slight friction Is produced. This 
sound is similar to the English w in we. It Is found spelled 
as u, and hu when Immediately before a vowel with which it 
forms a syllable. Examples: bueno (bweno); may (mwi);
cuando (kwando); huevo (weflo),
Its sonority partially or totally in accented syllables when 
preceded by j), t, or k. Examples puerta (pwerto).
b. When found Initially in a syllable in careful 
pronunciation the sound becomes the fricative (y) plus the
lecclon (ltjOjon)
c. The letter x Is pronounced as (ys) between
38* Semi-consonant (w).—  Orthographic u, hu. The
a. In dialectal pronunciation this sound loses
Before a consonant It Is pronounced (a). In some 
words such as exacto It may be pronounced (s) even when 
between vowels.
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(w)* This Is due to an exaggeration of the velar part of the 
pronunciation of (w). Example* huerta (-ywtrtxz).
59* Voiceless palatal affricate (Ip.—  Orthographic 
ch» The velum Is closed. The blade of the tongue is raised 
convexly against the upper alveoles and front palate, pro­
ducing a momentary stoppage of the air* This forms the first 
part of the articulation* Immediately the blade of the tongue 
Is withdrawn from the alveolar contact* This forms a narrow 
passage by which the air escapes with a brief friction similar 
to that of the fricative (J ) of English* Since this friction, 
as well as the occlusion which precedes it, is effected be­
tween the blade and the alveolar space, its duration tends 
to be that of a simple occlusive* Because the tip of the 
tongue does not have any special function In the production 
of this Spanish sound, It must be pointed out that the (t) 
of the affricate Is not the usual Spanish dental (t). This 
phoneme is found only In the initial and medial positions* 
Examples: muchaeho (mutjatjo); chile {i^ il6}; leche (letfe).
40* Voiced palatal affricate (d^)»—  Orthographic 
y, hi. The velum Is closed* Other than the additional 
vibration of the vocal lips the articulation of this phoneme 
is similar to the Spanish (tj). However, there are some minute 
differences which should be noted. Ill© extent of the area of 
contact between the blade of the tongue and the alveolar space 
is larger, with the result that the (d5) is just posterior to
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th© The resultant friction of the (d^) is smoother
than that of the (tj), the (3 ) sounding more like (j) than the
English (3 ). In energetic pronunciation the fricative quality
does become more that of th© (3 ) • In other words, the Spanish
affricate (d.3 ) cannot properly be thought of as the voiced
correlative of th© Spanish (tf) since the fricative element is
48more that of (j) than that of (3 }* The (dj) symbol will be 
used to represent this phoneme, except in those transcriptions 
and discussions where the (j) element is present* This pho­
neme is found in the initial position of the syllable when 
preceded iimnediately by n or !• Examples: el hielo (eld^elo);
un yenao (und jermo) •
41. General sound changes*—  Many changes and modifi­
cations take place in Spanish, due for the most part to assim­
ilation and dissimilation. Among the most important of these 
changes, other than already mentioned under each sound, ares
a. The consonant (s) when immediately before (0), 
(t), is not a voiceless alveolar, but a voiceless dental by 
assimilation. Examples: eacena (esflen^ }; pasta (pasta).
b. The conscnant £ when immediately before (<$} is 
not always a voiced alveolar, but may become a voiced dental 
by assimilation to the (d). Example: dead© (dezde).
c. The consonant s. when before (r) is not a pure 
voiced alveolar but a sort of weak fricative (r) due to
^See Tomas, p. 81, sec, 76. 
^®See sec. 35.
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assimilation to (r). Example; <33 rico (fcjir;iko).
d* The consonants (n) and (1) when immediately 
before the interdental (9) are not pronounced as alveolar3 
but become Interdentals due to assimilation to (0 )* Ex­
amples s esperanza (©speranlk); alzar (alftar).
e. When two like consonants come together between 
words there is usually only one articulation and that is 
lengthened* Examples el lobo (alt o(3o).
&iaiaon*—  A apecific type of sound change 
called liaison takes place in connected words and phrases s 
a* Within a phonic group the final consonant of 
a word is carried over or linked with the Initial vowel of 
the following words, forming thereby a phonetic syllable* 
While the consonant does not change, the vowel may, since a 
final closed syllable has become open by the loss of the con­
sonant* Example; del otro (dglotro) (de-le-tro)*
(1) This explains the same pronunciation of 
phrases of different spellings and different meanings* Ex­
ample; las aves and la sabes (la-sa-(Ses)*
(2) The rule above is not absolute in the case 
of final x* *t may remain to form a diphthong with the pre­
ceding vowel, or it may carry over to link with the initial 
vowel of the following syllable and be pronounced as (j)* 
Examples: voy a ver (boia|3er) or (bo-ja-[kr).
43. Synalepha* —  A second type of sound change
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which takes place In connected words and phrases Is that of 
synalepha*
a* When a word ending in a vowel Is followed by 
a word that begins with a vowel, a hiatus or synalepha may 
occur between these two vowels* When the vowels of the sep­
arate words are pronounced clearly and with full vowel value, 
each forming a separate syllable, hiatus occurs* Example: 
tu eres (tueres). When these two vowels are united Into a 
single syllable, synalepha takes place* Example: me ha dlcho
(aeadiijo). Hiatus occurs in slow and emphatic pronunciation. 
Synalepha Is the rule In ordinary conversation and in poetry*
44. Synereala* —  When vowels that belong to different 
syllables come together within a word (Instead of between 
words) they are pronounced together In one syllable* This
is called syneresls and is as common as synalepha* Example:
Ho puedo creep todo eso (no pwedo krtr todb eso)*
Vowels
45. General Remarks*—  The vowels that are articu­
lated in the front of the mouth are called the front vowels.
The vowels that are articulated In the back of the mouth 
cavity are called the back vowels* The vowels that are articu­
lated in the center of the mouth are called the central vowels.
Within the two divisions of back and front, the vowels 
are divided Into open and close, according to the degree to 
which the tongue is raised toward the palate. The distance
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between the tongue and the palate Is greater for the open 
vowels than for the olose vowels*
Ho Spanish vowel is exactly like the corresponding 
English vowel* Spanish vowels are pronounced clearly and 
distinctly* They are uniform in quality throughout their 
articulation and the close vowels never have the English 
diphthongal character*
The position of the lips is important* In producing 
front vowels, the lips form an oblong opening* The closer 
the vowel the longer and narrower th© opening becomes* For 
the back vowels, the lips are rounded* The closer the vowel 
the more reduced is the opening*
Final unaecented vowels are usually pronounced almost 
as clearly and distinctly as vowels In any other position, 
at least in slow and emphatic pronunciation. In rapid and 
familiar speech they become lax and tend to take on a quality 
less clearly defined* Accented vowel3 are not necessarily 
long in Spanish* In fact, a final unaccented vowel may often 
be not only as long as, but even longer tha, an accented 
vowel* Tomas says this problem of relaxation of each of the 
vowels is an interesting study for the advanced student of 
phonetics*^
46* Open and closed syllables*—  An open syllabi© 
is one that ends In a vowel or a diphthong. Examples: hab-la 
(a^lv); pel-ne (piAne); ha-bl-ta-do (a^tado).
^Tomas, Pronunciecio’n Espanola, p.46.
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A closed syllable is one that ends in a consonant or 
consonants* Examples % con-tan (kontar); trans-ac-cion 
(transakOjon).
47* Syllabication* —  Orthographic syllabication is 
generally, though not always, based on phonetic syllabications
1* A single consonant between two vowels begins a 
syllable* Example: ca-sa (kas>e}*
2. The digraphs ch (tp, 11 (\)f rr (r;) begin a 
syllable* Examples: ha-cha (atJ'Q); ca-lle (kaM); pe-rro
(ptrso).
5* The groups of a consonant plus 1 or r, except 
rl. si, tl, sr, begin a syllable* Examples s ha-bla 
pa-dre (pa<ire} *
4. When the groups rl, si, tl, sr, or any other 
two consonants not coming under the rules above, come between 
two vowels, one consonant goes with the preceding syllable and 
the other goes with the following syllable* Examples! con­
cept to (kon-Otp-to); at-le-ta (at-le-t^).
5. When more than two consonants occur between 
vowels, only the last consonant or the two consonants of the 
inseparable groups of No. 5 above begin a syllable* Example j 
ex-pre-sar {eks-pre-sar)•
6. Prefixes are kept inviolate* This is based 
on etymology and not phonetic law*
7. i^  u are weak vowels j e^, o are strong vowels; 
when they come together they form different syllables, and the
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second one begins a new syllable. Examples vf-a-mos 
(bi-a-mos),
8. When a strong vowel is immediately followed 
by a weak vowel the two form one syllable, a diphthong. Ex­
amples: au-tor (autor); pe4~ne (peine).
9. When the vowels of the groups of Bo* 8 above 
retain their syllabic value and form separate syllables, th©
weak vowel bears the stress and has the accent mark. Ex-
/ / 
amples: ca-i-do {ka-i-ao); pa-fs (pa-is}.
10. When a weak vowel is followed by any vowel, 
whether strong or weak, both are pronounced together in a 
single syllable and the weak vowel becomes consonantal. The
(i) becomes (j) and the (u) becomes (w). Examples: tie-ne 
(tje-ne); siem-pre (sjempre); bue-no (bweno)j ea-tu-dia 
(estudja).
11. When the vowels of the groups of No, 10 above 
retain their syllabic values and form different syllables,
the first bears the stress and has the accent mark. Examples:
/ ✓ 
dl-a {di-^); ha-ci-o (a-fl i-o)•
12. Within a phonic or breath group th© final con­
sonant of a word goes with the Initial vowel or diphthong of 
the following word and forms a syllable with it as if it were 
Intervocalic within a word.^ Examples: mis ojos (mi-so—xas);
con ella {ko-ne-Xv)•
phonic or breath group is a word or groups of 
words pronounced between pauses.
48. Accent or Stress.*-* In English the accented syll­
able of a word usually bears most of the stress and the other 
syllable or syllables are pronounced with a very weak stress. 
In Spanish, although the stress accent is strong and th© 
accented syllable bears most of the stress, all th© vowels 
of a word are pronounced clearly and with the sam© care as 
the accented vowels* Th© vowels are not unstressed as In 
English, although some may be weakened In some degree, as will 
appear later* However, In spite of the fact that most of the 
vowels are pronounced fully and clearly, stress accent Is 
very important and th© Spanish ear is sensitive to it. Plac­
ing the accent where it does not belong is a grave error.
Th© principal rules of accent ares
a. Words that end in a vowel or In the consonants 
n or 3 stress the penult. Exampless casa (ka-sv); tlenes 
(tjenes)j tienen (tjenen).
b. Words that end in a consonant (Including jy), 
except n or £, are stressed on the last syllable. Example ; 
papel (paps 1).
c. The written aecent (') over © vowel indicates 
that It bears the stress in an irregular place. Example; 
leccion (ItkGjon).
d. Nouns and adjectives that end in an accented 
vowel plus n or 3 and have the accent on th© final syllable, 
drop the accent mark in the plural or when the feminine jt is 
added. Examples; Ingles>lnRleses (I(]gles>if3gleses); ingles> 
inglesa>( irjgles>irjglesv).
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49. High*front tense unround (1)* —  Orthographic 3., 
Its quality la uniform throughout and does not end in a diph­
thongal glide. It is similar to the English sound in see but 
it is less close and less tense* Although the (1) in Spanish 
Is lower and more lax than the English (I), It is higher and 
more tense than the Ehglish (v ). The tip of the tongue is 
against the lower teeth, and the front of the tongue is raised 
towards the hard palate, leaving a narrow opening in the
center* The corners of the lips are drawn back* The muscu-
/ ^
lar tension is medium* Examples; dia (di^ a); nine (nijio).
50. Lower high-front (\ )*—  In most closed syllables 
which contain a strongly stressed accent, in contact with 
(r:), and before (x), the Spanish (I) has a more open quality. 
Yet it Is not so open as the English ( \} in blt* ^  Exampless 
hl.lo (ix°); sentir (sent r)*
51. Unstressed (^)*—  In rapid and familiar conver­
sation, between primary and secondary accent, the Spanish (I) 
is short and retrogressive. It is more or less open, accords 
ing to the rapidity and the carelessness of the speaking*
The exponent of the vowel symbol will be used to Indicate 
this unstressed sound. Examples; tlmido (tim^do); avisar 
(ajj^ sar: )•
52. High-mid-front tense unround (e). —  Orthographic
e. This sound Is a pure (e) as contrasted with the English
Cl
See also the diphthongs for the open JL.
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(e\) in they (*3©( )* Examples peso (peso).
The tip of the tongue rests on the lower teeth while 
the middle of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate, 
touching an area on both sides which is a little smaller than 
for (i }. The distance between the palate and the tongue is 
greater than for (i}* The horizontal, as well as the verti­
cal, opening of the lips is somewhat greater than that of (i). 
The muscular tension is medium*
This sound is found in open syllables and in closed 
syllables before d, m, n, s^, zP and x (when pronounced s.) 
Examples* eso (eso); pared (pared); slempre (sjempre); 
tlenes (tjenes); desde (dezde); vez (be6); extrano (estrano).
53* Lower mid-front (fc.)*—  The e> when found in closed 
syllables has a more open quality, except those closed by d, 
m, n, s^, z, or x; when in contact with a trilled r anywhere, 
except in syllables closed by d, m, n, z, or x; when found 
before the phonetic (x) sound; and in the orthographic diph­
thongs ei and ey. The distance between the tongue and the 
palate is greater than for the close (e), and the highest 
point of the tongue arch is below the back half of the hard 
palate* This sound is similar to the sound of the English e 
in let* Examples: papel (papel); ser (sfer); ley (1&4);
correr (horstr); lejfos (lexps).
54* Unstressed (e)*—  In ordinary conversation the
^See p. 70 for the use of (e) in the diphthongs.
ea
e often becomes a relaxed and indefinite sound when articu­
lated between a primary and secondary accent, or when final 
before a pause* The exponential vowel symbol will be used 
to indicate this unstressed sound when it is desired to call 
special attention to it* Examples; viene (bjene}; numero 
(numero}; noche (notf6).
65. Low-front lax unround (a)*—  Orthographic a.
This sound, which is the general sound of Spanish is be­
tween the English (a) in fine (fain) and the (a) in father 
(fo$3)» It is like the French (a) but is more retracted*
The tongue lies almost flat in the mouth with the tip touch­
ing the lower teeth, while the back is raised slightly towards 
the soft palate* The mouth is opened wider than for any other 
Spanish vowel. Examples; facll (faflil); carna (keara); canon 
(kapon).
56. Low central (ft)*—  This sound occurs when 
immediately before jo or u, when in contact with a following 
(-£) or (x), and before 1 in a closed syllable.^® The tongue 
is drawn back a little more than for (a) and the back of It 
assumes a somewhat concave shape. This sound, while similar 
to the English (a) In father, is more central. Examples;
SSJO ( b « » i  J a m  I t p l l l  J626SI
57* Unstressed (^).—  This is a weak and relaxed
^See p* 70 for the use of a in the diphthongs.
sound which occurs frequently in ordinary conversation in 
unstressed positions* It is found chiefly in the final posi­
tion and in the medial position in a word or phonic groups, 
and is given the symbol of (^ C). It can easily be changed to 
(a) or (&} in slow and emphatic speech* Examples: casa 
(kas )j caballero (ka(JwXero)*
58* Mid-back tense round (o) * —  Orthographic o* 
Spanish uses the “pure oB sound; that is, it is uniform 
throughout and does not end in the diphthongal glide of the 
English sound* The lips are rounded and the muscular tension 
Is quite pronounced. The tongue is retracted, and the back 
of the tongu© ia raised towards the soft palate, the tip 
resting behind the lower teeth. This sound is found in open 
syllables* Examples; nino (nipo); todo (tcdto); coaa (kos'c).
59. Unstressed (°)» —  In ordinary conversation, o 
when final before a pause, or when medial between strong 
syllables, is unstressed and is pronounced with less rounding 
of the lips. The exponent of the vowel symbol will be used 
to indicate this unstressed sound when necessary* In slow
or emphatic pronunciation this unstressed (°) gives way to 
the corresponding (o) or (o) sound* Examples; rancho (ranij0) 
b lane a o negra (blaqk ° neyrU).
60. Lower-mid-back (0 )*—  The open o Is similar to 
the English (3) In halt but the tongue is much higher* The 
tongue, in general, is In a position as for the English pure
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(©) but not raised so much toward the soft palate, and the 
lips are wider open and leas rounded than for the (ou). This 
sound Is found In closed syllables, when In contact with a 
trilled (rs), before the sound (x), In the diphthong ol, and 
when accented between an a and an 1 or r*5^ Examples: ho la
(Ojre); estoy (estoi); ahora (aorv)*
61* High-back tense round (u)* —  Orthographic u.
This Spanish vowel is similar to the feglish (u), but it is 
uniform throughout and the muscular tension Is quite pro­
nounced* The tongue is drawn back* The back of the tongue 
is raised more closely toward the soft palate than for (o), 
while the tip of the tongue Is down* The lips are rounded 
and protruded much more than for (o). This sound is found 
in open syllables* Examples: tubo (tubo)j uno (uno}.
62* Lower high back {u)»—  Tftien u Is found In most 
closed syllables, In contact with a trilled r, and before 
the sound (x), the back of the tongue la not raised as high 
as for (u) and we hear a sound between the Spanish (u) and 
the English (u) of put* Examples: a&u.la (ayuxa); burro
(burso); insulto (insulto)*
63* Unstressed (u )*—  When this sound is found in 
rapid pronunciation between a principal and secondary accent 
the quality of the sound varies according to the rapidity or
^See p. 70 for the use of the (o) in diphthongs
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carelessness with which it is spoken* The exponent of the 
vowel symbol will be used as needed to indicate this un­
stressed quality. Examples* capltulo (kapitulo); tango 
un libro (teqgo un lijiro); juguete (xu-jj-ete) *
64. Semi-vowel (u).—  Orthographic u. This sound 
is found in the diphthongs au, eu, cu, whether within the 
word or in the linking of separate words.
The final weak u of these diphthongs is pronounced 
open at the beginning of its articulation somewhat like the
open (u), but it ends as a close vowel with a short and almost
imperceptible friction, not however as pronounced as the semi- 
consonant (w}.®5 Examples* causa (kausa); deuda (deuda); 
bou (bcm); lo humlllo (loumiXo} •
65. Semi-vowel (4).—  Orthographic i^. This sound 
is found in the diphthongs ai, el, ol» (sometimes written
S2> «i» °I>*
The final weak .i*(x)of these diphthongs is pronounced 
open at the beginning of its articulation, somewhat like the
open (i ), but it ends as a close vowel with a short and almost
imperceptible friction, but not as pronounced as the semi­
consonant Examples* balle (ba41e); ley (lfci); soy
(s94); veinte (bfc4nte).
^See p. 55 for the semi-consonant (w).
5®See p* 53 for the semi-consonant (j).
66* Spanish Diphthongs. There are six phonetic 
diphthongs in Spanish: ay and ai (OiA); au (&&); ©I and ey
(fcl); eu (eu); oJL, oy (oi); ou (ou).
In these diphthongs the strong vowels si, £, £ retain 
their full syllabic value, while the weak vowels JL, y, u 
lose their syllabic value*
*
The a is the back (a) and the e and o are the open 
sounds except in eu and ou where the e and o are close (e) 
and (o)»
The final weak vowels, 1^, y, and u of the diphthongs 
are pronounced open at the beginning of their articulation, 
somewhat like the open i. (i ) and u (u), but they end as 
close vowels, very short, and with an almost Imperceptible 
friction, although never as marked as In (j) and (w). Ex­
amples : aire (aAre); hay (ai); causa (kausa); acelte (asg.it6)
ley (Hi); deuda (deudta); oiga (^ A-ya); hoy (91); bou (bo«).
67* Triphthongs * —  A triphthong is a combination of 
three vowels, one strong vowel between two weak ones, which 
are pronounced as a single syllable* The I. and the u become 
consonantal (j) and (w) and the last two vowels are pronounced 
like the corresponding diphthongs* When the first vowel in 
these combinations has its normal pronunciation It remains 
as a separate syllable and the triphthong becomes a diphthong. 
Examples: ala as In estudlai3 (estudj^is); uel as In
continueis (k^ntinwfcAs); ual as in Paraguay (partfgwaA); lei 
as in limpleia (limpjfcis).
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68. Summary of vowels.—  The Spanish a can be medial 
(a); back (oj; unstressed (*3). The other vowels can be close, 
open, and unstressed.
The distinguishing differences between the close, 
open, and unstressed vowels In Spanish are relatively small, 
but they are of phonetic importance* The difference Is more 
perceptible between the open and close e and o than between 
the open and close JL and u. There are approximately the same 
differences between (a) and (a) as there are between close (e) 
and open (fc) and as between close (o) and open (o). The un­
stressed vowel will be distinguished by the exponential symbol.
In familiar conversation the modification of the 
vowels of JL and u give rise to the semi-vowels (4) and (u). 
Examples: ley (le4}» causa (kaus'fc).
The close Spanish vowel is not so close as in other 
languages, nor the open Spanish vowel so open*
The vowel represents approximately 50 per cent of 
the phonetic material of the Spanish language; a, 16$;
14%; o, 10.4%; i, 6%; u, 3.6$.57
The open varieties (t) and (o) are less frequent than 
the close (e) and (o) In normal Spanish.
The labialized or rounded front vowels of the French 
and German do not exist In Spanish.
The diphthongized vowels of the English do not exist 
in Spanish.
^Tomas, Fronunclacion Espanola, pp. 74-75.
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Spanish vowels are not long and short as in the German* 
Brevity, clarity and precision are the characteristic 
features of the Spanish vowels*
Menendez Pidal has stated that the great phonetic uni­
formity of the Spanish language is due in large part to the 
simplicity, clarity and firmness of the Spanish vowel system*^
/ ^8K. Jgenendtes Fidal, "Prologo,u cited by T. Havarro
Toma a ***3 Aurelio Espinosa In Primer of Spanish Pronuncia­
tion (Hew York: 1926), p* 12.
CHAPTER III 
THE PHONETIC STRUCTURE Of MfiXICAN-SPAKISH
THE PHONETIC STRUCTURE OF MEXICAN-SPANISH
69* Introduction, —  In order to trace accurately the 
phonetic variants of English as spoken by Mexican children, 
it is necessary to understand the phonetic structure of the 
Spanish language as it is spoken In Arizona today# This dia­
lectal form of Colonial Spanish, hereafter referred to as 
Mexlcan-Spanish, is largely the oral tradition of the soldiers 
and colonists who followed the missions and presidios, and Is 
derived from the standard Castilian dialect.
The writer has depended upon three main sources for 
the observations made in this chapter: (1) Post’s study of
the Spanish spoken in southern Arizona;**9 (2) Espinosa’s 
study of the Spanish spoken In New Mexico and southern Colo­
rado;^ (3) the phonetic transcription made by the writer of 
a total of one-half hour of Mexlcan-Spanish spoken by Mexican 
students of the State Teachers College, Flagstaff, Arizona,^ 
The observations Include two main aspects: (1) the general
usage of each phoneme with relation to the standard Castilian;
(2) the more common changes and losses which produce variants
59Post, Southern Arizona Spanish Phonology,
^^Espinosa, Eatudlos Sobre El Espanol de Nuevo Mexico.
sample transcription of the record made by Mr. 
Manuel Cajero is included in Appendix I, p.
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of each phoneme* Only such similarities or differences as 
may be pertinent to the study of the Mexican-English dialect 
are recorded in this chapter. The reader is referred to the 
excellent bibliographies which accompany the studies of Post 
and Espinosa, as well as to the studies themselves, for the 
sporadic changes which occur In the phonetic structure of the 
different dialects of Colonial Spanish.
Consonants
70. Voiced bi-lablal stop plosive (b).—  The Mexlcan- 
Spanish (b) Is identical with the Castilian (b).
a* Initial bue, vue, usually becomes (we): bueno
(bweno)>(weno); vuelve (bueljSe) (welj2e). Espinosa says that 
this change has first been toward a weak fricative (ft), thence 
to the (w). The velar element of (w) may then be so strength­
ened and reinforced that It often gives the acoustic effect 
of (g). Thus (weno) sometimes becomes (gweno). This change 
Is very wide spread according to both Espinosa^ and Tomas.^
b. The (b) Is lost when final In a syllable; 
obscuro (obskuro)>(oskuro). Tambien (tambjen) sometimes be­
comes (tamien) in the speech of children.
c. There are other sporadic changes of initial b 
which Espinosa notes in New Mexico.^ However these Isolated
^Espinosa, Estudlos, sec. 118, p. 149.
^Tomas, Manual, sec. 65, p. 64, n. 1.
^Espinosa, Estudlos, sec. 119, p. 152.
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cases are of no particular importance to this study*
71* Voiceless bi-labial stop plosive (p)* —  The 
Mexican-Spanish (p) is similar to the Castilian form*
a* It Is silent in the digraphs pa, pc, pt Ex­
amples : psicologia (siko^xi'G) ; subs or Ip cion (suskris jon);
aeptlmo (set^mo).
72* Voiced dental stop plosive (d).—  The Mexican 
(d) is the same as the Castilian*
a. It is often omitted In the word donde (onde).
73* Voiceless dental stop plosive (t)*—  The Mexican 
(t) is identical with the Castilian (t).
74* Voiced velar stop plosive (&)*—  The form and 
usage of the Mexican (g) is Identical with the Castilian.
a. Occasionally the fricative (-^ ) Is heard in 
the Initial position as in gusto (^ust°)*
b. Initial £ before ua usually disappears, or Is 
scarcely audible: guarda (gwar^a}>(war^a).
c. The £ Is generally lost in the group gn: digno
75. Voiceless velar stop plosive (k).—  The Mexican 
(k) is Identical with the Castilian (k). VVhen 3pelled ca, co, 
cu the more velar (k) is used; when spelled qui, que the post­
palatal (c) is used.
®^3ee sec* 13, p. 38
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a. The (ks) is pronounced (s)s oxperto (esparto).
b. The (k) disappears in certain words ; perfecto 
(perfeto); defecto (defeto).
76. Voiced bi-labial naaal continuant (m).—  The form 
and usage of the Mexican (m) is identical with the Castilian*
a. Espinosa notes the uses of the syllabic m in 
Hew Mexlcan-Spanish.®® Example: mi papa (rapapa).
77. Voiced iablo-dental nasal continuant (rq)«—  The 
Mexican (<*)) is identical with and used in the same positions 
as the Castilian form.
78. Voiced alveolar nasal continuant (n),—  The (n) 
corresponds to the Castilian (n) in form and tendency towards
c7
assimilation to the following consonant.
79. Voiced palatal nasal continuant (yO.—  The 
Mexican (p) is identical with the Castilian*
a. Hi and jgn sometimes become (yi).®® Examples; 
nleve (jieve); digno (dipo).
b. Conversely, the (yi) sometimes becomes (n) as 
in compania {k^mpanhfc).
80. Voiced velar nasal continuant (v)) The Mexican
®®See Espinosa, Estudios, sec* 167 for discussion and 
table of syllabic consonants in Hew Mexico.
®7see ibid., sec. 29 for the I033 of the nasal con­
sonant in the nasalization of vowels.
®®3ee ibid., sec. 128.
7a
(t]) la Identical in form and use with the Castilian*
81. Voiced alveolar lateral fricative (1)*—  The 
Mexican (1) is the same as the Castilian (1).^
82. Voiced palatal lateral continuant (A)*—  The 
Mexican-Spanish speaker substitutes a (J) for the orthograph­
ic 11 or (A) of Castilian#^ The f,yeismofJ pronunciation of 
the 11 has been a recent development of the eighteenth cen­
tury in Andalusia* Madrid and Toledo* whence it was carried
to America and where it has received a spontaneous development.
a. The J^ l (j} is sometimes lost entirely as in 
laantequllia: tma»teklXa)>lmantekiJa}>(manteki&). It is re­
tained in emphatic speech; ella (ej'Q); sills (slju)*
83. Voiced alveolar single trill (r). —  The single 
trill r is weakened sometimes in the intervocalic position, 
and when final in a syllable, where it sounds somewhat like 
the final r, i.e. (s), of the Eastern American dialect* Ex­
ample: menor (meno3).
a. In the majority of cases, the fricative (J) is 
used. It is frequently confused with (^), as In toro (toao) 
which is heard as (to#o} • It is even more often heard In the 
speech of children for {1} In a word such as delantal (delantal) 
which is heard as (delantaJi)*
®®S*© Ibid.. see. 167 lor syllabic (1).
^®3ee ibid., sec. 156 for an interesting account of 
the 11 in the dialects of the romance languages.
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b. The voiceless (d) is similar to the English r 
in tree, but the aspiration is more pronounced# Examples 
trlllar (trijar).
84. Voiced alveolar multiple trill (rs).*- The 
Mexican multiple trill r is similar to the Castilian in form 
and usage.
a. In most cases, however, a dorso-l&teral frica­
tive is used. The tongue is drawn back while the blade is 
raised for the position of the trilled r. It touches only 
the highest and Innermost edges of the alveolar ridge, where 
it is allowed to vibrate with friction. The sound produced 
is intermediate between the trilled r and (2)# 'This type of 
fricative r is common in Hew Mexico and Arizona. The writer 
has heard It often. Examples rosa (rsosn2)>(zjjosvJ*
85. Voiced bi-labial fricative (ft).—  The Mexican 
usage corresponds to the Castilian. While the labio-dental 
(v) is not found in New Mexico to any extent, it Is used In 
southern Arizona by those individuals who speak both English 
and Spanish: haber {a/fer)>(avtr); ablerto (a^iert°)>(avi^rt0).
a. Medial b and v undergo the same changes as the 
initial, and for the same reasons abuelo (ajSwelo)>( awelo)
(ayuelo)•
86. Voiced lablo-dental fricative (f).—  The Mexican
^See sec. 70, a.
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(f) is similar to the Castilian*
a* In a careless pronunciation where the lips do 
not make a labio-dental contact but only a bi-labial approxi­
mation, a strong aspiration is heard. This f is similar to 
the (x) of juego (xweyo).*^ Thus juego Is confused often 
with fuego (fweyo)>(xweyo)»
87. Voiced interdental fricative (d).—  The Mexican 
(d), when used, is made similar to the Castilian sound.^
In general use, the tongue glides from the sound preceding 
to the sound following without touching the teeth. This 
omission of the dental element of the dental-Interdental 
Castilian fricative (ct) produces a (^ ) in the speech of most 
Mexlcan-Spanish speakers.^ It is this gliding factor also 
which leads to the loss of the (#).
a. The loss occurs in the intervocalic position 
and in the digraph dr in rapid speech; nada (natfa)>(naa); 
padre (pa$re)>(paa); puedo (pue'3°);>(pueo)*
b. The may either be lost or pronounced very 
softly in the participial ending ado: amado (ama^o)>(ama*o) 
or (amao).
c. The final C#) Is never pronounced: uated
^Ibid., sec. 100-02 contains a discussion of this 
dialectal form.
^See ibid., sec. 104, p. 138, for the use of the 
(z) for ts+d).
*^3ee the use of Cft) for (dt) In the transcription, p.
194.
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(uate); culdad (siu3a).
88. Voiced and voiceless interdental fricatives (ar) 
and (9).—  These sounds are not found in the Mexlcan-Spanish* 
Instead, (s) Is used* This phenomenon of the wseseoB dates 
from the days of the colonization and originated in Spain. 
Espinosa holds that the change occurred In some parts of Spain 
in the second half of the fifteenth century. Examples 
clnco (6 \ i)ko)>(s irjko).
89. Voiceless dental alveolar fricative (s).—  The 
Castilian (s) as described by Tomas is not used except by the 
pure Spaniard.*^ The Mexican uses the alveolar (s), similar 
to the English (s}«
a. Medial (s) often becomes (r) as in isla (lsla)>
(Ifla).
90. Voiced dental-alveolar fricative (z).~- The 
Mexican (z) is identical in form and usage with the Castilian*
91. Voiced palatal fricative (.1)*—  The Mexican (j) 
is similar to the Castilian, but a little more open and re­
laxed. It more nearly approximates the English sound in yes. 
It Is used in all diphthongs and triphthongs beginning with i.
t
92. Voiceless velar fricatives (x) and (9)*—  The
^Espinosa, Estudlos, sec, 112*
^Tomas, Manual, sec, 106, p. 105*
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Mexican (x) is much sorter and more pharyngeal than the 
Castilian phoneme. Espinosa believes this to be a remnant 
from the sixteenth century; that the Castilian (x) was a 
later development*
33. Voiced velar spirant fricative (y).—  The 
Mexican (yi is weak and tends to disappear, especially in 
the intervocalic position: agua laywa}>(awa); saguaro
(sayufcro)>(sawaro)•
94. Voiceless palatal affricate (t).—  The Mexican 
(t) is similar to the Castilian. However, in rapid conversa­
tion the tongue fails to approximate the alveoles for the 
first element and assumes the prepalatal position. This pro­
duces a fricative* a sound not very wide spread. Thus, chile 
(^ile)>(^il®)>(Jlle).
95. Semi-consonant (w). —  The Mexican (w) is similar 
to the Ehglish (w).
96. Aspirate (h).—  Final (s) of a syllable often 
receives a weak pharyngeal aspiration which vascilates be­
tween (h) and (x).*^ ® Example: mis padres (mispalS^ es)
(mlhpa^re3) or (mijpa^re3).
a* The (h) for (f) is quite common in words such
^Espinosa, Estudios, sec. 116, p. 147.
78Ibld.. sec. 153, p. 185.
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as fhente (fwente)>(hwente) or (xwente); ful { fwi) >{hwl) 
or (xwi)*
97* General conaonantal sound changes* —  There are 
more or leas isolated examples of syllabic consonants (already 
mentioned), addition of consonants (prothesis, epenthesis, and 
epethesis), suppression of consonants (syncope and apocope), 
and inversion of consonants (metathesis)# $one of these is 
of sufficient importance to the analysis of Mexican-English 
dialect to warrant a detailed discussion. The reader is re­
ferred to authorities on dialectal Spanish.
Vowels
98* Mexican Vowels*—  In general, the Mexican vowels 
are very similar to the Castilian. They are either open or 
close* There is a tendency to lengthen the accented vowels, 
to suppress partially the unaccented ones, and to reduce two 
or more vowels to a single syllable or diphthong*
a. The unaccented (e) often takes on more of the 
acoustic quality of the central (e). Examples la de Pepita 
(l^dapepit^).
b. The (a) is slightly farther back, or more cen­
tral, than the corresponding Castilian sound* Examples las 
(la>s).
^Post, Southern Arizona Spanish Phonology, sec. 88, 
p. 39* See also sec. 87, a*
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W *  Nasal yoiiUt*« The nasal vowels to eorrea~ 
port olo**ly to the Castilian.80
&• Kvsn though the vowel Is naaallssd in rapid 
apoeoh as Is euando (kvnodo) tls nasal consonant remains* 
b* There seem® to be a confusion or Interchange 
of vowel sounds before t nasal consonant in such words as 
invltar (isbitar)7{Imbltar); enviar (erabjar)^{tmbjar(* the 
most satisfactory explanation seems to be a confusion of the 
prefixes*02*
100* Diphthongs*—  There are & few Isolated words in 
which diphthongs become & single vowels au^(o) a® in autorldad 
(otorlda); ei*>(e) in the numerals 21 to 29 and 31 to 30} also 
reir {rlr)s oi>(wl) as in oir (wir)* Oido remain®
101* Disyllabic groups*—  There Is a tendency for 
the dlsyllabid groups to use the single vowel* oreer/(krer); 
ieer>(letr)t eonreiv ? { sonrir) * etc*
102* Hiatus between vowels*-* Hiatus between vowels 
is rare* The tendency is to contract the vowels or to change 
one vowel* Hiatus is preserved In such eases as ells where 
tbs consonant is dropped and the first vowel is accented?
(eJaWea)*
^Espinosa, Bstudloa, sec* 20* Espinosa notes that 
they are more pronounced "in New Mexico#
Qlge© ibid** p* 67 for a discussion of the different 
theories*
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103* Hiatus between words »—  The following examples 
will Indicate the tendency to destroy the hiatus between 
words:
a* Of two like vowels, one remains: iQue eat
(ikes?)
b* The (a) stressed, unstressed, or final gener­
ally drops out before any vowel: una hija>(unixa)«
c« Final £ is elided before £, lz quo era>(kera) 
debe ir>(de[3ir) *
d. Final £ before £, o, u usually becomes (j): 
que hay>(kjal); que hubo>(kju^o) ; de usted>(djuste) *
e* Final o is usually elided before £, u; lo otro> 
(lotro); lo uno>(luno)•
f. Final o before a, £ usually becomes (w): 
no hay>(nwai); lo hice>(lwise); quiero ir>(kjerwir) *
g* Final u, i disappear only when followed by a 
like vowel, otherwise they become (w) and (3): tu erea-> 
(twares); ni ella>(njej'Q)«
CHAPTER IV 
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ANALYSIS OF MEXICAN-ENGLISH DIALECT
104* General Statement,-- The structure of Mexican- 
English spoken by native Spanish-speaking children In the 
elementary schools of Arizona, as set forth In this chapter, 
has been determined from a phonetic transcription and analysis 
of that dialect* The method used for obtaining the analysis 
is described in Chapter I, section 2, of this study* Samples 
of this transcribed matter will be found In the Appendix, 
pages 197*301. .
The discussion of the Mexican-English dialect, as it 
Is spoken by these school-children, will be kept under four 
main headingsi (l) consonants, (2) vowels, (3) sound changes, 
and (4) remedial suggestions. The English sounds which have 
been used as a basis for the comparison are those of the gen­
eral American dialect spoken In the Southwest* Consonant and 
Vowel Charts, found on pages 92 and 93, will assist the reader 
to a visual concept of the comparative relationships of the 
Mexlcan-Spanish and the Mexlcan-English phonetic structures*
Consonants
105. Consonants.—  The articulation of all consonants 
is dependent upon two factors: (1) the expiration of the air
stream from the lungs, and (2) the tension of the glottis and
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of the muscles of the articulatory mechanism which act upon 
the passage of the air current. In the case of the stops, 
the breath is first checked and then released in the mouth 
by the lips or tongue. In the case of the fricatives, the 
breath is only partially checked. In the case of the voiced 
sounds, the breath Is checked first In the glottis by the 
approximation of the vocal bands, and then in the mouth by 
the tension of muscles of the lips or tongue. Both the stops 
and fricatives (spirants) differ from each other as to the 
amount of intensity of the expiration and of the muscle ten­
sion. With the shifting of the degrees of tension In expira­
tion and articulation comes a shift in the consonants. This 
process of the articulation of consonants, which Prokosch calls 
the Fundamental Principle, is the basis of the Consonant Shift 
of the Germanic languages, and explains the phenomena defined 
by Grimm1 s Law.®**
Keeping In mind that the already open glottis of the 
fortis English (t) must give way, by degrees, to the lenis 
tension of the closed glottis for (d), we can diagram the 
series of changes as* t>t^ 1>t9>9>n5>d>d>t. The reverse Is true 
of Spanish. The already closed glottis of the fortis Spanish 
(d) must give way, by degrees, to the open glottis of the 
lenis (t). We can diagram the series of changes In Spanish 
as: d>d*1><i>^>J>t>t(i>d. The stop Is found more frequently in
Prokosch, A Comparative Germanic Grammar,
William Dwight Whitney Linguistic Series, Linguistic Society 
of America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1939).
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the Initial position in both English and Spanish* Examples; 
town (taun); todo (to'So). The spirant is found more often in 
the medial position in both languages. Examples: mother
(i a %) i madre (ma9re).
A composite transcription of the Context is inserted 
at this point to give the reader a phonetic picture of and a 
point of reference to the problem of the Mexican*English dia­
lect* All dialectal deviations under discussion in this 
chapter are incorporated in this transcription.
COMPOSITE TRAUSCBIPTIQJ8
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmin n dyo ar t^ u* ^ildrm hu liv* in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
e smol ta°n de la' k tuA stop act haos av^
their teacher because she always gives them a peach 
dfer tit^ cT bikoz tj i olwez givz ^g.m
to eat. 
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
^gr tif? lav* -gehvmals $i hez e dog*
a cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
e kgt e papi W*n © kay ^i dog h-sazslard^ wa't
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
tu& n ii^k e noz wis hiz mau^
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
wan de <£i kau faund 3i anj n de
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
tru stiks n stounz tt her b/vt \l w/vd* n<*t
budge.
badj
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Hie little puppy la always playing and running
lit! pop I Is olwess pleun aa n rAnln
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut Jard* hi la»ks tu ksj stik wij
Joe pushes before him. 
djou putjiz blfor him
When the children start home they stop to
Mta tj\ldr\n start hom "3© stap te
Jump over the stones tinder the bridge. fhey also
dj/vap ouvs r^a stonz andS1 3i brld^ "Sei olso
like to watch the water a long time. It Is this
laik tu* waj de wat*% e loq ta'm it 1 z s
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wads* /v\ij ^er mads pots in di tabP abMr 3fi
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen’s
fa»r Ji juz i z it tu wa{ ^tr klcSz karmin
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their
sisfc^  puts in e 1<***3 s»9^ur av sop ^er
clothes must be clean for church and for school.
klo5| mas bl kiln for 3en for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
Mat du Ju tiqk de a** dum in sku3l
fhey are both reading a book. Bach Thursday they
^ei a** tod ri din e bok 1\ ttsde 3©
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* When they
dro piktj3 s at e dol a&n tois Men e
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
gtt haQgri lj: ildrcn gfet e pi s aw* bred6 n dyem
and sugar out of his lunch boot. After school they
a tjug^  »ut e his lantj baks litta sk^l $e
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
kla'm trtz n ran ebaot on &\ gfraes s/oatmm* •
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
3e help dgr g*t © trak lodf av yudfc tu
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burn in the stove* When it is raining they dry
b?n in da stov* M€n it iz renin ^e dra<
their shoes by the stove*
f^cr tjuz ba1 ISi stovf
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
\AJi\n de djo hfert hiz t<\mb in di dor /\v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
di geratf wal hi wez ha lpm hiz fad® put
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kor ©we e gum in hu liv^ fct dd fut df da
hill heard him crying* She said, "Please be brave, 
hi*l hert him kraur\ ji sfed pliz bi brev
Joe* Why are you crying?"
djo Aiai dr ju kratn
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jod*' h? hiz hfcn fen tuk hun tu
the doctor* When they were half way home again, Joe
dakt® A\tn ^ei w-^  ht f wai hom egtn jo
said, "I sh^ll always thank you for taking care of
sed a tjsel olwez tieijk ju for tekin kfer af
me***
mi
One day before very many years pass away, 1
wen de bifor verl mfeni jirs pes awe a.
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
bop a^e.t tj u wil hav dgvt gn plt^ a* av e
visit to the home of Garmen and Joe*
bi-a.it tu houm ©v karmi n djo
106. The Plosives*—  Since the analysis of the records 
shows that one of the more serious difficulties which the 
Mexican child faces in his learning of the English phonemes 
is the difference between the aspiration patterns of the Span­
ish and English plosives, it is necessary to explain the nature 
of these stops*
Bi~
Labial
Labio—
Dental
Dental Alveolar Fal&to—
Alveolar
Palatal Velar Glottal
Stops p *> t <1 k g ?
Kasai m n
Lateral 1
Rolled r
Fricatives f V e a s a I 5 3 h
Horr*
Fricatives w t; d$ (w)
Fig* 4*— ~ General American Consonants
COto
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A complete stop, In any language, consists of (1) a 
closing of the velum, and in the case of the voiced plosives 
the almost simultaneous approximation of the vocal bands; (2) 
a closure of the oral passage effected by the lips, or by the 
tongue and palate; (3) the impounding of the air, voiceless 
or voiced, within the oral and/or pharyngeal cavity; and (4) 
the sudden release or explosion of this impounded air* For 
the purpose of simplification, these four events can be re­
duced to two: the implosion and the explosion. The ear is
satisfied with either one of these two elements. In the word 
pup, only the release of the first j) and only the stoppage of 
the second js are heard. When there is a perceptible pause 
between the stoppage and the release, as in lamp post, the 
impression of two stops is obtained, although only the closure 
of the first and the opening of the second is heard. The same 
statement holds true for two similar voiced stops, as in bad 
dog, where some voicing, depending upon the language habits, 
is heard during the stops. In combinations of voiceless stops, 
as in slept, or of voiced stops, as in good boy, only the clo­
sure of the first and the release of the second are heard.
When a voiceless stop is followed by a voiced stop, as in 
scrapbook, we likewise hear only the closure of the £ and the 
release of the b, but the voice begins somewhere in the latter 
half of the utterance. V/hen voiced stops are followed by 
voiceless stops, as In the word bedtime, only the closure of 
the first and the release of the second are heard. The voice
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begins during the first stop and ends at the beginning of the 
second, or a little after its Initiation* In the homorganic 
diaphonic stops, pb, td, kg, bp, dt, gk» the important thing 
to observe is that there is only one closure and one release 
made by the articulatory organs.
Aside from the difference of voicing and voiceless­
ness, we must note two other characteristics of the plosives:
(1) these stops may terminate the release by a puff of un­
voiced breath or aspiration, or they may terminate the release 
by voiced breath in a following vowel sound; (2) the amount of 
breath-pressure differs in these two methods of termination. 
Likewise the vigor of the action of the lips and tongue 
differs. These differences may be described, for purposes 
of comparison, as lenls, where the tension accompanying utter­
ance is gentle, and fort is, where the tension is vigorous. 
These terms are not absolute. A sound which is fortis in one 
position may be less fortis, or more lenis, in another posi­
tion. Examples: fortis (p) as in put; lenls (p) as in
supper.
107. Voiceless plosives.—  Voiceless plosives may be 
described (1) as to the place of articulation (bl-labial, 
alveolar, velar, etc., }, (2) as to aspiration or lack of 
aspiration, (3) as to degrees of lenis or fortis.
108. Bl-lablal voiceless plosives.—  The air passage 
is completely blocked by closing the lips and raising the
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velum* fhe compressed air, generated from the lungs through 
the open glottis, Is released from the mouth when the lips 
are separated.
a. English voiceless plosive (p). —  When the 
English (p) is pronounced either alone, or in an initial posi­
tion followed by a vowel, the release of the air stream from 
the oral orifice is followed by a short breath sound (h), or 
aspiration, prior to the approximation of the vocal bands for 
the production of the vowel. Fig. 6 presents a schematic con­
ception of this series of events.
h
? 0.
Fig* 6.—  Aspiration in English**
thus in the syllable pa* where the Initial £ Is followed by 
a stressed vowel, the consonant is pronounced with consider­
able force and vigor; a slight (h) is heard after the explo­
sion of the (p) and before the beginning of the vowel (qJ*
The related movement3 of the laryngeal and articulatory 
mechanisms are so timed that the release of the impounded 
air is not blocked in either the glottis or the mouth, and a 
sudden rush of air is audible to the ear. However, even more 
important is the vigor of the muscular tension necessary to
^Pictures of kymographlc tracing will be found in £L 
Grammont. Trait^ de Phon^tioue (Paris: Librairie helagr&ve, 
19255), p. 36ff*
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build up sufficient breath, pressure between the closed artic­
ulatory agents and the open glottis. Initial (p), in English, 
can be described as a fortis aspirated bl-labial stop-plosive* 
As we shall see later, other typed occur as non-distlnctive 
variants*
b. Spanish voiceless plosive (p)»—  There Is a 
different timing In the approximation of the vocal bands and 
the release of the impounded air in the production of the 
Spanish initial (p). Pig* 7 Indicates that since the vocal 
bands begin to vibrate immediately as the lips are separated 
for the explosion, no puff of air, or aspiration, is heard. 
Instead, the native Spanish speaker builds up the air pressure 
behind a more lax lip musculature and quickly moves the tongue 
into position for the following vowel before the closure of 
the glottis and the simultaneous release of the air*
/>.a>\a a a a A
f
Pig* 7*—  Hon^aspiration in Spanish
This lack of tension produces a lenis effect, while the 
relation of the laryngeal and lingual timing produces non- 
aspiration*
c* Mexican usage*—  The analysis of the speech of 
the Mexican children reveals they have little or no difficulty 
In producing the English medial or final (p), but they do
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produce an unaspirated (p) in the initial position* In this 
investigation the incidence of this variant, out of a possible 
one hundred fifty initial {p > sounds for each grade, may be 
described in order for grades three to eight as: 7-9-5-4-S-5.
(1) Initial (p).-- In the word push, which the 
Mexican child pronounces as (p^u ), the English phoneme Is 
identified by the release of the sound, including the puff of 
air* The Mexican child, using the less fortis unasplrated 
Spanish (p) fails (l) to build up strong pressure in the oral 
cavity, and (2) begins the voicing before or at the time of 
the release* In this manner he produces the acoustic effect 
of a (b), It is in such words as playing and please, where 
the tongue is in position for the following vowel-like X and 
the glottis is closed for voice, that the Mexican child en­
counters his greatest difficulty*
(2) Medial (p)*—  In medial positions where the 
(p) Is followed by an unstressed vowel, as in puppy, the aspi­
ration in English Is very weak (lenis)* In the most of such 
cases the Mexican child produces a sound of (p) which is 
acceptable to the English ear. However certain Individual 
children, under stress of careful speech, either articulate 
this medial (p) with such muscular tension as to produce an 
aspiration, or place such stress on the last syllable as to 
produce a fortis (p) and a high-front vowel (1). Thus (pApi )> 
(pajJI). When the (p) follows js, as in spell, no great acous­
tic difference is noted, since the English sound Is less
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fortis in this position,83 On the other hand, in rapid speech 
the word is pronounced as (potp^ i) *
(5) Final (p) Since the final (p) needs only 
the occlusion for identification, the (p) of the Mexican child 
causes no confusion to the listener. But if the child is 
speaking rapidly, as is often the case, and the final (p) is 
followed by a syllable or word which begins with a vowel, the 
Spanish phonetic habit of linking consonant and vowel produces 
the acoustic effect of an unaspirated and less fortis (p).8^ 
Thus the phrase got up again becomes (gat^AP^agfn).
109. Lingua-alveolar and lingua-dental voiceless 
plosives.—  The air passage is completely blocked by raising 
the tip of the tongue against the upper alveoles or upper 
teeth and raising the velum. The compressed air, generated 
from the lungs through the open glottis, escapes with an ex­
plosion when the tongue is removed from the alveolar space.
a. English voiceless lingua-alveolar plosive (t).—  
The English voiceless plosive (t) differs from the (p) only
in that the breath stream is impounded behind a lingua-al­
veolar contact instead of a bi-labial one.
b. Spanish lingua-dental voiceless plosive (t),—  
The Spanish phoneme differs from the English in that (1) it 
is made with a lingua-dental contact instead of a
^3Spanish contains no initial combinations such as 
sp, st or sk. The Mexican child often pronounces these com­
binations with j3= to (£s), as in spell (espel); steak (cstek); 
scare (eskgr). ~
84Tomaa, Manual, p. 77-78.
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lingua-alveolar| (2) it is less fortis and hence less aspirate 
in acoustic effect because It is made with less tension of the 
articulatory mechanism* The acoustic effect of this dental 
{t) is distinguishable from that of the alveolar (t), although 
it produces no new factor of intelligibility*
c. Mexican usage*—  The tabulation in Table 3 
will indicate the incidence, in one hundred fifty recordings, 
of the unaspirate, d-like (t) as transcribed from the Word 
Lists*
TABLE 3
IKCIBEBCE CF THE (td) IS THE TRASSCHIBED ft'GKD LISTS
Grades s Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth
Initial t^»3 t-2 t *^»2 td-i td-it—1 t—2
Medial d-14 t<a~id-10
f-1
t^-5
d-7
t^—2
d-4
d-1 d-5
td-2
d-7
Final t<*-l t^-l
(1) Initial (t)*—  The transcription reveals 
that tub was heard as (t^Ab); toy as (t^o\); teeth as
The explanation for the lack of aspiration in the release of 
the initial (t) is the same as for the Initial (p)j the child 
is using the less fortis, or lenls Spanish (t) for the fortis 
English phoneme* In addition, he produces a dental, at times 
almost inter-dental, sound.
(2) Medial (t).—  The (fc) in the medial position
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is received as an unaspirated plosive, dental or even inter­
dental in nature. This occurs, in both Word List and Context, 
most often in the word water, where, just as with the English 
speaker, the (t) is heard as (d), or (d), and sometimes (f). 
Since the air pressure is relatively weak, the opening of 
the lingua-dental aperture is relatively slow. This weakens 
the explosion and allows the voicing to continue. It is in 
this medial position that the English and Spanish plosive 
sounds are similar in muscular tension and so in aspiration. 
The dental quality of the sound calls additional attention to 
the lenis aspect in the native Spanish speaker, whereas such 
lack of aspiration is seldom noticed in the native English 
speaker.
(3) Pinal (t).—  Final (t) appears to give no 
trouble except in the cases of two children who showed evi­
dence of dental malformation; extreme care in repetition in 
pronunciation produced a release which included the escape 
of vocalized breath as in foot (futd)« There were no iden­
tifiable variations of the final (t) among the normal speakers. 
Just as in the final (p), only the closure is needed to iden­
tify the sound; the timing of the release and the manner of 
the release are unimportant.
110* Lingua-velar voiceless plosives.—  The air 
passage is completely blocked by raising the back of the 
tongue against the soft palate and by raising the soft palate 
itself. The compressed air, generated from the lungs through
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the open glottis, escapes with an explosion when the tongue 
is lowered.
a# English voiceless Iln^ua-velar plosive (k).— ■ 
The English voiceless plosive (k) differs from the (p) and 
(t) only in that the breath stream is impounded behind a 
lingua-velar contact, instead of a bi-labial or a lingua- 
alveolar one.
b* Spanish voiceless lingua-velar plosive (k).—  
Like the Spanish (p) and (t), the (k) is released without an 
aspiration. This occurs because the speaker begins the voic­
ing at the time of the release and does not cushion the sound 
with a puff of air, as does the English speaker.
c. Mexican usage.—  The transcription of the rec­
ords indicates a use of the Spanish lingua-velar (k) for the 
Siglish (k) similar to that of the (p) and (t). The Initial 
position of the phoneme is received often as a (g), as in 
climb (kSl&tm), because of the failure to release it with a 
puff of air. The children seem to have very little difficulty 
with the (k) in the medial position and even less in the final.
Ill* Voiced plosives.-- Voiced plosives may be de-- 
scribed (1) as to the place of articulation (bi-labial, alve­
olar, velar, etc.,); (2) as to aspiration or lack of aspira­
tion; (3) as to degrees of lenls or fortis.
112* Bl-lablal voiced plosives.—  The air passage 
is completely blocked by closing the lips and raising the
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velum. The air stream is compressed between the closed lips 
and velum and the closed glottis. When the lips separate it 
is released with an explosion.
a* English voiced bl-labial plosive (b).—  In 
general, the voiced plosives of the Mexican child speaking 
English offer more non-distlnctive variants than the voice­
less ones. In order to understand this fact, we must under­
stand the nature of the voiced plosives In English and Spanish. 
The difference may seem at first to be a matter of voicing. In 
the English voiced plosives, the amount of voice heard during 
the stops may vary. When voiced plosives occur initially, 
they are partially devoiced; that is, the voice Is heard dur­
ing only part of the stop, or at the Instant of release.85 
Then again, we may have a stop voiced but with breath audible 
when the release Is made, as in the final b of rub*1. With 
many people the stop Itself is actually partially or com­
pletely devoiced and the consonant becomes a very weak voice­
less plosive consonant. The tension of the articulatory 
mechanism used in building up and resisting the air pressure 
between the closed glottis and lips Is lenls as compared to 
the fortis (p).
b. Spanish voiced bi-labial plosive (b).—  In 
Spanish, on the other hand, the plosives (b, d, g) are fully 
voiced.88 If they were not fully voiced they would sound as
85Daniel Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics (Hew
Torks E.F. Dutton & Co., 1934), p. IS'S.
®®Tomas, Manual, sec. 74, p. 79.
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(p, t, k) to the Spaniard* Figures 8 and 9 will assist to 
Illustrate this difference in voicing*
But the difference in the timing of the closure of the glottis 
does net account for the puff of air which is heard so often 
when the native Spanish speaker Is producing the English 
voiced plosive. More lsport&nt than the difference in voic­
ing is the difference in the tension of the lips, cheeks and 
tongue— a tension which is needed, not only to build up the 
air pressure within the oral cavity, but likewise to resist 
that pressure* When the oral cavity between the closed lips 
and the closed glottis is filled completely with vocalized 
air, the vocal bands can vibrate no longer* the cessation 
of that vibration occurs at the time when the closure made 
by the lips gives way before the height of the air pressure. 
This impounded air, which has been built up by vigorous activ­
ity, is released with a puff at the moment the vocal bands 
cease to vibrate: the English ear thereupon receives the
acoustic impression of the English voiceless stop (p). There­
fore, the voiced plosive of Spanish can be seen to be more 
fortis than the lenls English voiced plosive.
c* Mexican usage*—  Tha analysis of the records 
Indicates (1) a slight amount of the aspirate or £~llk©
/ W W W W  AAA/VWVS
a
Fig* 8*— Son-aspiration in 
English
Fig. 9*— Aspiration in 
Spanish
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quality of the (b) In the Initial position, as in boy (bPo\ ) 
and brave (bPrev); (2) no noticeable aspiration in the medial 
position as in above (3bfvv^ ); (3) a great amount of the as­
piration in the final position as In tub (tAbP)*
(1) Initial (b).—  In those Instances where 
the Initial (b) is heard as (bP) there is a substitution of a 
Spanish fortis (b) for the English lenis (b); the glottis and 
the lips open simultaneously and momentarily to allow the air 
pressure, which has reached Its height, to escape with a 
puff before the vocal bands begin to vibrate for the follow­
ing vowel.
One child substituted the bi-labial continuant 
({£) for the initial plosive (b). In this case the air stream 
was forced through a small bi-labial opening In such a way as 
to produce friction Instead of a sudden explosive release*
(2) Medial (b).—  Medial (b), which usually is 
found in the Intervocalic position, seems easy for the Mexican 
child to produce* In Spanish, the b Is a voiced bi-labial 
stop if Initial and emphatic, or after a naaal#®^ The frica­
tive (|4) Is used in all other positions. Post notes that 
intervocalic (^ ) Is pronounced In southern Arizona by bi­
lingual speakers as the lablo-dental (v)*®® But since the 
Mexican child knows little, if any, Spanish orthography, he 
will not be Inclined to continue the use of either the
87Chapter II, p. 39
OQ
Post, Phonology, sec. 71, II*
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l&blo-dental (v) or the bl-labial (|&) for the English plosive 
lb). One© the English orthographic b is associated with the 
plosive sound in his mind, he will use it readily. The artic­
ulation of the (b) in the medial position, which is intervocal­
ic usually, does not trouble the Mexican child; the plosive 
effect of the release is absorbed by the vowel which follows. 
The Spanish medial (b) is less fortis than the initial and 
gives the acoustic effect of an English (b) in the same 
position*
fflnal (b).—  Orthographic b in the final 
position usually is pronounced with a marked aspiration. $hen 
the stop (b) is found in a final position, only the implosion 
is needed for identification. But since the Mexican-English 
sound is made with a musculature skilled in the Spanish pho­
neme, it is not possible to relieve th© great pressure of air 
which has been built up between the closed lips and velum and 
glottis without a sudden release which results in a puff of 
air. It is this final release which interprets the (b) of 
the Mexican child as a (p) to the English ear.
113. Alveolar and dental voiced plosives.—  The air 
passage is completely blocked by raising the tip of the tongue 
against the upper alveoles or upper teeth and raising the 
velum. The air stream which is compressed between this artic­
ulatory dam and the closed glottis ©scapes with an explosion 
when the tongue is removed from the alveolar space.
a. English voiced alveolar plosive (d).—  The
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English (d) may he described as a lingua-alveolar voiced un­
aspirated lenls plosive.
b. Spanish voiced plosive (d).—  Th© Spanish pho­
neme (d) differs from the English in that (1) it is made with 
a lingua-dental contact instead of a lingua-alveolar; (2) it 
is more fortis than the English because It is made with a 
greater tension of the articulatory mechanism. The acoustic 
effect of this dental (d) Is distinguishable from that of the 
alveolar (d), although it produces no added factor of intelli­
gibility.
c. Mexican usage.-- The transcription indicates 
that the Mexican child uses the (d) as followsi (1) a slight 
amount of aspiration in the initial positions as in dog 
(d^og) or doll (dtaD; (2) no substitutions in the medial posi­
tion; (5) a large amount of aspiration In the final position, 
as in yard (jard^), or a partial or total loss as in found 
(faun).
(1) Initial (d).—  It is only In the lower 
grades that the Mexican child gives the initial (d) the as­
pirate release, as in dog (d^ag), because he Is speaking with 
such labor and care. Even in such cases, the aspiration is 
absorbed in part by the vowel (#.) which follows. As the child 
becomes more familiar with the English language and obtains 
greater facility In Its use, he loses all tendency to aspirate 
the initial (d).
(2) Medial (d).-- %hen (d) Is found in a medial
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posit ion, the English and Spanish sounds more nearly parallel 
each other* In a word such as reading. the more lenls ten­
sion of the Spanish sound Is the acoustic equivalent of th© 
English (d). The use of the dental (d) in the medial position 
Is scarcely noticeable; it becomes a part of the clipped and 
rapid articulation of all the sounds in succession.
The Mexican child has a tendency to omit the 
medial (d) In the word children, just as do many of the native 
English speakers. This is an example of two continuants 
assimilating the plosive; there Is more economy of movement 
for the tongue to move directly from the one continuant to the 
other, without building up the pressure that Is required to 
make the lingua-alveolar occlusion of the (d).
(3) Final (d)»—  The (d) in the final position 
Is aspirated or omitted entirely, whether the child is in the 
third grade or the eighth. Just as in the case of the (b), 
the cause of the aspiration Is found In the increased amount 
of breath pressure which must escape when that pressure has 
reached its height. Thus yard Is heard as (jard^).
The omission of the final (d) as In found (faun) 
or child (t^ ail) can be explained by a reference to the native 
Spanish. The final (d) of a word In Spanish, when in contact 
with any other voiced consonant, is pronounced with the frica­
tive (41.®® An absolute final d Is pronounced weak and re­
laxed, and partially devoiced. In Mexican-Spanish, the final
^Chapter II, sec. 17.
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d Is lost entirely.*^ According to Espinosa, the tongue often 
does not touch the teeth in all positions of (d) in Mexican- 
Spanish, but works only as a modifier of the surrounding 
sounds.^ For this reason the (d) tends to disappear alto­
gether. These same muscular habits of articulation are pres­
ent in the Mexican-English dialect. The final (d) Is omitted 
after (n) and (1), as in found and child, where the tongue 
is already in the alveolar position.
114. Voiced velar plosives.—  The air passage is 
completely blocked by raising the back of the tongue against 
the soft palate, and by raising the soft palate itself. The 
air stream is compressed between the lingua-velar contact and 
the closed glottis. $hen the tongue is lowered, the air 
escapes with an explosion or puff of air.
a. English voiced velar plosive (&).—  The English 
(g) may be described as a lingua-velar voiced unaspirated 
lenis plosive.
b. Spanish voiced velar plosive (g).—  The Spanish 
phoneme may be described as a lingua-velar voiced aspirated 
fortis plosive.
e. Mexican usage.—  The analysis of the records 
indicates that the chief variant of the Mexican plosive (g) 
lies in the aspirate feature of the sound, and for the same
^°Post, Phonology, sec. 76, ii; Espinosa, Estudios, 
sec. 180, 3.
^Espinosa, Eatudlos, sec. 104, 2.
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reason discussed in connection with the phonemes (b) and (d). 
This aspiration is found with increasing occurrence in the 
initial* medial and final positions,
(1) Initial (g).—  When the aspiration is 
heard in the initial position* which is not often, It is when 
(g) precedes (r) as in grass (g^raas). One child released 
the inpounded air with a schwa (a) between the (g) and the 
(r) and said (gdraes); the majority of th© children released 
with a puff of air. The release of the plosive with an aspi­
ration is due, once again, to the tension of the musculature 
which substitutes the more fortis Spanish (g) for the less 
fortis English (g). The use of schwa ( ) is due to a slow 
and emphatic pronunciation.
(2) Medial (g).— - The tendency to aspirate 
medial (g) occurs In the Intervocalic position, as in sugar
again (ag^en), and wagon (wse-g^ an). Plosive (g) 
occurs In Spanish only In the initial position and after (n); 
spirant (y) is used in all other positlon3.^ This contin­
uant (y} Is pronounced very weakly in the intervocalic posi­
tion since the tongue Is lower than in the normal production 
and the passage between the tongue and the soft palate is 
much wider,^ The continuant sound often disappears In the 
intervocalic position In Mexican-Spanish,^ might be
92chapter II, sec. 19.
^Chapter II, sec. 37, a.
^Chapter III, sec. 93.
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supposed that the Mexican child would tend to reduce or lose 
the medial (g) in English in the intervocalic position. How­
ever, the association of the plosive (g) with the single 
orthographic jg (or jgg) is made with alacrity and definiteness.**5 
Once the association is made, the Spanish fortis (g) Is sub­
stituted for the more lenis English (g).
(3) Final (g).—  Neither the plosive (g), nor 
the spirant (y) is found in the final position in Spanish.
Final plosive (g) is not frequent in English. Yet when it 
does occur, as in dog, bag, etc., there is a tendency for the 
Mexican child to use the more fortis Spanish (g) with it3 
characteristic aspiration for the less unaspirated English (g).
115. Nasals.—  Nasal continuants are produced by (1) 
shutting off the oral cavity so that no air escapes by way of 
the mouth, (2) lowering the soft palate (velum) so that the 
air is free to pass out through the nose. Nasals are contin­
uants and are voiced.
a. English nasals.—  English has three nasal con­
sonant phonemes whose point of occlusion corresponds to the 
three pairs of plosives: bi-labial (m); lingua-alveolar (n); 
lingua-velar (ij).
b. Spanish nasals.—  Spanish has five nasals:
®Wera Yeteva Johnson, "The Comparative Frequency of 
the Spelling of the Phonetic Elements: As Found in a Selected 
Word List” (Unpublished M.A. thesis. Dept, of Speech, Louisiana 
State University, 1936), . p. 76, states that 96$ of the spell­
ings of (g) are composed of g and gg.
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bi-lablal (m); labio-dental (ty); alveolar (n); palatal (ji}; 
velar
c, Mexican uaage^ -  The transcription of th© rec­
ords shows that the Mexican children have but few dialectal 
forms of the nasals. These are*
(1) Voiced bl-lablal nasal continuant (m), - - 
This sound, identical with the Spanish bi-labial phone, is 
the easiest of all English sounds to produce. In general, 
the Mexican child will obtain a proper English (m) if he is 
taught this phoneme with sufficient emphasis upon the bi­
labial nature of its formation. The labio-dental (nj) of 
Spanish, spelled n before f, is found also in English as a 
subsidiary member of the (m) phoneme where it Is spelled m 
before f or v. Since the Mexican child knows little about 
the Spanish spelling, he does not confuse the use of the bi­
labial (n\) with the n spelling as In the phrase one visit.
In a phrase such as from far away he uses the labio-dental 
(nj) in the word from as readily as does any native English 
speaker,
(2) Voiced alveolar nasal continuant (n),—
The phonographic reproduction of the speech of these children 
indicates no distinctive difference In the timbre of the den­
tal and alveolar (n) except as It is found In the final posi­
tion, such as in clean (kiln) or wagon (waeg^n). The writer 
has noticed that dentalizatIon becomes more apparent In the
^Chapter II, sec, 23,
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speech of Mexican-English speakers when th© three possible 
dental sounds are found in close proximity, as in the word 
dent where (dent )>(dtnfc}.
— r» o  <“*
(3) Voiced velar nasal continuant (q)*—  The 
transcriptions indicate that the Mexican child often pro­
nounces the final ng combination as (qg). Since the (rj) is 
followed in Spanish by a velar consonant, It can be seen that 
the tendency to pronounce long as (loqg) or (loqk), or singing 
as (siqg'q), Is but a substitution of th© Spanish use*®*^  The 
explanation for this particular us© on the part of Spanish- 
speaking people lies net in a difference in the use of the 
mechanism, but in the manner of timing* Since the (rj) is th© 
analog of the (g) sound, emitted nasally as a continuant, th© 
pronunciation of long as (loqg) la due to a closure of the 
velum and a lowering of the tongue before the voicing of the 
nasal continuant Is completed* The remainder of th© contin­
uant Is emitted as a voiced plosive (g). If th© pronunciation 
Is (105k), the closure of the velum produces a voiceless velar 
explosive after the cessation of voice for th© nasal*
ifhen th© Mexican cl lid Is told to drop the final 
(g) of (sorjg), or (k) as the ense may be, ho will do so, but 
he will substitute (n) for the (q). Thus 3ing (s 113) >(sin}* 
fie makes thi3 substitution of (n) for the (q) to avoid th© 
explosion of the final nasal. The records show that he regu­
larly substitutes (n) for th© final (q) of all participial
97Chapfcer II, sec. 24.
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forms, as In singing (si^in)#^8 Since It is difficult for 
the Mexican child to release the final nasal with an ex­
plosion because of the Spanish language habits, he avoids 
this explosive release by bringing the tongue forward for the 
vowel of ^ i in lng» The withdrawal of the tongue from the high 
front vowel (I) to the following nasal (q) results in a with­
drawal only as far as the (n)#
116. Laterals#—  The acoustic effect of the (1) pho­
neme depends upon the lateral emission, on one or both sides, 
of the vocalized breath stream# The (1} sounds are produced 
with the main body of the tongue assuming the position of the 
following vowel# Thus it can be said that the (1) has an 
acoustic resemblance to that vowel# One can pronounce an 
entire series of (l)fs, each one of which has the resonance 
of one of the principal vowels*
a. l&Rlfsh voiced alveolar lateral continuant (1).—  
It is usual to limit the variants of the English (1) phoneme 
to twos (1) clear (1), used before front vowels; (2) dark 
(1) used before back vowels, before all consonants, and final­
ly# The speaker of general American generally uses the dark 
(1) in all positions#
b* Spanish voiced alveolar and palatal lateral 
continuants (1) and (70#—  The Spanish alveolar (1) differs
98At the same time, he uses the dental form of the 
(n) and raises the preceding vowel (t ) to (i), a change to 
be discussed under the vowels#
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from the English (1) in that It Is a uniformly clear sound, 
(However, Stirling notes the use of a dark (4) when It closes
. Q Q
a syllable after u.) The Spanish palatal ( ) is a distinc­
tive phoneme not found in English.
c. Mexican usage.-- The records Indicate that the 
Mexican children have no difficulty in producing a satisfac­
tory (l). The clearness of their (l) sounds does not affect 
the acoustic quality of the general American (4) sound apprec­
iably. In other words, they use (l)ts sufficiently dark to 
pass for (4)* s. Since Mexican—Spanish substitutes the (j) 
for the Spanish (X), a practice not uncommon even in Spain, 
these children show no traces of the (X) in their use of 
English. They are not confused by the spelling of the 11 
combination in English, because they read very little Spanish 
before learning the English orthography.
117. The r-Sounds.-- There exist a number of r- 
sounds in the r phoneme, beginning with a bi-labial trill 
and ending with a uvular trill. Those of interest to this 
study ares (1) single trilled; (2) multiple trilled; (3) 
fricative; (4) glide; (5) vowel-like.^0^
a. English voiced post-alveolar fricative (r).—
We shall use the printed (r) for the variants of general 
American r when used (l) as a fricative in initial positions,
^William F. Stirling, The Pronunciation of Spanish 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935), p. 39.
lOO^he vowel r will be discussed under the vowels.
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either alone as in rising, or in consonant combinations as in 
bring; (2) as a glide in medial intervocalic positions as in 
very; (3) as a glide in final positions, either alone or in 
consonant combinations as in car and cart*
In the initial and medial positions the tip of the 
tongue rests against the alveolar ridge while the main body 
of the tongue is kept low. The velum is closed and the vocal­
ized or unvocalized air passes over the tongue tip. In the 
final positions, the (r) is more vocalic; that is, the tongue 
tip approximates a position posterior to that of the typical 
initial form. Often the careless general American speaker 
produces an undesirable over-retroflex r In this final position.
b. Spanish r, —  The Castilian and Mexican-Spanish
lOluse the single and multiple trill r. A In familiar conversa­
tion the Spanish, especially the Mexican-Span!ah, has a tend-
102ency to convert the single trilled r to the English (r).
c. Mexican usage.—  The records show that the
Mexican child seldom uses the trilled r in Mexlean-English.
Only two such instances were noted; garage and treasure.
The writer has heard the tr which Espinosa describes in Hew
Mexican Spanish used In the Mexican-English of Arizona by
103individuals who speak both languages well. In such in­
stances the tr cluster is composed of a semi-explosive
^^■Chap. II, sec. 27,28; also, chap. Ill, secs. 83, 84. 
102Chap. Ill, 3©c. 83.
^Espinosa, Estudlos, aeo. 1X0.
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affricate (ts) and the voiceless fricative r* Thus tr>(^sr), 
as in try (**3rai }*
The absence of the trilled r in Mexican-English 
may be attributed to the presence of the fricative r in 
Mexican-Spanish, and to the increased ability of the speaker 
to use the r as a glide to and from another sound.
118* Fricatives*-- Fricative consonants are formed 
by forcing the air through a narrow passageway in the mouth 
with an audible friction* Since the breath is not checked 
completely and can be continued as long as the supply of air 
lasts, the term continuant is applied also* The checking of 
the breath stream, voiced or voiceless, can occur at several 
places in the oral cavity— bl-labial, labio-dental, inter­
dental, alveolar, palatal, and velar— and at the glottis.
The time order of the approximation of the vocal bands and 
the adjustment of the articulatory mechanism for any single 
voiced fricative is relatively unimportant as long as the 
parts remain fixed during the emission of the breath stream. 
The vocal bands are not approximated for the voiceless 
fricatives*
In English, the transition from a vowel to a voice­
less fricative is made by a movement of the tongue from the 
vowel position to the fricative position simultaneously with 
the opening of the glottis. This means there is an Instant 
when no voice Is produced, while the tongue is moving to its 
new position for the following fricative. We say, in this
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ease* that the Initiation of the fricative is aspirate in 
nature* Thus the word ciaaa might be transcribed as (klse^s). 
On the other hand, if the timing is such that the voicing con- 
tlimes until the fricative sound starts, we have an unasplrafced 
voiceless fricative which can be transcribed as a voiced glide 
between the vowel and the voiceless fricatives {klae^s)*
This dialectal variant is not considered standard English 
usage*
It should be remembered that, in general, Spanish 
consonants are articulated with greater muscular tension than 
the &igllsh* However, in the case of the fricatives, especial- 
d,j), the muscular tension is much less pronounced and 
the articulation more rapid than for the other Spanish con­
sonants*
119* Lablo-deafcal fricatives*—  The labio-dental 
fricatives, voiceless and voiced, are made with the lower 
lip touching the edges of the upper front teeth* The un-
A .
vocalised or vocalized breath stream passes through this 
narrow aperture between the teeth and lip* The velum Is 
closed*
120* hablo-dentel voiceless fricative*—  The glottis 
is open for breathing*
a* Efagllah voiceless lablo-dental (f).—  For prac­
tical purposes the English f-phoneme consists of a single 
sounds slight differences of lip position produce acoustic
ly (p,
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effects which arc negligible for the ordinary ear*
b* Spanish voiceless labiodental (f).—  Both 
Castilian and Mexican-Spanish have a sound similar to the 
English*
c* Mexican usage*-- The records indicate that the 
Mexican children have no trouble with the production of the 
If)* Selfcher do they substitute any other phoneme as in 
the Mexican-Spanish pronunciation of fue&o (xwe^°J*
121. tablo-dental voiced fricative,—  The glottis 
is closed for phonation*
a* English voiced lablo-dental fricative (v)«—  
The English (v) is made as is the (f) except for the addition­
al factor of the closed glottis* It is subject to dewolelng 
In the final positions where the timing of the glottis and 
the articulatory organs Is such that the glottis Is opened 
before the buccal orifice Is completely opened for the free 
passage of air*
b* Spanish voiced lablo-denfcal fricative (v)»—  
There Is no Spanish (v) phoneme. Both the Castilian and the 
Mexican-3panish use (b) for the initial b or w# as well as 
for b and v before m or n. In all other positions where 
Castilian uses the bl-lablal fricative (|3), Mexican-Spanlsh 
sometimes substitutes a Isblo-dental (v) as In ablerto 
(swlgrfc0)*^0* This is especially true when the b or v is
10*Chap. Ill, sec. 85*
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intervocalic*
c* Mexican usage*—  The transcription of the rec­
ords Indicates that the Mexican child uses the spirant (ji) 
or plosive (b) in the initial position, shore very (veri)
(|i*ri) or (ben )• This can be explained as a substitution of 
the Spanish use for the English* He uses but fee substitu­
tions in the medial position, but does use an (f) or a par­
tially de-volced Iv) in the final position, where love (l/\v)> 
(lAv)>{lAf)* This use can be explained as a difference in 
tension of the articulatory mechanism, in the medial and final 
positions#
(1) Initial (v)«—  Since the (y) phoneme Is 
sot found in the Spanish, and only occasionally in Mexic&n- 
Spenlah, it is obvious that some Mexican children will sub­
stitute a sound which seems nearest to that phoneme: either
the bl-lablal fricative {^ ), which sounds similar to the 
labio-dental (v), or the plosive (b) which they use in initial 
positions in their native language. Examples voice (wois)> 
({Jo1*) or (bote}*
{2} Medial (v)*—  These children are not con­
fused by the use of the (v) In the intervocalic position, as 
in the word over* Such a usage is familiar to them in the 
Mexican-Spanish* But when the v la followed by a voiced con­
sonant, as In gives and loves, they us© the voiceless form of 
the (v) while the (z) likewise becomes voiceless, as in (g1!©) 
and (1/ifa)• Spanish uses the voiced (s} before a voiced
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consonant only*^® Even then it Is very brief and inclined 
to return to the voiceless form* The more tense articula­
tory musculature of the Mexican child* habituated by the 
sore aspirate (f) and (s) of Spanish* builds up sufficient 
resistance of air pressure to reduce the position of the 
vocal bands from that of phonaticn to that of the wwhisper” 
or closed position of the glottis*
In the phrase* gives them, the careful speech 
of the younger children often produced a plosive (b) for the 
(v) of the word gives (gibzK In the phrase* before very 
many* several of the children pronounced the v in very as 
either (ft) or (f)* hesitated* and then carefully pronounced 
it a second time as (b): (bi for/ten ami )>{b tforberuaeni)*
(5) Final (v)«—  The tendency to pronounce 
love as (Im O  or (lAf)* and brave as (brerv) or (breif), is 
due again to the greater muscle tension in the articulatory 
mechanism of the Mexican-English speaker* This tension in­
creases the air pressure above the glottis* which reduces 
the vibration of the vocal folds necessary to the production 
of the English (v), $faen the air stream Is released through 
the narrow labio-dental aperture* It is partially or com­
pletely lacking in voice*
122* Lingua-dental fricatives,—  The velum is closed 
while the unvocalized or vocalized breath stream is forced
105Chap. II, sec. 34
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through a vide hut shallow opening In the mouth between the 
flattened tip of the tongue and the upper front teeth* An 
acceptable lingua-dental fricative can be made with varia­
tions In the positions of the lips* tongue and jaw*
125* Voloeless 1Ingua-dental fricative continuants*—  
The glottis is open for breathing*
a* English voiceless lingua-dental fricative (UK—  
The English {d) phoneme is represented by one sound only end 
Is one of the pronunciations of th*
b* Spanish inter-dental fricative (fl j»~ The 
Castilian sound is similar to the Baglish (i) except that 
the former produces the friction by the tip of th© tongue 
placed between the teeth* The Mexlean-Spanish uses (s) for 
the (4}*
e* Mexican usage*—  Since medial (0 ) is not common 
In the vocabulary of school children* and sine© It offers no 
particular difficulty between words in the contextual matter* 
we shall dismiss It as relatively unimportant to this study* 
However* the use of initial and final {fi) seems to call for 
a frequent substitution In the speech of most of th© children* 
(1} Initial and medial (5). —  A study of the 
transcription points out the following substitutions * a (t) 
as in thank (ta&qk), and both (bot); an (f} for the final (0) 
as in both (bof) In isolated cases. Occasionally the Initial 
use of th© (t) Is characterized by the jJ-llke quality of the 
Spanish (t) as In thumb (t^m)* One child pronounced the
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word as tdAa§>). The use of (t) for (0 }# In either th© initial 
or final position# is to be explained by the lack of a (6 ) 
sound in Mexicsn-Spanlsh and the consequent substitution for 
the “next best® sound* In fact# the aspirated it) of English 
is received often by the Mexican as similar to the English 10 )* 
The d-llke (t) Is due to the use of the non-aspirated (t) of 
the Spanish* The substitution of (f) In the final position 
is explained by a similarity of acoustic values* The records 
indicate no use of {s) for the (0 ) .
124* Voiced lingua-dental fricative continuant*—
The glottis Is closed for phonation.
a* English voiced lingua-dental fricative 
The (^} is the voiced correlative of th© {(>)• It is subject 
to a small degree of devoieing in the initial or final posi­
tions*
h* Spanish voiced inter-dental fricative (%)*—
The V6) of Spanish, which Is almost Identical with the English 
(^}# la not found in Mexican-Spanish.*^ The (a) is used in­
stead* The (d) (orthographic d) of Spanish which is weaker 
than th© English (#) and is perceived by the English ear as 
a type of (d$, becomes (^ ) In Mexloan-Spanlsh*
c* Mexican usage*—  Table 4 will Indicate the 
amount and type of confusion the {*3) brings about in the 
English speech of the Mexican child.
^^Orthographic z before a voiced consonant.
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TABLE 4
INCIDENCE OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOB (3 )
Grades s Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth
Initial
fW
lQ
.
T
T
T
d-15 d»16t-2 d-7
d-4 
dt—2
d-i
d-5
Sedial
6-6
d-3
omit-2
0—8;d-2 
4-6 
csifc-6
0-B
d-7
omit-5
d-8 
0 *9 
d-3 
omit-5
4-5J0-1O 
<$-1 
omit-5
&-2jd-2ij *6-6
oait-5
Final ss-1 0-1 &-1n
It will be observed that the common substitution 
Is some Tons of the (d) In the initial and medial positions* 
Often the final C8) of with Is given as {3) • Once the final 
(^) is pronounced as (z>* Occasionally the Spanish (4) Is 
used for the (0) in the initial and medial position as in 
(4ls) and {m/\5£}*
It is evident that* Just as with the voiceless (0), 
the Hexlean child substitutes that sound which seems to his 
ear to approximate most nearly the English { }^* Mo doubt 
part of the contusion of the two th sounds is due to the 
similarity of their spelling in English*
125* Alveolar fricatives*-- The alveolar fricative 
continuants, voiceless and voiced, are made with the tongue 
resting against the inner surface of the upper teeth, the 
tip either up or down, except for a narrow groove at the
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front. The slightly compressed breath, vocalised or unvocal- 
lxed, Is forced through this narrow opening against the gum 
ridge, where It is deflected downward end split into two 
eddies against the lower teeth, one on the outside and one on 
the Inside* The velum Is closed* Very slight changes in the 
adjustment of th© tongue can produce differences in the acous­
tic quality of the (a)* The formation of the speaker1 s teeth 
is often the determining factor in the quality of the sound*
126* Voiceless alveolar fricative*—  Th© glottis Is 
open for breathing.
a* English voiceless alveolar fricative ts)*— »
The tension Is less than for the German and French (a), but 
sore than for the Spanish (s).
b. Spanish voiceless alveolar fricative (a)*—
The Castilian (s) Is more palatal and less sharp than the 
English (s}$ it suggests (f) to the Phgllsh ©ar. The Mexican- 
Spanish uses the more alveolar (a), similar to the English 
sound.10**
c. Mexican usage*—  The records indicate that the 
Mexican children are able to produce an acceptable {s) sound 
wherever required*
127. Voiced alveolar fricative*-- The glottis la 
closed for phonafclon.
&» English voiced alveolar fricative (g)»—  Th©
10**P©3t, Phonology, sec. 82, I, p. 36.
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&*gllsh (z) Is made like th© (s) except for the additional 
factor of voicing* It la partially devoiced In th© final 
position.
b* Spanish voiced alveolar fricative (z)>—  the
Castilian (a) is the more palatal form* while the Mexican*
Spanish variant Is similar to the more alveolar English {z}.
Tim (a) occurs in Spanish when final in a syllable before a
voiced consonant. According to Post* both js and z may be*
coma voiced before voiced consonants; although In southern
Arizona the Mexican*Spanish speaker pronounces the word misao
with a voiceless (z) •
*
c. Mexican usage.** fhe transcription of the rec­
ords indicates a decided tendency to replace the {%) phoneme 
with the voiceless form in the medial and final positions* 
^hus* Thursday (fr^ zdei )>{#?sd©} and please (pllz}>lplis)« It 
Is often omitted in the final position* as In years {jir)• 
this confusion seems to cling throughout the grades with a 
noticeable decrease in the incidence as the child becomes 
more skilled in the use of the English language.
(1) Initial (z)«—  Initial (z)* which Is usual­
ly spelled z, offers no particular difficulty* since its 
occurrence Is not common In the vocabulary of the elementary 
school* Moreover* since the Mexican school child knows little 
orthographic Spanish* he is not likely to confuse the (^ ) with 
the z spelling*
IGSpoat* Phonology, sec. 82* II* p. 36.
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(2) Medial (&)»— . In the medial position, where 
the (z) Is spelled with an £*» the Mexican child devoices It 
partially or entirely, even when It is between voiced elements. 
Thus Thursday IBs zdet )>(&$ z&i) or (Bs a&\); stones under
(atcnz/\nd^)>( atone/\nd^}* the explanation for this apparent 
phonetic Inconsistency lies in the structure of the Mexican- 
Spanish dialect* in which there is (1) a rarity of the (z) 
phoneme, and (2) a farther reduction and instability of the 
(a) phoneme. In the first instance, we have a staple ease of 
substitution; in the second, an example of the inclination of 
Mexican-Span I sh to aspirate the (s) in certain positions.*0^
(3) Final (z)« —  In the final position, where 
(z) is spelled with an a, as in please and stones# the Mexican 
child partially or completely devoices the sound. Similarly, 
the English speaker very often begins the (z) phoneme with 
voice and completes it without voice. When the sound Is 
final sad preceded by another consonant, as in heads# an al­
most completely voiceless sound is used, the English speaker 
who devoices cca^>letely all final {z} sounds produces an un­
natural effect. It is this same unnatural effect which the 
English ear receives when the Mexican child so nearly com­
pletes the loss of voice in the production of th© final (z> 
sound, this unvoicing of the final (z) Is due to a change In 
the usual timing of the expiration of air, the approximation 
of the vocal bands and the movement of the articulating
109Cbap. Ill, sec. 90.
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mechanism. ffaa opening of the glottis is completed, and the 
vibrations stopped# before the expiration of the air stream 
and its friction-like release is achieved with the proper 
articulating agents* It Is the change in timing which con** 
verts the (s) into the (s).
128* Palate-alveolar fricatives*—  the tongue forms 
an air-tight closure with the Inner surface of the upper 
teeth except for a vide space at the front where the unvo- 
call zed breath is forced out through the narrow vertical 
aperture between the tongue blade and th® hard palate* fhe 
lips are rounded.
129*—  Voiceless palato-alveolar fricative*—  The 
glottis is open for breathing.
a* The lingua-palatal opening for the phoneme 
{j) is much wider and more posterior than that for (s), and 
the lips are more rounded. Hie amount of this rounding of 
the lips varies with Individuals, but It seems that some 
degree of rounding Is necessary to produce the characteristic 
acoustic result.
b. Spanish voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
(j )*—  The (J) sound does not exist In Spanish as a single 
distinctive phoneme. For all practical purposes it la Ap­
proximated by the second element of the Spanish affricate (If).
c. Mexican usage*—  Since the Mexican children 
confuse the (J t wi th the {tj) of English we shall defer th©
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discussion of the usage of {[) until section 137*
130* Voiced palato-alveolar fricative*-- th© glottis 
Is closed for phonatlon*
a# English voiced palafco-aiveol&r fricative (;U«—  
the {^} is the voiced equivalent of {$}. The amount of fric­
tion appears to be less than In {j) because of the vibration 
of the vocal bands*
b* Spanish voiced palate-alveolar fricative (^)»—  
The (5) toes not exist in Spanish m  a single distinctive pho­
neme, and only in the affricate (d^} In slow and careful speech* 
e* Mexican usage*—  The discussion of the usage of 
(3 } will be found in section 138*
131* Seal-vowels * —  Semi-vowels are independent vowel 
glides in which the speech organs start b$ forming a close or 
fairly close vowel, and move at once to another vowel of 
greater prominence. Most phoneticians recognise two semi­
vowels, (w) and (J) in English* ^ 0
132. Voiced palatal semi-vowel (.!)*—  The speech 
organs start from a close or somewhat close vowel end move 
immediately to another vowel. In general, the tip of the 
tongue rests behind the lower front teeth, while the front 
and middle of the tongue are raised in a convex shape toward
11(W e  is ft detailed discussion of glide-sounds In 
Claude K. Kantner and Kobert West, Phonetics (4th ed*;
Madison, Wisconsinj College Typing Bureau,1938)«
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the hard palate, touching It ever a wide area on both sides 
of the mouth* The velum la closed and the vocalised breath 
stream passes through the groove In th© tongue blade, with 
or without friction* The amount of friction depends upon the 
else of the lingua-palatal orifice* $h©n the friction la 
definitely audible the sound Is classed by many phoneticians 
as a palatal fricative, and in some languages is used as such 
in certain orthographic positions. The different variants of 
(j), which range from the semi-vowel glide-like quality of (I) 
to the fricative quality of (9), are distinguished by the 
difference in the spread of the lips, muscular tension, sis© 
of buccal orifice and amount of friction*
a* English semi-vowel (1)»—  In English the (j) 
begins with the tongue near the position for (1), but it 
immediately glides Into position for the following vowel*
The resultant sound depends upon th© nature of this vowel*
When found before the vowel {!}, as in yield* th© force with 
which the vocalised breath is expelled through the more near­
ly closed buccal orifice produces the fricative continuant (j}* 
b* Spanish (J)*—  The Castilian fricative (j) has 
a stronger palatal friction than the corresponding English 
fricative* The Spanish semi-consonant {J} has less friction 
than th© Spanish fricative (j)**** The Mexlcan-Spanlsh (j) 
sore nearly approximates the English semi-vowel in lack of
chap* II, sec. 55 for the orthographic uses 
of th© fricative and th© semi-consonant.
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friction. It Is used as a substitute for the Castilian (X)*
c. Mexican usage.—  Since the Mexlcan-Spanlsh 
{j) is very like the English phoneme, it can be expected that 
the Mexican child will have little difficulty with the English 
(j}, other than in determining the proper orthographic repre­
sentation. the transcription of the records bears out this 
expectation. Any differences in timbre, accounted for in 
degrees of friction, are negligible in the factor of intelli­
gibility.
135. Voiced lablo-velar semi-vowel (w}%—  The speech 
organa start from the position for a type of (u) and move 
immediately to enother vowel. The lips are closely rounded 
while the tongue dorsum is raised toward the closed velum as 
for the (u). The lip rounding is less pronounced before 
vowels more removed from (u). The amount of friction depends 
upon the size of the bi-lablal orifice. When th© friction Is 
definitely audible, the sound is classified by many phoneti­
cians as a lablo-velar fricative, and in some languages It is 
used as such in certain orthographic positions* The different 
acoustic variants of (w) are determined by the Increased size 
of the lip opening for the emission of th© vocalized air.
a. English semi-vowel (w).—  In English the (w) 
begins with the lips in position for (u). As soon as voicing 
begins, or shortly thereafter, the opening of the lips is in­
creased and a glide Is produced. When found before th© vowel
(u), as in (mi), the force with which the vocalized breath la
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expelled through the narrow and stationary lip position pro­
duces the sore fricative (w).
k* (w)*—  The Castilian (w) has a stronger
and tenser closure of the lips than th© Xhglish Con-
se<juently more friction Is produced* ihen found In the Ini­
tial position In a syllable* careful pronunciation produces 
the fricative {y} together with the
c* Mexican usage*—  The records indicate but two 
instances of substitutions for the (w)j one is (g), the other 
(y), both in the word woman* Teachers of beginners In Mexican- 
I&iglish report these substitutions as fairly common* In 
Sexican-Spanlsh the change from (b) to (w) in the word bueno 
so strengthens the velar element of the (w) that the acoustic 
effect of (g)— (gwenc)— Is obtained**** Th© Mexican child 
who has never learned to read Spanish has heard often the
(weno) of bueno pronounced as (yweac) or (gweno). During the
process of correction* the teacher places considerable stress 
on the pronunciation of the word woman* The child actually 
hears the velar element and reproduces the word with either 
the (j) or (g) to the exclusion of the bi-labial element.
This will be especially true if the teacher falls to give the 
(w) its proper bi-labial emphasis.
ll2ehap. XI, sec* 38*
11SChap. II, see. 38, b.
114Chap. Ill, s*c. 70, a.
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134* Voiceless glottal fricative continuant*—  The 
velum is closed while the air is forced through the open 
glottis with audible friction. From a physiological point 
of view the (h) may be considered as a manner of Initiating 
vowels and vowel-like consonants.
a. English glottal fricative (h).—  While the 
Ehglish (h) phoneme may Include many types of (h) phones* de­
pending upon the fore© of the expired air* it is sufficient 
to consider it as a method of approaching other sounds.
h. Spanish glottal fricative (h).-~ Neither the 
Castilian nor the Mexlean-Spanish contains the (h) as a dis­
tinctive phoneme. The Mexican-Spanish aspirated (x) and (9) 
are articulated much more softly than the Castilian and are 
more like the &glish glottal fricative (h). This is espe­
cially true in initial positions.
c. Mexican usage.—  The records indicate no diffi­
culty with this phoneme. If the Mexican child does substitute 
he will use the voiceless velar fricatives (x) or palatal (9} 
for the (h). The omission of the initial (h) did occur in 
the Context as spoken by the children of two schools. But the 
omission* even then* was occasional and of such nature as to 
indicate that the children knew how to make the sound but not 
when to use it.
135. Voiceless labio-velar fricative.—  Some phone­
ticians consider this phoneme to be th© voiceless correlative
115Chap. Ill, sec. 96
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of the voiced labio-velar fricative (w) and use the IPA symbol 
(m ) to indicate this relationship. Others believe It better 
to describe It as an (h) approach to the (w) glide.
a* English voiceless labio-velar fricative (m ).—  
The true voiceless fricative Is made with the friction of air 
in the mouth* In &aglish the orthographic wh Is produced with 
the friction of air in the glottis. In other words* the glot­
tis is opened momentarily for the escape of unvoiced breath 
before it closes for the phonation of the (w) element. It 
might be represented better with the symbol (hw).
b. Spanish voiceless labio-velar fricative.—  The 
Spanish does not contain a distinctive (m ) phoneme.
c. Mexican usage.—  The records indicate that the 
Mexican children have little difficulty with the (/vi). There 
Is an occasional omission of the (h) element in the speech 
of a few, but no more than might be found In a like group of 
general American speakers. This apparent substitution of (w) 
for (/w\) can be tinderstood when one remembers that (h) is but 
a manner of Initiating vowels.
136* Affricates.-- If the articulating organs sepa­
rate slowly In the production of a plosive consonant, a 
fricative consonant Is heard upon release instead of the ex­
plosion. This method of articulating plosives Is termed 
affricatlon* Just as there exist fricative consonants for 
each plosive, so are there corresponding affricates for each 
plosive* The degree of affrication depends upon the rapidity
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with which the articulatory organa separate* When the affri- 
cation Is distinctly perceptible, the sound is classed as an 
affricate. ForchhsKsmr maintains that the plosive and the 
affricate are two separate sounds and should be so transcribed# 
tat since# In actual use# they function as one speech sound, 
assy phoneticians use the connecting ligature to represent the 
close relationship***^
157. Voiceless palato-alvaolar affricates.**- Th© 
velum is closed while the tongue assumes the positions for 
the plosive and fricative ©laments. The air# passing from 
the lungs through the open glottis# is compressed back of 
this closure. As the tongue contact is withdrawn slowly from 
its position for the plosive# th© ear is aware of a glide (th© 
fricative} between the weak explosion and the following aspi­
ration (h) or vowel.
a. English voiceless pal at o-alveolar affricate 
i*a—  The &*gliah affricate (tj) is made by confining a re­
tracted member of the (t) phoneme with the fricative (J).
While the (1$) is strongly aspirated in the stressed position# 
there is little aspiration In th© unstressed position*
b. Spanish voiceless palato-alveolar affricate 
m —  While both the Castilian and Mexican-Spanish contain 
an affricate similar to the English, It is necessary to dis­
tinguish between the two* Although the English phoneme is
**^Jorgen Forchhammer, Pie Qrundla&e der phonetlek 
(Heidelberg; C. Winter# 1924)# p. 14b.
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essentially homorganlc, the Spanish sound is store nearly so, 
in that the fricative element Is shorter and sharper# Spanish 
(tp is more nearly a single sound than English (fcj} * The 
essential element of the English phoneme, the slow release 
of the plosive with the tongue gliding into position for the 
fricative sound, is not found in the Spanish phoneme*
c# Mexican usage,—  The analysis of the speech 
of Mexican school children reveals a striking amount of con­
fusion in the us© of the (J) and the (tj) phonemes# The in­
cidence of the confusion does not decrease noticeably with 
the Increase in language skill# Tables 5 and 6 indicate the 
relative amount of interchange of the two sounds# The sub­
stitutions are not consistent# The word church stay be pro­
nounced (tjt'j), or by different speakers# A single
speaker may at one moment pronounce church as and a
moment later as (tjs'p# Table 6 indicates that (p is sub­
stituted most often for (l£) In the final position, while 
Table 5 shows that ( Is substituted most often for (j) in 
the Initial position# Of the two substitutions, that of (J) 
for final {tp appears longer, as well as more often, In the 
acquisition of the new tongue# The explanation for these 
Inconsistent and persistent substitutions seems to point to 
several factors:
(I) There Is the simple substitution of one 
sound for the other# On the whole, the production of th© two 
sounds, (J) end {^)* is not difficult for the average Mexican 
Child# Bis difficulty lies, not In tho production of th©
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“TABLE 5
1SC1DESGE OF SOBSTITU'TICK OF (t£) FOB tP
Grades Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth
Initial 20 19 23 11 9 6
Medial 0 0 0 G 0 G
Final , 3 {t>-2 {tf~2 9 2 4 9
SABLE 0
I8CI0EHCE OF SOBSTITBTIOK OF ($ ) FOR Itf)
Grades Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth
Initial 3 7 5 3 3 1
Medial 4 7 3 2 2 4
Final 29 30 23 21(t)~2 29
6
(t}-2
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phoneme, but la bis inability to produce the phoneme in its 
given position in th© word or context* The {tj) of Spanish 
is found only in th© initial and medial position* while the 
similar &igll3h phoneme is found in the initial* medial and 
final position* Just as the English speaker finds it diffi­
cult to articulate the final ta digraph of eats In the ini­
tial position of th© German word Zeit, so does the Mexican 
child find it difficult to pronounce the ch of chile as the 
final digraph of the English word peach* the result is a 
use of what seems to be only the final < j) element of the 
affricate*
{2} It is possible that the English ear re­
ceives the Spanish hosorganic {tp as either a very brief 
fricative (J } or as the English affricate {tj)* The Spanish 
affricate is not as brief and clear cut as th© l&igllsh plo­
sive (t), yet It is briefer and more clear cut than th© 
English affricate (tp. Thus wash, spoken by the Mexican 
child* is received by the English ear as (watp* and watch as 
(*<Lp5 sheep as (t^ ip) and cheap as Cjip); teacher 
child {^ail*)*
(3) It Is possible that th© substitution which 
the child uses is the result of constant correction by th© 
teacher* He has been corrected for the pronunciation of wash 
as (witij). When he discovers the same ch spelling in the ini­
tial position in chicken, a position which Is familiar to him, 
he becomes extremely careful in his speech and pronounces it
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M  Ik in)* Vendryes states that a hypsr«»dlalec tIsm of this 
type Is characteristic of all dialect regions.2*17
(4) It is probable that a large part cl this 
confusion In the use of ($} and (tj) lies in the spelling of 
these phonemes. The (J) can be spelled at least twenty-three 
different ways: sh, ti and eh are the more common*118 The
(tp phoneme can be spelled In nine different ways: ch Is the
wet common. The records reweal that often the child will 
hesitate before the spelling, pronounce the word and then 
correct the pronunciation when he has fully comprehended the 
nature of the word.
Table 6 indicates the occasional substitution 
©f what seems to be a (t) for the final {tp. These children 
fall to include the fricative palatal release of the English 
phoneme. The faintly perceptible {p  is not audible in the 
context or in the sound relationships. Since the Spanish (a) 
often sounds as ( p  to the English ear because it is more 
palatal, the apparent substitutions of (s) for either the (t) 
phoneme, or the (J} element of the affricate is not difficult 
to trace. In the contextual material, the phrase each child 
was pronounced invariably as (IJ:a i }*
138. Voiced pal a to-alveolar affricate.—  The voiced
117J. Vendryes, Language, trans* Paul Radln (lew York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1931).
118Vera Yeteva Johnson, “The Comparative Frequency of 
the Spelling of the Phonetic Elements: As Found in a delected
*ord List,* p. 75,
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palate-alveolar affricate is cognate with the voiceless 
affricate*
a* Bagllsh voiced palato-alveolar affricate (&Q ♦—  
The English affricate is made by combining a retracted member 
of the (d) phoneme with the fricative {3 }*
b* Spanish voiced pal a to-alveolar affricate 
Ihlle the Spanish has a similar sound, it mast be remembered 
that the fricative element is often more like (j) than (
She Spanish .fflrtcate (d^) is found in initial positions rtum 
preceded by n or I, or In ea^ phatic pronunciation*
c* Mexican usage*** Because of the confused inter­
relationship, we shall discuss the usage of both the voiced 
fricative and affricate at this point* It will be necessary, 
also, to clarify the further substitution of the voiceless 
correlatives for the voiced (3 ) and (&■)). Tables 7 and 8 in­
dicate that these two voiced sounds offer more variant substi­
tutions than do their voiceless cognates*
(1) English ( Because it Is difficult to 
select words within the ecmprehonsion of the Mexican children 
which contain the (*>) phoneme, three words must bear the 
weight of evidences treasure (tre^s); measure and
garage (garc^). The records indicate that the usual substi­
tution, in the rapid reading of these words, is the voiced 
affricate (dj), the voiceless affricate {tp and the voiceless 
fricative { p  • This is logical, since the Spanish does not
llsChap. XI, sec* 40.
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TABLE 7
INCIDENCE OP SUBSTITUTIONS FOR (3 )
Grades Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth
Initial
Medial
d^-26 
sip-3 
5 -7
z -2
<3.3-31
r-14
s—1
d^-lS
st{-l
zdyl
d^-26
S-5
d^-13
5-8
d3-17 
If-1
5-5
Final
1 -1
d=s-l
lf-1
dr i
d.3—2
V1d’-l
S - i
d3-i
d3-i dj-i
TABLE 8
INCIDENCE OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR (d.3 )
Grades Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh ■ Eighth
Initial 3-2 1
 1
W 
M ft -2 3-1 d3-3
15-i
3-2
3-2
Medial
Final
^  "7 
3 -2 
d3-l
S -1
S-2
3-2
3 -4
I -1ft -2
g»-l
3 -2 
ft -3
d3-2
t-1
d^ -2
3“2 ft-2
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contain the (3) phoneme in isolation. All of the children, 
like the majority of native English speakers in the Southwest, 
pronounce aarajge as (gerad^). The younger children, who had 
difficulty in recognising either treasure or measure, were 
responsible for the labored utterances which brought forth the 
substitution of (stj). The (s) and (z) phonemes were rarely 
substituted for the affricate*
The use of (d^) for the (3) is a direct substi­
tution of Spanish homorganic (d^) for the distinctive (3) of 
English.*2® The use of ($) for the (d^)t chiefly by children 
in the three upper grades, seems to indicate a recognition of 
the &*gllsh (3) as well as a habitual muscle tension of the 
articulatory mechanism which prevents the complete voicing of 
the sounl* However, it was found by the writer that these 
same children could imitate the sound of (3 }, either in isola­
tion or in context, without any difficulty. Their problem 
seems to lie, not in the correct production of the sound, but 
in the inability to recognize the proper spelling.*23* But 
.luce (*,) seldom occurs In the vocabulary of the school 
child, the usage of this phoneme does not remain a prominent 
factor in the total intelligibility of the speech of the 
Mexican^Engl ish speaker.
(2) English (d^)*—  The most common
^^See see. 138, b.
*2*Minety-one per cent of the spellings of { ), moat 
of which are medial, are composed of si, J, £, ge, a, and aai, 
according to Vera Yeteva Johnson, wThe Comparative frequency 
of the Spelling of the Phonetic Elements,1 p. 76.
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substitution for (d^) in the Initial position, spelled j, as
in fims** is that of {J}* It is evident that the children
have confused the spelling with the sound* In other instances
there is a tendency to devoice it partially as in (d^ d£.m) or
0
to replace it with the voiceless affricate (t^ ) as In 
those few children who use the {=s) for the (d*0 as in lump 
{^ Astp) seem to have been taught the new phoneme of (^ } so well 
that a hyperwU elect ism is the result.
Words In which the (d^) occurs In the medial 
position are rare in the Baglish vocabulary of the Mexican 
child. Any substitution he may make in this position is one 
caused by the confusion in spelling. In the final position, 
the (1j) is the more common use, although the variants include
(3), (J) and (t). One child used a definite spelling pronun­
ciation of {£) in the word large.
In summary, the evidence of the confusion in 
usage of the Sigllsh phonemes (^), (3 ), (t^ ) and (d^), points 
to two factors: (1) a primary difficulty based upon a fail­
ure to recognise spellings; (2) a secondary difficulty based 
upon productions that is, a difference in the muscle tension 
of the articulatory mechanism of the Spanish speaker from 
that of the English speaker, which influences the degree of 
breath pressure necessary to the vibration of the vocal folds 
In the production of the voiced English sound3*
Vowels
139. Vowels.—  Certain facts and terminologies must
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be kept In mind as one begins an analysis of the lexlcan- 
English vowels. The difference in quality between one vowel 
and another la caused by movements of the tongue and lips 
which alter the shape of the resonating chamber of the month* 
Therefore w© classify the vowels (1) as front* back* and 
central* according to the part of the tongue that is raised;
(2) as high* mid* and low {some phoneticians use the term 
close and open to Indicate high and low)* according to the 
degree of raising of the tongue; (5) as to the rounding and 
unrounding of the lips* Further descriptive terms are used 
often, tenseness or laxness* which some pheneticlens do not 
regard as important as the difference in the height of the 
tongue***® Thus the Bhgllsh (i) is a high-front, tense, un­
round vowel*
The subject of vowel quantity, length or duration, 
is not fully understood, but it is customary to use modifi­
cation signs to indicate an arbitrary unit, the mora, of 
relative duration. W© shall use two of the IPA modification 
symbols; (1) the symbol (*) after a vowel to indicate that 
it la half-long; (2) the symbol (s) after a vowel to indicate 
that It is long* These degrees of vowel length, not distinc­
tive In the general American dialect, are relative and depend 
upon rapidity of speech which may differ with the mood of the 
speaker and the circumstances under which he speaks*
3*22John Samuel Kenyon, American Pronunciation (6th 
ed*; A m  Arbor, Michigan; George We&r, 1&SSTt^p*"'£27^
l®They ar6 distinctive in the eastern, southern 
dialects and British English*
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So English vowel la like the corresponding Spanish 
vowel. English vowels are more diphthongal in nature; they 
ray be Initiated and ended by vowel glides* Spanish has less 
vowel glide: the vowels are pronounced uniformly and distinct­
ly. ^hile general American English has fifteen distinctive 
vowel sounds, Spanish has but five. However, "the fewer the 
phonemes In a vowel-system, the more room is there for non- 
dlstinctive variation of each phoneme*^3^ Tills is true of 
Spanish, where the vowels vary between the higher and the 
lower positions. The number of these variations is limited 
only by the ability of the auditory mechanism to recognise 
them* The problem is one of relating these variants to the 
proper phoneme for the purpose of distinction in meaning.
Thus It can be said that the variation of th© vowels of the 
Mexiean-Spanish la caused not only by the difference In the 
manner of production of the sound and In the substitution of 
one sound for another, but also in wthe broadness of the 
phoneme la one section as against another* *^5
Fig. 10, which gives a schematic conception of the 
relative tongue positions of the English and Spanish vowels, 
will assist the reader to an understanding of the relation 
of this wbroadness of th© phoneme” to the study cf the 
Mexican-English use of the English vowels.
^^Leonard Bloomfield, language (Hew York: Henry 
Bolt and Company, 1933), p. IGEu
^^Claude Kanfcner and Kobert West, Phonetics, p. 56*
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140* Bhglish high-front tense unround (1) end Bh&ilsh 
high-front lax unround (\)*—  The records reveal that the 
Mexican child has a great deal of difficulty in producing 
these two sounds correctly in their respective positions*
For this reason, the two sounds and their variants are con­
sidered under one heading*
Ihen the Mexican child pronounces pitch, the English 
ear receives it as (pit£), which as (MitJp, sister as (sistS), 
teacher as (tvtjs), bridge as (bridj), peach as CpvtJ), this 
as (5ls)* In order to understand what happens In this appa­
rent interchange of sounds, we must determine first the 
differences and the similarities of the Spanish and English 
sounds* Fig. 11 gives a graphic representation of the rela­
tive positions of the English and Spanish JL sounds*
English*...*IV "
Spanish. .. • *. i\
Spanish.••••**i\
English* ******* l\
Fig* 11*— Relative positions of English and Spanish ^1 sounds.
a* Differences and similarities*—  The English (I) 
is higher, more closed and more tense than the corresponding 
Castilian and Mexican-Spanish (1). Otherwise It is made la 
approximately the same position. Often this English (i) tends 
to be diphthongal in nature, as when (I) becomes (ij) or (ii ) 
or (I*). The Spanish sound is produced without this
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dlphthonglxatlon* Th© English (i) la a more open sound than 
the English (1) while the tongue Is lower end the glossal 
muscles are more lax*
The Spanish closed (ij, while lower and more lex 
than the English (1), is higher and more tens© than the 
English (i )* The Spanish open (i ) is a little higher and 
slightly more tense than the English (i }* In short, there 
is less difference between the Spanish (1) and (i } then be­
tween the I&igllsh (i) and (i }* This means that th© territory 
cowered by the two English phonemes, (I) and {i) is largely 
cowered by the single Spanish (I) phoneme, the highest mem­
ber of the Spanish phoneme being lower than the high English 
(i)*3, and the lowest one higher than the lower Ehglish (i }*«* 
b* Mexican usage*—  The Mexican child falls to 
produce a sound tense, high, and close enough in the word 
peach (pit£), and one not lax, low and open enough in th© word 
pitch (pit£). In the first case he fails to roach the extent 
of the tenseness and closeness of the English (1); in the 
latter case he falls to achieve the laxness and openness of 
the English (i)* The (i) of Mexican-Engllsh, which is lower
than Ehglish (i), Is perceived by the English listener as (i )
th© ( i) of Hexican-English, which is higher than English ()) 
is perceived by the l&iglish listener as {!)•
(1) Unstressed (i )* —  In general, in an unac­
cented position, the English replaces the high-front vowels
(i) and (i ), the mid-front (e) and/or (ei ), and usually (&}
V
f
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with the {«)* whether within words or In unstressed monosylla­
bles* this unstressed sound of the (1) phoneme In English 
varies, according to speakers, regions, related sounds and 
stress, from the lowered (1) to the low-mid-front (t), and 
from the front to the more central of each of these variants*
the Mexican child replaces the unstressed (i ) 
with the raised Spanish (1), a sound often received as the 
&3gllsh ( i ) *  Thus the final ( \ ), spelled Is heard as the 
tense and more stressed English (1)* Thus puppy (pApi )> 
(pnp i); hungry (hAqgri }>(hA qgri).
The 1* s of the lng words are, almost without 
exception, received as the English (i) or a slightly raised 
(l*) in conjunction with the {n) substitution for the (r^ )* 
Examples from transcript! on i doing (du i r] (duln}; playing 
(pleuq )>{pleifa)5 using (Juzii] }>{justnjj raining (reirwq )>
(reinin}**2^
The medial unstressed JL, usually unstressed to 
schwa {a) or (/ ) by the general American speaker, is un­
stressed by the Mexican children to a raised (l } and often 
to the tense (1)* Thus animals (ae ni (sjmalz) =>(s & m malz) or 
(ae nimalz) • This la the rule, rather than the exception, in 
the word before where (btfoor) and/or (bafoor) >(bf four) or 
(•b^four). Unstressed mono syllables, found in context, are 
often stressed and the normal vowel is replaced by the tense 
stressed vowel* In the phrase must be clean (uiAst biklin),
ISdSee sec* lib, c, -3
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the (i) of becomes the Cl) of {mAst’bl kiln)* Again, It 
Is a replacing of the English unstressed { I) with either the 
Spanish open or closed sound* It must be remembered also that 
the Spanish speaker always pronounces his final unaccented 
vowels almost as clearly and distinctly as in any other posi­
tion* The difference is one of length, more than of quality* 
Furthermore, although the accented syllable In Spanish bears 
moat of the stress, all of the vowels are pronounced with care* 
It Is evident that the Mexican child Is attempting to speak 
with that same clarity and distinctness when he la using the 
more tense Spanish sound (1) for the unstressed English (i }»
141* Low aid-front tense unround (fc.)«-- This sound Is 
similar to the open (e) of the Castilian and the Mexican-Spen- 
ish, although It is probably a little lower and more lax* 
English does not use the pure (e) except In certain unstressed 
positions as in the word locate (floket). Even in the English 
diphthong (ei } the (e) element is a little more open than the 
Spanish (©). Sot only is each of th© English sounds lower than 
the corresponding Spanish sound, but th© degree of difference 
between each pair is ao alight as to be negligible in the fac­
tor of intelligibility* Fig* 12 illustrates th© relative 
degrees of openness of each of these sounds*
Fig* 12*— Eelativ© openness of English and Spanish ® sounds
Spanish
English
Spanish
English
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a. Mexican usage.—  Th© records Indicate that the 
Mexican children hare little difficulty with this English 
sound of (fc). In fact* they use It often as a substitute for 
the Ssglish phonemes (e\ ) and Only two marked devi­
ations are to be noted;
(1) Three of the speakers use the schwa (a)
*
in the word when* as found in the phrase when the children, 
for the (t). This can be attributed to the lack of stress 
which arose out of the rapidity with which these individuals 
spoke* The majority of the children give the word when its 
full value and use the more front sound of (&}•
(2) The (fc) becomes (e) or (ei ) In the words 
measure and treasure* Since English speakers often use the 
diphthong Cei ) in these same words, it does not seem a matter 
for serious consideration* However, It is possible to explain 
this use from two angles: (a) where the (c) is followed by 
the affricate (dj) or (tj) the tongue assumes the higher posi­
tion in anticipation of the (d) or (t); (b) where the (©} Is 
followed by the palatal fricative, the speaker may be using 
the Spanish pure (e) which, according to Tomas, is used before 
the palatals*^®® In either case, the use of the (©) for the 
{fcJ le a matter of economy of movement.
142* Low front lax unround (agj * —  The sound of (se),
12?See sec. 149 for (et ); sec. 142 for ( se).
120 /T o m 3, Manual* sec* 51, p. 50.
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which la not found In the Spanish language, la the Boat fre­
quent sound in accented syllables where orthographic a occurs 
in standard English speech**®9 It Is lower and a little more 
retracted than the English (e), but It is higher and farther 
front than the Spanish (a). Fig* 10 will assist the reader 
to understand the relation of (at} to the nearby Spanish and 
English sounds*
a* Mexican usage*—  As might be expected, the rec­
ords Indicate that the Mexican child often substitutes a near­
by sound for the (se}s a raised (ad as In (ayz m ); a lowered 
(t) as In (hfcTz); an (a) as In (^al); and sometimes {©) as In 
(vegan) • It may be thought that these substitutions are due, 
In some Individuals, to an inability to determine the pronun­
ciation of th© orthographic o, but it has been the experience 
of the writer that a correction of the pronunciation of the 
word does not prevent continued substitution* This is be­
cause the use of the new phoneme Is limited, not only by the 
auditory mechanism of the child, but by the linguistic whole 
of which the production of teeJ Is but a part* Th© child must 
be taught to distinguish between (e.) and (a&), and (ae) and (a), 
both as auditory images and imiscular skill* ?foen ha can dis­
tinguish without the aid or interference of meaning, he can 
then invest the sound with the proper meaning*
143* Low-back lax unround (0l)«—  The Spanish sound
^^John Samuel Kenyon, HFlat A and Broad A,” American 
Speech. April, 1930, pp. 325 ff.
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(a) la more central than the corresponding English sound* 
likewise* it is relatively short in duration as contrasted 
with the togllsh sound* English (a) has a wider bi-labial 
opening^ than (a); otherwise it hears a close acoustic resem­
blance to that sound* In the general American dialect the 
(OJ has a tendency to retract and raise the back of the 
tongue* The Spanish (a) la more velar* or central* than the 
(a) of the ^igllsh diphthongs. Fig* 13 gives a schematic 
representation of the relation of the low-front (a), low- 
central (a), {a}* and low-back sounds (9}* (y>) of Spanish and 
English.
Fig* 13.—  Relative position of 
laigllsh and Spanish low sounds
a* Mexican usage*—  An analysis of the records 
reveals what appears to be a substitution of (a)* (\?)* or (9)f 
and sometimes (/\)* for the English (Oi)* This substitution is 
inconsistent* The word large* for example* is heard as (Xard^y* 
(lordhj)* or (lord^), whether in the speech of the same
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individual, or In the speech of several different individuals* 
theoretically, the Mexican-English speaker who uses the gener­
al acoustic type of Spanish (a) or (uU for the English (a) 
produces a variation which falls within the neighborhood of 
the Saglish back (&)• the acoustic result is composed of non- 
distinctive features and is classified as intelligible and 
conventional* But when the speaker deviates too far from the 
&tglish phoneme, i.e., too far front, too far back, or too 
high,— the acoustic result is cossposed of certain distinctive 
features which place the sound outside the English phoneme 
(&), and into those of (/v), (o), or even (se), ©te* This re­
sult is unintelligible and unconventional*
Th© practical phonetic problem is to determine the 
distinctive features of the English and th© Spanish (<l). 
Since the Spanish sounds of both (a) and (<U lie in the more 
central position, within the territory of the English (a) 
and the acoustic effect of the received (a), (D), or (9) 
of the Mexican-English points to quantity (duration), as well 
as height, as a chief distinctive feature difference. Simi­
larly, in those sporadic eases where th© Mexican child*s 
pronunciation of what la received as (flut) th© features of 
distinction are height and duration*
In short, the English sound of (61) is relatively 
low, back, and longs the Spanish sound of (qJ is relative­
ly high, more central, and short. The chief distinctive 
differences between the two (Qj sounds of English and Spanish
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are duration or length and height* Th© relative brevity or 
all Spanish vowels as compared to most English vowels is part 
and parcel of th© statement that Spanish has less vowel glide, 
initial or final, than has English. But nowhere in the dia­
lectal forma of the Mexican-English does it make itself so 
evident as in the use of the English low-back, lax, unround
(a).
144. Low mid-back tense round (0).—  This sound Is 
similar to the open (o) of Spanish, although it is a little 
lower and more lax. English does not use the pure (o) for 
purposes of distinction in meaning except In certain un­
stressed positions, as in the word hotel {hotel). Even in 
the diphthong (ou) the (o) element is a little more open than 
the Spanish (o). Fig. 14 illustrates the relative degrees of 
openness of each of these sounds. It can be seen by the dia­
gram that there is very little difference In the height of the 
tongue for each of the pairs of sounds.
English -O
English------
O Spanish
0 Spanish 
O
Fig. 14.— Relative positions of English and Spanish o sounds
a. Mexican U3age.—  The transcriptions of the 
records reveal the use of an (9), similar to the British (t?) 
of not (nut), for the American (0). General American Is
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characterized by the use of the long {o s}; it rarely uses the 
(?}• The Mexican child substitutes his short Spanish open 
(0) Tor the general American long (o) and it is received as 
a type of short British (p) by the listener. Whatever may be 
the exact form of the variant, it is this lack of length which 
constitutes the difference in distinction.
145. High-back tense round (u) and mid-high-back lax 
round (a ).—  The English (u) is higher and longer than the 
Spanish (u). The English (u) is not quite as high as the 
Spanish open (u). Fig. 15 illustrates a graphic relationship 
of the positions of these two pair of vowels.
u... * Bhglish 
u*...Spanish 
u.... Spanish 
u. •. .English
Fig# 15.— Relative positions of English 
and Spanish u sounds
a. Mexican usage.—  The records indicate that the 
Mexican children interchange these two high-back sounds. The 
confusion is similar to that of the high-front sounds, but it 
is less frequent in incidence. This may be because the back 
of the tongue does not admit of so much variety in movement as 
does the front. Thus the word push is heard as (puj), while
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school is heard as (skul)* The speaker falls to produce a 
sound tense, high, close and round enough In the word school., 
and one lex, low and open enough In the word push. Since the 
Spanish sounds lie within the scope of the Ehglish, as illus­
trated In Fig. 15, the English ear hears the substitution 
first as one sound, {«), and then again as another sound, {«->}* 
An acceptable use Is made of (e) for the unstressed 
u at all times as Is illustrated In the phrase to the home 
where the carefully spoken (fcu$l horn) of the younger child 
becomes the unstressed {te^hom) of the older and more skill­
ful speaker.
146. Low central lax unround (a ).—  the stressed (A) 
of English la not found in either the Castilian or the Mexlcan- 
Spanlsh* Fig. 10 shows the relation of the (a ) to the sur­
rounding Spanish and English sounds,
a. Mexican usage.—  The Mexican child substitutes 
a great variety of sounds for th© English (a }; the (a) as in 
■fcap {djusp )$ a raised {A*} as in {Ba m ); a fronted (A) ss in 
(ba^); an(u) as in (huijgrl)j a raised (tf) as In (tub). 
Occasionally an (0) Is heard In a word such as some (s^m). 
However, the more common substitution is (&)* One child Ini­
tiated the vowel (A) with an h-gllde In the word onion 
(^ABjsnJ# Cnee again it Is the problem of th© limitation of 
the auditory mechanism for receiving the now sound and of the 
relation of the sound to the linguistic whole.
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147* Mid-central* lax half round (a)*-~ Some phoneti­
cians consider the schwa (9) the unstressed form of the 
stressed (A). However* It seems more logical to consider it 
as the unstressed form of all the vowel phonemes of English 
which occur In unstressed syllables.^-30 the frequent un­
stress ing which Is characteristic of English results in the 
tendency of vowels in an unaccented position to move toward 
the more central position* Any severely unstressed vowel in 
Bagllsh will be heard as (3) by English ears* ihile Spanish 
vowels do not unstress to any marked degree, and then rarely 
to the schwa* the Mexican-Spaniah unstressed (e) does take on 
the acoustic quality of (9 )*
a* Mexican usage*—  The records indicate that 
the use of (9} is common In the Mexican-Engliah* Only in 
those speakers who have been drilled with such thoroughness 
and care that they stress all unstressed syllables do we hear 
& substitution for this central sound* As a result of such 
^school-maiming,n the unstressed forms of a, and, an, the* 
of* was* etc** In the Context are stressed to (ev), fcend}* 
(^ en), pJl), (av) and (was)* The effect of this laborious 
stressing of unstressed elements is found to a lesser degree 
in the speech of the older children*
148* Kid-central tense semi-round (f)» and mid- 
central lax semi-round (^).—  Th© English W)* net found in
laOfhe < i}* which unstresses to (1)* is an exception.
the Spanish, is the characteristic general American stressed, 
retroflex or p*colored vowel need to pronounce par, or, Ir, 
or and or in the accented position* The English te>, like* 
wise not found in the Spanish, is the general American on- 
stressed retroflex vowel used to pronounce a variety of 
spellings such as er, sr, ir, or, our, ur and yr when in the 
unaccented position*
a* Mexican usage*** It Is interesting that the 
Mexican child has little, if any, real difficulty with the 
production of either of these two new sounds* He may have 
aoise trouble with the Identification of the orthographies, 
tut it is not evident in the records* Only five individuals 
use {tr} for the stressed {t) as In (Btrzdi) or (t^ ertp*
Fewer than five use the southern {3) for the stressed (f), 
and schwa (a) for the unstressed (<2) as In (fo^ Ta)* (the 
sale parent of one of these children was a native English 
speaker from Alabama*}
149. Diphthongs * ** A diphthong Is the succession of 
two vowels, or more strictly speaking, a vowel glide. In 
each of these vowel glides, one of the vowels Is stressed 
and one Is unstressed. The receding glide Is Illustrated by 
sow (aay); the approaching by one (uwAn).^^ While the vowel 
glides are limited only by the ability of th© articulatory 
mechanism to recede from or to approach toward th© position
*»The terms "receding* and ”approaching* are adopted 
from Ksntner and West, Phonetics, p* 153.
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of the stressed vowel, the traditional phonetic practice is 
to limit the ” diphthongs” of general American to fives Cei ), 
(au), (oi }, {oo) and (ai)**^ In each of these cases the 
glide is receding from a more open vowel to a more close 
vowel with the attending acoustic effect of a diminution of 
prominence. This diminution of prominence may be described 
graphically as (aoJ, (oi)# (ei}, etc. Fig. 16 Indicates the 
general direction of the movement of the articulatory mechan­
ism in the production of these five English diphthongs*
Spanish has six phonetic diphthongs of the receding
types (fel), Co4), tea}, (on), (a4), (a«). Fig. 16 Indicates
th© general direction of the movement of the articulatory
mechanism in th© production of these diphthongs. But dlph-
tfaongization is not a characteristic of the Spanish language.
There is a general tendency to redace vowel groups to a single
syllable in rapid speech except in such cases where analogy
or historical change has Interfered. The diphthongs are
a result of this interference. The single movement of the
articulatory organs, closing a single time to pronounce each
group, is essentially the movement necessary In producing the
single sound. Earlier In this study we noted the evidences
*
of further reduction of vowel groups In general In th©
^ % h e  English language Is characterized by a diph- 
thongization of all vowels.
*^See sec* 45 and 44 for the discussion of synercsis 
and synalopha.
U h
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Mexican*Spanish**^ 34 with this tendency toward reduction In 
our minds we can turn to the analysis of the diphthongs as 
found in the recorded speech of the Mexican children*
a* Mexican usage*** The records reveal decided 
tendency toward a reduction of the diphthong In English.
Pure (e) and (o) are used in nearly every case for the {ei ) 
and (ou) diphthongs* Thus both (boo8)*-(bo&) 5 away (awei )> 
(awe).
Frequently the final (o\)» (au), and (ai ) are re­
duced to the first element and a very light or obscure second 
element* If we record this second element as an exponent,
the word boy {bo£}; how (hau); my (ma1)* Reduction is not
/
so complete when the diphthongs are found in the medial or 
initial position. While this general lack of diphthongigatlon 
in the speech of these children does not interfere with the 
intelligibility, it Is certain that more of the Mtrombone* 
effect of &igllsh would assist In reducing the amount of 
“dialect*1 which reaches the English ear.
Modifications
160.—  In the living language there Is no appreciable 
break between the speech sounds. The speech mechanism finds 
it easier to make a continuous flow of sound from pause to 
pause than to make a number of starts and stops. This Is be­
cause the organs of speech are in a definite position only
^®^See transcription of Mexlcan-Spanish, p*194.
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momentarily for etch speech sound* As the organs leave one 
definite position to assume another, they pass through many 
interaedlate positions that may act as modifiers or the origi­
nal sound* Although no method has been devised to analyse 
these movements of continuous speech, It is possible to indi­
cate some of the modification factors which assist one to 
distinguish languages or dialects one from the other. While 
these modifications of duration, stress, pitch, and the like 
•re not necessary for purposes of distinction in all lan­
guages, it is necessary to evaluate such of them as appear 
in the Sexiean~S3glish dialect*
a. Transition movements.—  The English language 
Is characterized by a preparation of the speech mechanism for 
any second sound before completing the position for the first* 
It is this diphthongiza11 on of all sounds which produces the 
®trombone* effect so indicative of the English speaker* Thus, 
in the word bat, the tongue position for the (ae) is prepared 
before the lips explode the (b), and the tongue assumes the 
position for the (t) without any interruption to the vocalized 
air current for the vowel fee)* A slow sonorous glide from 
sound to sound is heard* Th® Spanish language, on the 
other hand, makes this transition more abruptly. There is a 
cloar-cut Initiation and release for each sound which calls 
for a co-ordinated control of the movements of the sound 
fceehaalsa in initiation and release* It is the exact opposite
^®C,M*Wiae believes that these on-glide and ©ff-glide 
joveaents are effected possibly with a change in pitch during 
the production of the vowel.
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of the English system of (me sound gliding Into the other*
The records of the Mexican children reveal this 
fundamental difference between the Spanish and English lan* 
go&ges in the transition movements from sound to sound* the 
effect of the speech of these children is that of a staccato 
approach to and departure from each sound Instead of a gradual 
slide from sound to sound* It is this wputt~puttn effect, as 
opposed to the * trombone” effect of the general American speak- 
er, which assists to Identify the child as a native Spanish 
speaker. An effect of rapid and clipped speech is received 
the listener* Even where the effort of teaching ha® intro* 
dueed a slow pronunciation of the individual words, with dis­
tinct pauses to mark their boundaries, there la a clipped 
effect between the sounds within each word. As the child 
grows in age and language experience, the pause between words 
is reduced, and the total effect of the clipping is Increased. 
The records of some of the older children show evidence of a 
skillful management of the speech organs in this preparation 
of a second sound Immediately the first 1® completed* This 
may account, in part, for the rapidity of their utterance*
b* Stress.** Any syllable can be accented either 
by increased force (stress) or by © change of tension of the 
vocal bands (pitch)* neither exists alone, but either factor 
may prevail* This subjective reaction to stress or pitch 
leads us to distinguish between languages of the stress type 
end languages of the pitch type. In English, the accented
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syllable of a word bears most of the force or stress and the 
other syllables are often slurred. In Spanish, although the 
accented syllable bears most of the stress, all of the vowels 
of a word are pronounced distinctly and with the same care as 
the accented vowels* The difference is found In a relative 
pitch change which accompanies the dynamic accent* The un­
stress ing of unaccented vowels, which Is so common In English, 
is not to be found in Spanish to any marked degree* Yet there 
la a general tendency In Spanish to reduce vowel groups to a 
single syllable In rapid speech* This ease of contraction la 
effected most easily when the vowels are not accented, when 
they are alike, and when they grow out of the relationship of 
different words* In idiomatic Spanish, the stress on a par­
ticular word is seldom emphasized, as In English. The English 
speaker can shift the word-a tress at will throughout the group 
or sentence* Example: The man Is here or the man is here**  t. . .............  nn i .... . t »
This is not done in Spanish* Example: El horabre eata aqui*
Because of the effort involved in muscular retrain­
ing, or because of the insistence of teachers, beginners In 
Hexlcan-&3glish show few signs of a gradation of vowels in 
slow and careful pronunciation. The reduction of vowels In 
the unaccented syllables or unstressed monosyllables, common 
in idiomatic English, is avoided by these children. Examples; 
animals Caeniraalz)>(aenimalz); the phrase has a dog (baezMog) 
(bass e dag)* The children of the upper grades speak more 
rapidly and acquire more easily this English characteristic
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of unstr easing* In general, then, the stressed forms of the 
conscious speech of the beginner become the unstressed forms 
of the older speaker* let a failure to gain an acceptable 
sense stress, as in the stressing of the articles in the phrase 
puts in the tub above the fire results in a stressed (e) for 
the unstressed sound of (o)*
In spite of a prevalence of stressed monosyllables, 
found chiefly in the speech of the younger children, there is 
evidence of the Spanish tendency toward the reduction, not 
only of vowels, but also of consonants* Examples of this loss 
of one of two adjoining vowels are found in phrases such as 
they are {’Seia.r) which becomes (<Tar); measure of (at^ djvv) 
which becomes (me^dv); the onion (^Anjan}> (Sanjan)* It may 
be that this reduction of vowels is due, not to the Spanish 
synalepha and syneresis, but to the clipped imitation of the 
English glide which produces the acoustic effect of one sound* 
The reduction of the consonants Is confined to those of (s) 
and (d) which are inclined to loss in the Spanish* Thus 
Cameras slater (k&ramz aist^i^Ckarminsists); would not 
(wud not) (wunat); sometimes she gives them (samba tats 
glva&iio) >( 3 /untai m^Igi vem) •
c. miscellaneous. $hil* the differences of 
sound transition and stress are the most important of the 
modifications of continuous speech, there are several minor 
changes which should be noted*
(1) The use of syllabic (m), (n), and (1) Is
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similar to that of the native English speaker,
(2) Certain consonant clusters found in English 
are difficult for the Mexican child* Chief of these are the 
Initial sfc and sj> of aueh words as stove, stick, spell, sneak 
which become respectively (estcv^), (esfcik), (espeD, and 
(fcapik). Spanish does not contain an initial (at), (sp),
(am), or {an) cluster, but it does contain (est), (fcsp), (essa) 
and t&sn)*
"The pronunciation of words beginning with an 
initial group consisting of a consonant was facilitated 
(in Vulgar Latin) by the development of a vocalic ©n-glide 
{written e or 1) whenever these words stood at the beginning 
of a phrase or after a word ending with a consonant*
With the twelfth century, the vowel on-glide became a fixed, 
integral part of the word. The Mexican speaker uses the 
common Spanish form for the difficult initial English cluster,
(3) While the problem of intonation In the 
Mexican-English is not a part of this study, it should b© 
noted that the children, in general, apply the Spanish in­
flectional patterns to the English statements and interroga­
tions, The use of a succession of rising Inflections, in 
statements containing a subordinate clause or qualifying 
phrase, often reveals the speech as dialectal even when the 
phonetic elements are accurate,
l^Mildred Pope, From Latin to Modern French with 
especial consideration of Angio-ftorman. &o, 'd&lXX, 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1934), p, 145,
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Remedial Suggestions
151* General suggestions*—  The phonetic variations 
which exist In the Mexican*English dialect can be attributed 
to (l) the substitution of one sound for another, as in truck 
(trAk) where the (t\) becomes (a); (2) a difference in the 
phonemic inclusiveness of the production of similar sounds, 
as in the use of a fortis (d) for a lenis (d); (3) a confusion 
of the sound with the spelling, as in book where (buk)>(buk). 
The remedial training for this dialectal usage should be based 
upon well*known general principles for the correction of de* 
fective sounds, and upon special exercises for each sound.
a. General principles.—  The physical structures 
of the speech mechanisms for all people are fundamentally 
alike* Such variations as do exist are those of degree rath­
er than those of kind* The difficulties of the adult lie in 
long established habits; the difficulties of the child lie 
in the co-ordination of the organs in new habits* The Mexican 
child who has already some old habits of his native language 
must readjust those organs to another new and strange set of 
movements* He is to use the old set at home, the new at 
school* The difficulties which he must face at school under 
the guidance of a teacher can be placed into three groups*
(1) The ability to speak and to hear are ac­
quired at the same time. T’irst, the child must be able to 
hear the sound and to recall it again and again. Second, he
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must be able to make the new sound with his organs of speech. 
Understanding and speaking the language should come first.
This can be followed by reading and writing, but only after 
the pupil has acquired some ability to speak the language.
In fact, he should speak It with some degree of fluency, com­
parable to that of the native English speaking child, before 
he begins an acquisition of the literary form, This is based 
upon the principle that speaking is the psychological basis 
for reading. This understanding and speaking of the language 
should follow the educational principle of proceeding from 
the known to the unknown. Furthermore, each sound should be 
studied in terms of the auditory, visual, tactile, and kinaes- 
thetie images— the principle of multiple sense appeal and 
association.
(2) The child must learn to use these sounds 
of English in their proper places In connected speech. Like­
wise he must learn the proper use of such modification factors 
as are related to accepted English usage. The task of using 
the correct sequence of sounds In any given word or sentence, 
of the gradation of vowels In unstressed positions, of the 
effects of sense stress, duration, or pitch, are all matters 
of memory. The child must depend upon a teacher whose under­
standing of the phonetic structure of the English language is 
such that his learning is facilitated and verified.
{3} Once the child has mastered the individual 
sounds, once he knows the sequence of those sounds, and knows
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the details of length, stress and pitch, he must acquire the 
ability to pass rapidly from one sound to another without 
hesitation, I.e., he must convert this mastery into habitual 
speech for his purposes of communication*
The function of the teacher in the elimination 
of these groups of difficulties is (!) to act as a model of 
pronunciation, {2} to afford exercises for, and to check on, 
ear training and sound production, (3) to devise means to 
Improve the child’s pronunciation of the difficult sounds and 
sound combinations. Such a function can best be carried out 
by a teacher who is trained not only In the phonetic struc­
ture of the English language but also of the Spanish language 
one who can approach the unknown sound from the known sound; 
one who can dip into the Spanish language for the word or 
sound on which to build the new concept— a teacher who can 
teach the use of acceptable oral English without the letters 
or books.
The present practice of the administrators of 
the elementary schools Is to frown upon the use of any Spanish 
in the teaching of the English language to the Mexican chil­
dren. This practice is contrary to the general phonetic prin­
ciple of approaching a new sound by means of an established 
one. Thus, If the child uses the plosive (b) for the initial 
v of very* It can be approached best by means of the labio­
dental (f) of fumar. If the child uses the (J) for the final 
(t£) Of peach* It can b© approached through the initial (tj) of 
chile.
%#*
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The teacher who does not know Spanish phonetics, 
or who Is not permitted to use his knowledge In the school­
room, Is limited in the amount and means of phonetic approach* 
Be is eosgpelled to resort to a type of imitation which reasons 
that practice, i.e., repetition, makes perfect* But practice 
does not make perfect; It makes permanent* An example will 
clarify this statement* A Mexican child who pronounces peach 
as (pij) Is told to say (pit}} by his teacher. He repeats 
ioBsdlately, (pi^  )• The utterance of the word (pit}} by his 
teacher is received as a linguistic whole by the child. This
linguistic whole is (plj} to his ear, and he is certain that
his pronunciation is identical with that of his teacher* A 
continued repetition of this type of correction only ends in 
a fixed pattern of learning* In time, {pit}} JLs {pi}}*
On the other hand, the teacher who knows the
&iglish and Spanish phonetic structures can build an English 
usage for the Mexican child out of (1) combinations of sounds 
already within the tearing end muscular abilities of the 
child as the (l}} in chlco (1} iko), and (2) out of meaning** 
less combinations of sounds which can be clothed gradually 
with meaning* Another example will clarify this statement 
also* The Mexican child who knows no English Is able to pro­
nounce the word moon upon Its Identification with the object, 
or by imitation* Other words can be built in a similar fash­
ion* But If the word bean Is to be introduced, the fortls 
Spanish (bP) must be converted into the hnglish lends (b)
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before this particular combination of sounds can be clothed 
with meaning. A mere imitation of the word bean (bin) will 
result in the dialectal fora of (bPin). The conversion of 
the (t>P) into the voiced non-aspirafced lenis (b) mist be done 
by nonsense syllables such as the approach through a repeti­
tion of (batatas) and (bbbb) without opening the mouth. The 
protactlon of the English (b), when combined with the (1) and 
the (n)* can be clothed with the meaning of bean, an object 
known to the child as frllole. He can speak now of that 
object as either bean or frllole. Since the Mexican child 
has had but a few years of training in the native language* 
the acquisition of the new phonetic and linguistic combina­
tions should come rapidly if intelligently administered. A 
difficult new sound cannot be made simply by repeating words 
containing that sound. The continued repetition of such words, 
badly pronounced* has the effect of fixing that bad pronun­
ciation as a life-long habit*
The present method of teaching English to the 
Mexican child is based upon the tradition that one learns a 
new mode of communication if he can hear and use no other*
But the fallacy lies in the fact that the lexlcan child can 
and docs continue to hear and to use his native Instrument of 
ecsBmmication. The analysis of the Mexican-English dialect 
indicates a need for the learning of the new language based 
upon logical relationships of the known language (Spanish) 
with the unknown language (English).
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b* Special suggestions*—  Since the analysis of 
the usage of the isolated sounds has Indicated certain dis­
tinctive differences as produced by the Mexican child, we may 
turn now to brief statements of the direction which the reme­
dial work can take in each instance* Such remedial exercises 
mast be based eventually upon the experience of the elementary 
teacher of Mexican children and upon the experience of phone­
ticians* Tbs teaching of a new language must begin by using 
the known and leas difficult consonants and the more familiar 
vowels. If a sound, such as (A)# is entirely new to the child, 
that sound must be (1) isolated, (2) described, (3} associated 
with other sounds (nonsense syllables), (4) associated with 
meaning (words and objects), (5) placed in phrases and sen­
tences (games, Jingles), and (6) placed in habitual speech 
(conversation). If the sound has a close association with a 
similar sound in the native language, It must be Isolated and 
distinguished from the old form before it Is placed into habi­
tual speech as a correct usage*
The exercises which are given below for the teach­
ing and re-trainlng of the Mexican-Bhglish child ere in no 
sense complete, nor are they designed for any particular 
grade or group of children* They are but suggestions which 
Indicate some types of procedure which the teacher can adapt 
to his particular situation and individual problem. The many 
drill books for articulation which are on the market will give
the teacher adequate sources for extending these main sugges­
tions.
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(1) the plosives.—  the exercises to convert 
the Spanish plosives to the English plosives should)
(a) Establish the aspirated quality of the 
English voiceless plosive* this can be done by articulating, 
and comparing, both the Spanish and English sounds against 
the back of the hand, against e piece of paper, or against a 
candle flame*
(b) At the same time, establish the voicing 
of the isolated English voiced plosive by placing the fingers 
en the larynx and noting the presence of vibration in the 
voiced sound and the absence of vibration in the voiceless 
sound* Lightly stopping the ears with the fingers will give 
a distinct impression of the voicing*
(c) Construct nonsense syllables with the 
isolated pairs of plosives and known vowel sounds*
Initial
P*p»l b—b—1 t-t-i d-d- i k-k-i g-g-i
p-p-e b—b—e t-t-e d—d—e k-k-e g-g-e
p—P—flL b-b-£L t-t-OL d-d-cl k-k-CL g-g-CL
p-p-o b-b-o t-t-O d-d-o k-k-o g-g-o
p—p-u W h i t-t-U d—d—u k-k-u g-g-u
Medial
i-p-p—i i—b-b-i i-t-t-i i-d-d-i I-k-k-i i-g-g-1
e~ t-t-e e-d-d-e e-k-k-e e-g-g-e
o-p-p-a. a-b-b-CL a-t-t-a. <L-d-d-CL a-k-k-a. cL-g-g-a
o-p-p-o o-b-b-o o—d-d—o o-k-k-o o-g-g-o
u—b—b—U u-t-t-u u-d-d-u u-k-k-u u-g-g-u
157pronounce these isolated consonants with as little 
vowel ©ff-gllde as possible*
Final
i-p-p i—b—b I-t-t I-d-d 1-k-k i-6-6
©—b—b a-t-t ®—d-d a-k-k e-g-g
a-p-p 6L—b—b t—t CL—d—d a-k-k a-s-s0*>p*p o—b—b o-t-t o—d—d o-k-k o-g-g
n*p~p u—b—b tt-t-t u-d-d u-k-k u-g-g
pi-pi-pl bi-bi-bi 
pe-pe-pe be-be-be 
pa-pft.-pa b a-ba-ba 
po-po-po bo-bo-bo 
pu-po-pu bu-bu-bu
#-pe-p©-e
ft-p*-pa-a
O-pO-pO-O
l-bi-bi-i
d-bd-M** 
o—bo—bo—© 
tt-bu-bu-u
Initial
ti-ti-tl di-di-di 
fce-te-te de-de-d©
14«fc^ L*> t<X dd—‘dOL—<loL
to-to-to do-do-do 
tu-tu-tu du-do-du
Medial
i - t i - t i - i  i - d l - d i - i  
e—fee—to—o e-*d©—do—© 
a-tdL-ta-a. 0L-da-da-(X
o-to-to-o o-do-do-o 
u-fcu-tu-u u-du-du-u
kl-ki-ki
ke-ke-ke
kob-koL-ka
ko-ko-ko
ku-ku-ku
gl-gl-gl
ge-ge-g©
gOj-gO^0X
go-go-go 
gu-gu-gu
I—ki—ki—1 I—gi—gl—i 
e-ke-ke-e ©-ge-ge-e 
a-ka.-ka.-a a-ga-ga-a. 
o-ko-ko-o o-go-go-o 
u-ku-ku-u u-gu-gu-u
Final
ip lb It Id Ik ig
ep eb et ed ©k eg
ftp ah at ad ak ag
op ob ot od ok og
up ub ufc ud uk ug
Further distinguish the one plosive from the other with recog­
nition gases*
(d) Combine the different plosives with 
known vowels and consonants to build meaningful combinations 
in the initial, medial, and final positions* The following 
©xan^ ples will Indicate the procedures 
Initial Medial
piece beet 
ten den 
coat goat
pepper rubber 
kitty kiddy car 
taking buggy
Final
rope tube 
beet seed 
neck leg
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(e) Drill words in which the plosive 1©
blended with another consonant, such as the combinations;
pi— play br— brick It— salt gd— begged
pr— prune rb— barb rt— heart Id— rolled
lp— help tr— train st— fist vd— moved
rp— harp pt— slept dr— drink asd— raised
bl— blai^ c kt— talked bd— robbed ki— climb
kr— cry Ik— milk rk— bark
(f) Build words into sentences. Use both 
the spoken and written approach where possible*
(g) Teach the (t) and (d) as alveolar sounds
as contrasted to the dental sounds of Spanish, the tongue
mast be drawn back from the upper teeth (t) to a position
Just back of the upper teeth on the alveolar ridge (t). Devise 
nonsense exercise© to place the tongue first on the teeth and 
then on the alveoles until the difference in position is recog* 
nlsed. Devise additional drill in syllables and words to os* 
t&blish the habit of the alveolar {t) and (d}«
(2) The nasals.—  $hlle the nasals offer but 
little difficulty to the Mexican*English child certain fac­
tors must receive attention.
(a) Teach the (n) as an alveolar sound.
Draw the tongue back from the teeth to the alveolar ridge*
Apply the same drills as for (t) and (d).
(b) Emphasize the lowering of the jaw and 
the placing of the tongue behind the lower front teeth to 
produce the (rj) instead of the (n), as In singing where the 
child saya (si»jin) instead of (stqtq).
(c) Heplace the final (rjk) or (t]g) of sing
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(sw}le) with (q) by pronouncing the final (rj) very long*
(&) Combine the nasals with vowels and 
voiced plosives to strengthen the voiced element of the 
plosives: (bmbmtaai); tbnbnbn)*
(3) The laterals* —  The Mexican child has no 
difficulty with (1)* Therefore, it may be used as one of 
the host consonants, as in Spanish leche* faabla or panel* 
for drill exercises*
{4) The fricatives (f) and (v)*—
(a) The (f) may be used as a known sound, 
as in toe Spanish fum&r (fumar) and oerfeeto {perfekto)*
(b) The Cv) should b© approached from the 
voiceless {f). &aphasise the voiced element of (v) by noting 
the difference between (f) and (v) when the fingers are placed 
on the larynx or on the ears* Sing the (v)* Construct non* 
sense syllables with (v):
Initial Medial Final
v-v*i v-i Vi 1-V-V-I i-V-i ivl i-v-v 1-v iv
v-v-a v*e ve e-v-v-e e-v-e eve e-v-v e-v ev
V-V-OL V-dL v <l 0,-v-v- a. a-v-a OLVdL <x-v*v <L—V <iv
v-v-o v-o VO O-V-V-O O-V-O ovo o-v-v o-v cv
v-v-u v-n vu u-v-v-u u-v-u uvu tl*v*v U-V uv
Teach words vlth (v) in the initial, medial, and final posi­
tions, such as:
Initial Medial Final
vim over stove
vigor cover above
vase bravest love
vegetable living live
vest Uvea brave
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Emphasize the continuance of the voicing of(v) in the final 
position*
(5) The fricatives (Q ) and ).—  Sine© Mexican- 
Spanish does not use a (0 ), the sound must he taught first in 
isolation*
(a) Teach the position of the tongue as 
dental* instead of inter-dental# The Castilian (9) is inter­
dental* Place the fingers on the larynx or ears to observe 
the absence of the voice* Teach the sound in its isolated 
form by means of nonsense syllables, such as:
Initial Medial Final
8-0-1 0-i 01 1-0-0-i i-0-1 181 i-(M i-0 10
0-8-e 0-e 0e e-0-G-e e- 0-e e0e e-0-8 e-0 e&
0—8—a 0— 4. Q a d— 0— G— (L d— 0—ol 4.0a. 0 d—0 <X0
0-0-0 0-o 8o 0-8-6-*o o-0-o o0o o-G-0 o-6 o0
0-0-u 8-u 0u u-0-G-u u-8-u u8u u-0-6 u-Q uG
Distinguish the (0) from the (^ ) in pairs of words, such as;
Initial Medial Final
(g) <*) (9) nr) (0) m
thin then method father path breathe
Thursday this pathway mother both smooth
think those toothache brother mouth scythe
thumb them bath tub leather north bath©
(b) If the speaker uses the Castilian {dt) 
for the Initial English ($), as in this (<$is), keep the tongue 
in the dental, or even the inter-dental, position and produce 
It with a vigorous friction# Lengthen the friction to prevent 
the plosive quality of the (d)# A second approach Is that of 
the inter-vocalic {'%) of the Mexican-Spanish G3 in padre (pa£re)
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If tela falls, approach tee English C£) from te® English (0) 
aad add tee element of voice*
(c) Cosine (6 ) and {^) with known vowels 
and consonants In tee three positions, Initial, medial, and 
final* Ssphsslze the proper use of tee voiced and voiceless 
sounds In English words* Include Jingles and games for 
additional drill*
(6) The fricatives (s) and (z)»—
(a) The (s) is a known sound as In the 
Spanish words galas {sales) end c&sa (kas'e)*
(b) The (z) Is a known sound in Mexican** 
Spanish teen found between voiced sounds, as In dead® (dezTe). 
But there is a tendency to reduce its voiced aspect in 
Mexican-English* Therefore, emphasis must be placed upon the 
complete voicing of the {?.)* Place the fingers upon the 
larynx to observe the vibrations for (z) and tee lack of vi­
brations for (s)* Stop the ears to observe the buzzing effect 
of tee voiced sound* Strengthen the voicing of (s) by sing­
ing the sound* Prolong the (s) to gain the effect of buzzing 
as in a game of bees (buzzing) and geese (hissing).
(c) Combine tee two sounds with known vowels 
and consonants to form nonsense syllables and words*
Initial Medial Final
is) (z) U) (z) (e) (*)
al zl isl Izl is iz
ae ze esc eze ©s ©z
aa za as a. aza as
so zo 080 ozo OS oz
aa zu U3U uzu us uz
ISO
(d) Establish the correct use of (s) end 
{*} when encountered In English spelling*
(7) the fricative (t) and the affricate (tf)*—
(a) Emphasize when to use the sounds* 
Approach the final (tj) of peach (pifj) from the initial (tj)
of a Spanish word such as chile (tjile). I^rmulat© a nonsense 
word gam© which combines the Spanish word* containing the 
initial (t), with a preceding English word, containing the 
final (IJ), such as peach chile or much chile* Instead of 
*anah* chile, one may have &muchg chile by saying Cm/dJ lie}* 
Gtee say have much by leaving off the "lie**1
(b) Distinguish between the isolated sounds 
of (p and (t£}» Emphasize the protrusion of the lips and the 
exaggeration of the sounds*
(c) Practice (tj) In isolation and in non­
sense syllables.
Initial Medial Final
&  i-tf-tf-i i-tf-i iti i-v-t i-tf its
t5-w-e tf-e t$e e-tS-tf-e e-tj-e etSe e-tf-t e-t et
tMua. tj- a. Wa a-tf-tf-a a-tj-a atfa. a-tf-t a-tj at£
1*0 %o o-tJ-tv*o o-q-o otjo o-tf-t o-tf otj
►t$-u tj-u tju u-1j-u utfu u-^-t u-t$ ut[
(d) Drill on pairs of words containing the 
(J) and (tp In the initial, medial, and final positions* 
Initial Medial Final
sheep cheap washing watching wash watch
ship chip racial Rachel cash catch
Shop chop fishery witchery bash batch
shin chin mission kitchen lash latch
shoe chew fishing fetching leash leach
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(©) Drill for recognition and production 
in sentences, jingles, and games,
(8) The fricative (^ ) and the affricate 
Both the (3} and the (d*>) must be taught as new sounds,
( a} Teach (-3} as a voiced (J). Place the 
fingers on the larynx, or atop the ears, to observe the 
addition of voice. Teach when to use the (3 },
(b> Teach the (^ ) in isolation and in non­
sense syllables, such as;
Final Medial
i-3-3 i-3 *5 •^-3-3-1 i—3—i i^i
e-3-"3 e-3 BD e-3-3~e 0-3-© 03c
6-3-5 6.-3 6-3 6-3-3-6 0-3-0. og<L
03 O-3-3-C 0—3—0 O30
e-3 - 3  u- 3 u3 U-3-3-U 0-3-u UJU
(c) Teach the (d^) In isolation and in non- 
sense syllables. Emphasize the voiced element and the fric­
tion quality of the release of the affricate. If the speaker 
usee the (J) friction instead of (3 ), drill upon the differ­
ence with nonsense syllables and words.
Initial Medial Final
dUj-d^—i  d ^ -i d ^ i i-d rw d ^ -i i - d ^ - l  Id ^ i i-d r}-C U  !-& *  id r\
d^—d^—e £3-0 d3© e—d^—d.3—© ©—djj—© ed^e ©—d^—CI3 ©—d^ ed^
d j-d 5- a  d j-a  d^a 0.-^3-t% -a  d—d^-d. dd^a a-d5-d^ d-d^ (id^
d ^ -d j-o  d.3-0 d^o o -cg -d ^ -o  o -d^-o  od50 o-d^-d3 o-d^, od^
d ^ - u  d j-u  d ju  u -dx-d^-u . u -d j-u  ud?t! u -d^-d^ u-d^ ud*j
(d) Drill on pairs of words containing the 
{3 ) and the (d^) sounds in the dii erent positions for 
recognition and production.
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Initial Medial Final
jam usual unjust garage age
4«H measure legend rouge bridge
gout azure region mirage huge
jay pleasure wages judge
just division imagine ridge
(e) Drill on the recognition and production 
of the sounds of {§)» ($)* (^ )» and (d^) in words and sen-* 
tences.
(9) The fricative (j). —  Use the (j) as one of 
the known sounds as in the Spanish words ya, (ja); yo, (jo); 
yelmo, (jelm°).
(10) The (w).—  The (w) may be used as a known 
sound, as in the Spanish bueno (weno) or hue so (weso). Care 
mist be had to strengthen the bl-lablal element and to weak­
en the velar element.
(11) The (h).—  Breathe on a mirror and (h) 
is formed. Prolong it and add a vowel, as (hsl); (hsu). 
Associate it with the spelling of h.
(12) The ( M ) Emphasize the (h) method of 
initiating the vowel-like (w). Differentiate between (h),
(w), and (m ) in groups of nonsense syllables and words such 
ass
(h) (A\) (w)
hen when wen
hot what wot
heat wheat weet
hoop whoop woop
hip whip wip
{IS) The (1) and (i
{a) Place the ringers on the central tinder 
surface of the lover Jaw to distinguish the tenseness of (1} 
and the laxness of (i )* Bote the slight lowering of the jaw 
and withdrawal of the tongue.
(b) Combine the sounds of {1} and (i} In 
pairs of words so arranged as to distinguish between the two 
vowel sounds* This differentiation of the phonemes, or 
"splitting of the phoneme, w Is illustrated by the following 
lists
Cl) (1} (1) (1)
eat It meat mit
beat bit bead bid
sheep ship cheap chip
deep dip reap rip
feet fit bean bin
feel fill deed did
(c) Use words containing these vowel sounds 
in Jingles, sentences, and games*
(14) The (e) and (ae)»-~ The (fc) can be used 
as a known sound found in Spanish words such as papal (papel) 
and lecclon (leyj^n)*
(a) Place the fingers on the central under 
surface of the lower Jaw and note the difference in tenseness 
between the It) and (5c). Bote the drop of the Jaw for tesJ*
(b) Distinguish between the phonemes it) 
and (as), as in the following pairs:
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(£) <*)
beg bag
peck peck
shell shell
bet bat
then then
pen pan
met pet
(c) Distinguish between (i), {g), and Uej*
(l) (as)
bit bet bat
sit set sat
ait met mat
big beg bag
hid head had
bid bed bad
tin ten tan
(15) The (a) end (0)*—  The {0) can be used as 
a known vowel as In the Spanish words sol (sol) and roe a 
(rsoaxz).
(a) Kote the slight difference in the round­
ing of the lips* Bote the difference In height of the tongue 
and in the relative forward or backward movement of the 
tongue* Bote the difference in the relative length of (a.) 
and ( 0) in many positions*
(b) Distinguish between (qj and io)* as 
indicated in the following pairs of words:
(a) (o)
far farm for form
card cart cord court
park part pork port
(16) The (A)*—  Bote the slight difference in
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the labial opening between (a) end (a)# end also the slight 
forward movement of the tongue,
(a) Distinguish between (a ) and (aj* as in 
the following pairs of words*
(a) (q.)
duck dock
pup pop
shut shot
rub rob
nut not
hut hot
come calm
(b) Distinguish between (a ) and (o), as in 
the following pairs of words:
(A) (0)
gun gone
rung wrong
cut caught
tongue tong
nut naught
(17) The (u) and (u). —  Place the fingers be­
neath the central surface of th© lower jaw and note the 
relative tenseness of (u) and the laxness of (u), Rot© the 
difference in the roundness of the lips, th© drop of the jaw 
and the height of the tongue*
(a) Distinguish between the sounds of (u)
«ad (u), as in the following pairs of words:
(u) (u)
pool pull
boot book
food good
whose cook
shoes look
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(b) Distinguish between (u) and (a ) as ins
<U> U>
put
look
book
shook
putt
luck
buck
shuck
(18) The stressed (#) and unstressed (<£).—
(a) Teach the stressed (5 ) by imitation, 
using slightly contrasted, words, such as:
(b) Teach the unstressed as a stressed 
sound in a stressed position; then place the sound in the 
unstressed position*
(19) The schwa (a).—  Proper emphasis on un­
stress Ing will produce an acceptable {^)*
(20) Diphthongs«—  In general, th© Mexican- 
English speaker falls tc produce th© second element of the 
English diphthong sufficiently long*
elements: (a:\:); (0:1:); (©:is); (0:0:)* Second,
lengthen the first element and shorten the second: (asi ); 
le:i>); (e:i ); (o:u)*
to t
cut
bun
cull
gull
hurt
curt
burn
curl
girl
fur
cur
cur
turn
burn
offer
thinker
walker
lantern
auburn
(a) First, exaggerate the length of both
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(b) Teach the child the ©fleet of moving 
between the two sounds by means of body movements end non* 
sense devices*
(21) Stressing and unstreasing;*** Devise games 
mod jingles to develop both syllable and sense stress* Avoid 
a pedantic approach to unstressed monosyllables in sentences* 
Lengthen all vowel sounds of the Mexican- 
English speaker and reduce the general rapidity of the artic­
ulation until such time as an increase in rate will not bring 
about a loss of intelligibility*
w m w & i m
conclusion
152. Findings.—  Hi© findings of the analysis of the 
phonetic structure of the Mexlcan-Knglish dialect can he 
summarised as follows:
a* There are dialectal variations which can he 
accounted for In the basic differences of the Spanish and 
English languages* These variations can be classified accord­
ing to the type of substitution or usage.
(1) There la a direct substitution of a Spanish 
sound for an English sound as in the word tub where (t\b)>(tab)* 
The following English phonemes were found to have one or more 
substitutions of nearby Spanish sounds: ($), (t$), (^ ), (d )^*
(ft)* (#), (aei* (a), (&), and {^).
(2) There is a difference In the way sounds 
similar in both languages are produced. The plosives afford
a clear example of this type of change. The following English 
phonemes were found to undergo this change: (ij), (j*), (tj),
td^ ), (ft), (^)f (ae)# (a )# (tT)* (^ ).
(3) There Is a confusion of the use of the 
sounds with the orthographic spelling as in the word lam 
Id^aea) where the orthographic J Is given the sound of (j). 
English sounds which offer this tyr o of confusion are: (J ),
and
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{4} There la insufficient glide between the 
sounds of connected speech* This lack results in an acoustic 
effect of s dipped and rapid speech* This rapid speech, in 
turn, brings about a frequent assimilation of place and voice* 
An example of this is the voicing of an unvoiced final con­
sonant before an initial voiced sound, e.g*, about the 
(ebaut 3^>(eb&u&d)*
(5) All vowels of the Mexican-English are 
shorter than the corresponding general American vowels*
(6) There is a difference in sound and sense 
stress which leads to an unnatural stressing of the unstressed 
sounds and sound combinations*
b* On the whole, the incidence of the variants 
does not decrease to any noticeable degree with the increased 
age and skill of the speaker* Certain of the variant forms 
seem to persist throughout the school period* While it is 
not possible to state with any accuracy the order and extent 
of this persistence of the variants, it can be stated that 
they appear to persist in the following order of difficultys
(1) a confusion of (J) and {tj); (2) an Interchange of (1) 
sod (t); (5) the loss of final (s) and the unvoielng of (z);
(4) a substitution of (a) for (a); (5) the use of the 
Spanish plosives for the English plosives; (6) the use of
(4) for Of); (7) the interchange of (u) and (u) • The inci­
dence of the remainder of the variants is undeterminable.
The factors which contribute to the use of these
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variant pronunciations of Mexican-English ares
(1) The use of the native tongue# Mexican- 
Spanish# from babyhood until entrance into the American 
school* This means that the speech mechanism— auditory# 
sensory# and motor— is partially conditioned to the symbolic 
forms of the Spanish language*
(2) The learning of the new symbols of the 
English language at an early age* This thrusts upon the 
child an additional conditioning of the speech mechanism to 
new habits of speech before the old are well established*
155* Conclusions * —  The conclusions that may be 
drawn from tills study are:
a* There is a need for a more scientific approach 
toward the teaching of the new set of symbols based upon an 
exact knowledge of the phonetic structure of both Spanish 
and English. This means that the teacher must have the 
freedom to use the Spanish language as a ’''springboard*' from 
which to develop the new forms*
b* There is a need for a course of study, planned 
for oral Bhglish, which takes into account the normal develop­
ment of the language habits of the child* This course of 
study should provide for the process of learning new sounds 
and for the process of correcting defective sounds# It must 
include the establishment of drill exercises for the condi­
tioning of the motor# sensory and auditory mechanisms; for 
the ability to recognize when the sound is correctly made,
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for the ability to make the sound correctly, and for the 
ability to monitor that sound. Such a scientific approach 
to the learning of a new language cannot be used by a teacher 
who is trained in the methods of imitation only; she must be 
trained in both Spanish and l&iglish phonetics.
c. Finally, there is need for an experiment to 
determine the actual results of such a course of study based 
upon the phonetic approach as compared to one based upon 
the imitative approach. Such an experiment should be con­
ducted over a period of years. One teacher, trained in both 
Spanish and English phonetics, should teach the new language 
(English) with the developmental point of view. A second 
teacher, trained in Ehglish phonetics only, should approach 
the new language in like manner. A third teacher, trained 
in neither Spanish or English phonetics, should approach the 
new language with the present methods and procedures. A 
phonetic transcription of the dialect of these three groups 
of students, made at regular intervals over a period of 
years, should shed some light upon the problem of bi-lingual- 
ism in the southwestern states.
APFSH0ICSS
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X. TRANSGHIFT1CN OP KEaICAH-SPASISH*
Antes de lo que yo penaaba, (querldo tio,
ant© d©> lo k®> Jo penaafU 'keri*3© tio
m© decidio mi padre a qua montas© en Lucero. Ayer
a6> ^esUio mi pa^re ^ k°~ mc^tase n laser0 ajer
a las sals de^ la manans, cabalguo' ©n data hermosa
^ lav__ 8©is 1* maRajfi kaj^lge en £st^ ermos^
/
fiera, como 1© llama ml padre, y me ful con mi
f Jer^ komo 1©> jam>Q ml pa$r© i mo fwi ko mi
padre al campo. Ml padre iba cabal^ero on una Jaoa
pa^ r®* "el kampo mi pa%re ift>g kap^tro en xm.'* xaka
alazana.
alsaxrq
Lo hice tan biea, fui tan seguro y apuesto
lo iso tam bjgn fwi tan sogurso i aapwest0
en aguel soberbio animal, quo mi padre no pudo
en akel aojjerri animal ke> mi pafcr® no pu$°
/ / 
reel stir © la ten tec ion &©^ luclr, a su discipulo*
rasistir a la tgntasjon fc®* lusir: "Q su dislpulo
y despues de reposarnos en mx cortijo quo tiene
i *dsp«££ r3p°8amos en un kortix® We> tjen®>
/
media legua de aqui, y a ©so do las once, me hizo
meSie lejw^ Q "Sa^ki i_Ja gso sons© me iso
volver al lugar y entrer por lo mas concurrldo y
(i?lfit? 'x? luwar i gntar por lo mas kr?nkursi^° \
/
eentrico, mstiendo mucha bulla y d© sempedrando las
8 entr i ko mgtjgn*0 raut^ e (?>ujx? i ^£spa^rand° la®
call© s* Ho hay qua af iraar que pasamos por la d©
kaj^s no vm  ko ^firmer ke  ^pasemos por 1^ >^q
Peplta, quien de algun tiempo a esta parte s© va
paplt^ kjen d lgun tjempo at gsfrg part®_
^Transcribed from a recording of Juan Valero* s story
*Pepita Jimenez*1 made by Manuel Cajero of Tuscon, Arizona.
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haoiando algo venfcanera, y ©ataba a la reja, en una
a\indo alg® [Jentangrx? 1 estate la^roxa an urn?
/ / 
veatana bsja, dotr&s de la verde ceXosia*
^estana b&xa detras ^e |3er;e selosLe
°  /  /
Ho Man alntio Peplta el rui&o y alzo lo® ojoa
no bj*n sIPtj0 psplt^ t1 r®id° 1 also Xosoxos
f t t  /
y nos rlo, a# leranto, dejo la co stupa que traia
t noa fiio am* lejSanto dexo la kosfcurxa ka tral
entre aasos y se puao a mirarnos. Lucero, qua segun
tntP m&nos 1 aa pus° ^ mir&raos luaero k® sa-jun
be sabldo de spues, tlene^ ya la costumbr© de hacar
despw s tjen0  ^Ja^la kosfcunbr0 a m v
plernas cuando pasa por del ante de la oasa de Peplta,
plem*s kwando pass por Aslant® 1© kasa pdplta
empej&o a retosar y a levantarse^ un poco d© m&nos*
espeso^a rfct°sar 1 a lev&ntara® u poko ©“ manos
/
To qulse calmsrle, pero como extr&nse v las ralas, y 
|o kise* kalmarl0> per® komo ostrapas© las ml as 1
^ / 
tsmblen extranase al jinet©, despreelandole tal vea,
teamen as trap as0 >«z pmgfce dasprgai^1^ 0!0 tal pes
/ / / 
se> alboroto mas y mas, ©ropeso^  a dar resoplidos,
8®* ^.l^roto mas i mas eispgso^^ ^ar rjes°pll^°s
a baser corvetas y aun a dar algtmos botesj pero
a^aer k^rvtt^s \ aun ^  ar al^un°s botes per9
yo me tuve firm© y aereno, mostrandole^ quo era
Ju mo tufe> firm© i sereno mostrend010> ke__ ^ra
flu aao, cestlgandole con la espuela, tocandola^ con 
su_^ w8sjo kastl^andoie kfjn 1^ dspv£la t°kandol0> kon
/ /
©1 la 11 go en el pecho y refcenlendol©> por la bride*
• latino sn a* pttj o v r©t£,nj©nd°l@ pov 1* (3ri#a
_ /
Lucero, que cssi se hsbla puesta d© pi© sobr© los
lustro ke kasl se pwesto ^© pi© aojJr©* loa
qoartoe traseros, se humlllo onto nee3 hasta doblar
kwartos trassros s© umljo entons*s aata ^opiar
mansament©^ la rodllla, haciendo una rovorenela* 
maBsaagnt®^ 1^  rio&IJ^ asJ'Ln&o lure rs parens 1^2
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La fcurba de eurlosos que se habla agrupado
la turjla de kurlosos ke* se^ a^ia ■'Qyrupa^ o
i
alrededor rompio en estrepitosos aplausos* Ml padre>
air sector rompio 8n estrepitosos aplausos ml pa'Sr8
dijos 
dlxo
Bien por los mozos crudos y de arrestos! 
bjen por loe mosos kructos » arsgktos
Y notando despues que Currito, que no tiene
i notando despwe® k8* kurslto ke no tenje
otro oflclo que el de^  paseante, se hall aba entre el
otro ofijio ke 1 de> pasejate se^ aljapa snte l
/
concur so, se dlrlglo a el eon estas palabraes 
konkurs0 se dlrlxvo a el kon estvs palafjrvs
Mira, arrastrade; mija al teologo ahora, y
mla ars'estr&^o mi^a 1 tuloxo aora I
/
vez de burlarte, quedate patitleso de aaombro* 
bfz de> @urlarte kectate patitifcso de^asombro
En efecto, Currito, estaba con la boca abierta,
en afekto kurslto estaj3^  kon la |toka^ (3ierta>
/
immovil, verdaderamente> asombrado. 
imo^il |2t,r5v"3ervnifcnte asom^rao
Mi triunfo fue grande^ y solemne, aunque
mi trjunjfo fwo grand®* 1 solemne> ^unke
iiapropio de me caracter* La Ineonveniencia de esta
impropj8 de me karaktor la uakombEnjtnifj^ ds sstxz
. ,  / / 
triunfo me infundio verguenza. El rubor coloro
trjuajfo me nfundjo Atr-jnsensv ?1 ru|$or kol°ro
en
£m
mis mejillas* Debi ponerme encendido como la grana,
mij moxlj'es def&i ponsrme ansendict0 kom° la granx?
* / f / 
y mas aun cuando advert! que Peplta, me^ aplaudia y
1 mas aun kwand° ad^ fcrti ke* papita me* aplaudia i
me saludaba carinosa, soriendo y agitando sus lindas 
ma saluda^ xz kariposa sonritnd0 j^axitand0 suz lindvs
manos*
manos*
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II. TRANSCRIPTIONS OF1 MEXICAH-ENGLISH
CONTEXT
ROSAKA LOVE NOGALES GRADE III AGE 11
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm sen djou ar tuv tjildrm hu liv In
a small town. They like to atop at the house of
e snnl taon de la*ik toA stap at di hausf| i\
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
% r  tivt^cT biko3 t$iv olwes g\Af z dem a pitj
or a piece of chicken to eat.
or a pi's q  tjikm tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
der lAfs aenvmol8 y  hes s dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
9 kfct a pa pi n 3 kau da dog ht*s lar^ Mai t
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
ti*0 &n me(ks 9 nois his maoO
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
w/\n dei di kau faund di ^anjon petj dei
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
truw stiks a£n stons £t her bat tj I kudb not
budge.
M
The little puppy is always playing and running
da lital PApi Is olwes pleiu^ <^n r A m q
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
fcbaut di jard^ hi latks tu k€^ da st\k /Aid
Joe pushes before him in the dirt.
dy> putjis bifor him in &?t
When the children start home they stop to
/v\fch ds tSjilran start houm de stap t9
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|map over the stones under the bridge* they also 
J,«p ora di stouns Anda da brtcttj "Sei olso
like to watch the water a long time* It Is this
laik to ia] da a lorj taim It Is die
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wads rtlH der puts \*n da tab abAW dd* r\ n ft
fire# She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen1 a
fair t$L Justs It tu w dir klo^s kocmine
sister puts in a large measure of soap because their
sista put in a lar$ stjup af sop bikos ^er
clones must be clean for church and for school#
klou&s most bi kSlin for tjxrt end for skul
Ma t  do you think they are doing at school?
/w<xt du Ju tirjk de a.r go*i^  skui
fhey are both reading a book# Each Thursday they
^ei ar boa ndi^ & buk t^ade “tfei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys# when they
drov piktjbrs of d al en to^s /v\m d e
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
gfct hAijgr 1$ ijail4* gets a pis av bre.d n
f«* and sugar out of his lunch box# After school
djata n tjuga aot af his ltCn$ bak® eft^ akul
they climb trees end run about on the grass# Some-
dei klaim tris en r\h 9bautd on da gra&s s/im
times they help their father get a truck load of
taias SJe\s haelp der git a tr<\k loud av
wood to burn in the stove* When It la raining they
gutf tu bP^n in di stouf /v\in It is reim^ dei
dry their shoes by the stove#
dra\ ££t tipSa bai 'fca stov*
One day Joe hurt his thumb In the door of
wen dei d^ou hart his tAm in di dodr aw
the garage while he was helping his father put the
d! goretj Mail hi* was htlpi^ n M s  fo^ sr put % i
ear away# A woman who lived at the foot of the
fc*r suet <3 human ho llv at da fut af da
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MIX heard him crying* she said, *please be brave,
lul bard him kraw a $\ pit* bl breiv
Joe* Shy are you crying?*
dje m «v <xr Ju kraiin
Be showed her hie hand and she book him to
hi oud bar hie h^n en 1* tuk h\Am to
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
dr dolcb^  wen de\ hof mi houm ogenft e
Joe said, 9l shall always thank you for taking care
* p  std* av ^*1 olwes iattjk ju for fceir] k&r
of as** 
ml
On© day before very many years pass away, I
w/\& dev bifor bert m^nl lira pesfc 9wei a1o
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
top *** *>* w a  torr 'Ss d?y5\ 9n plejjur 9f e
visit to the heme of Carmen and Joe*
^vsit tu dl boom 3f koirmxn d^o
XIB 900WAH S0GAI3S OBADE IV AGE 10
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
k a & m  en d^ou or tu yidrin huv livf ih
a small tom* They like to stop at the house of
e eaol taun "Sei laik tuv a tap ^et "21 liaus qv
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^tr tftj3 b&os Ji olwes &Iv*s e pitj
or a piece of chicken to eat*
OV 9 pis sf tgrtyn tuy it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
ti^ 1mt*s be n\ molz Syl baa d e dog
ft puppy &Rd & cow* The dog has largo whit© teeth
dog hatz lar^ /wait tli
his mouth* 
h»z maudA
found the onion patch* They 
faind di *\nj8n pgt^  ~%e\
at her, hut she would not 
<ct ht1 hdft Ji wud nat
is always playing and running 
iz Qlwez p&laun n rA.mr}
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
dbaut di jard hi lai ks tu* kat i stik MitJJ
Joe pushes before him in the dirt*
d^ ou p/\ t bivfor him in di d^t
When the children start home they stop to
Mtn di lrin start houm &e\ stap tuv
jump over the stones under the bridge* The also
dymp ovjto ^iv stoon And8 brid^ ”#ei olso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
laik tuv wa$ “51 wat^ e la'rj taim it \z ^i
water which their mother puts In the tub above the
wad# ^ r  mtCVg puts in di tub 8b At di
fire* She uses It to wash their clothes* Carmen* s
fair i^ jus it tu wa^ f^cr kloo£s kprm\n
sister puts In a large measure of soap because their
sistd put in e m^ur av^ sop blkoz ^gr
clothes must be clean for church and for school*
klods mas bi kiih for en for skol
What do you think they are doing In school?
Mat du Ju fru)k Vei ar duirj \n skul
3?hey are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
^ei ar bouQ ridin e buk it^  &$zdi £ei
toaw pictures of a doll and other toys. When they
^0 pi^3z 8v e dal n iv&£ toiz vtn <4e
e pApi En e kau *2 i
atfiri makes a noise with 
n mei ks e noi z wiOo
One day the cow 
wen dei ^i kao
threw sticks and stones 
ftro stiks en stons
The little puppy 
^e li dl pA^pi
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§st hungry each child gets a piece or bread and jam
gtt htfygrv itj ^al gets e pie sv brtd^ en d y m
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
air* «> hie lf\nt$ h<\ks tfts skol ^©i
climb trees end run about on the grass* Sometimes
klalo tr is fcvn rjta shat on di grae.s & m t m m© n
they help their fetter get a truck load of wood to
<Jsi htlp 2er fo.^3 g^t a fcrAk lod* av wud ta
bum in the stove* Ahen it is raining they dry their 
bun in di ntit /wtn it is re* ^©i dra 2fgr
shoes by the stove*
^ us tei *31 sto°f
One day Joe hurt ills tiuimb in the door of
wen dei djou h?t his 0/vm in ^ i door sv
the garage while te was helping M s  father put the
21 gs>ra=) /wal hi was telpon his fa2^ put di
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe1 a" wuman ha liv et di fut av* <5i
bill heard hi® crying. She said, * Please be brave,
hil ted M m  kraun^  sgd^ plis hi brgvv
Joe* Why are you crying?” 
d^oo /**? ar ju krairj
He showed ter his hand and sh© took him to
hi ijjoud hr his ten tifcc him tu
the doctor* when they were half way home again, Joe
di d&kt£ Mt& c3ei wr hawf wei horn sgen d*pu
daid, ffi shall always thank you for taking care of
•td a wt plwe Qtr)k juv for tektrj kae? a7
we*”
ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
wan dei p>lfo? muii Jirs paeTs sw©\ a
bop© that you will have the Joy and x^asur© of a
bop ^att JU* wil haevf ”^ 1 dgo 0 plsjur av e
▼ieit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
bl*\ t tuv ^i haus 9V^ kar?nnn <tn d^o
MANUEL ALARCON NOGALES GRADE V
202 
AGE 12
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
kat'rmin n djo ar to tj\ldrm hu li v Cn
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
e . taun e\ la\k tuv stap tt da haos sv
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
”^ir bikoz \^> olwez giv e pi$
or a piece of chicken to eat* 
or e pis of e tjikm tuv it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a do_
tit^S aemmela haez e dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow* The dog: has large white
e ka£t e popiA sn e kau d£ dog* haeAz lar^ ma^t
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
t\Aft 3t a meks e noz wivS hi*s mav9
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wau dei "^ s> kau faun di Mijan p £y% dei
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
tru stiks en* stonz <&% h^ bat tjjiA wod^ nat
badge.
The little puppy is always playing and running
ds lital p/\pi* vs olwevz pleun gn rAn\nn *
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
Gbaut di jard hiA laiks tu kaetj stik /vu^
Joe pushes before him in the dirt,
d^ou pujis bifor him in da d^t
When the children start home they stop to
/A^n tjildrm start houm (Jei stap tuA
Jump over the stones under the bridge* They also
dyjnp ouv£ stons And3 bri^ ^e olso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
laik tu* wa^ da wat^ e lar^  tam ft is ^\s
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water which their mother puts in the tub above the 
wat^ f^er puts &  do tAbP hab/\v *&S
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen* a
fair t^ tf jus12 i*t tu wo.$ dtr kloO karmins
sister puts in a large measure of soap because their
sist£ puts in e lardj med^ ov sop bikos "^ er
elothes must be clean for church and for school* 
klo$s mas hi kl\An for oeTn for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
VACLt du Ju 4(^k ^ei ar duin £t skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
*3ei Qr bo() ridi<^  e buk ^ ft^ zde ^ei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* when they
dro piKr^^s ov del8 sen t^i z /wen "^ ei
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jamA
gtt hAqgr ^ail g^ets e p*s af brfc.dk ae*n d^^em
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
9s» tjug^ aut Qv hiz lAnlJ baks 'ae.ft skul ^e\
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
kSlam triz 9n r/vn sbaut an g^ rse-s s<\mtarazo n O
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
dei help dtr f g ^ g t  e tr/ik loud pv* wod^ tun ft
burn in the stove* When it is raining they dry their
b$n in dd stov^ Men ivt iz reinm dei drai 5^grO n
shoes by the stove*
Vs bat di stof
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
di dei djou hart his 0<\m ill dor 3v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
^i garo,^  /wail hi wsz put^an hlys fa^sz puvt ^3
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe e wumm hu livd gt dd fut sv
hill heard him crying* She said, "Please be brave,
htl hsrd him kraurj *£l sed pl\ s bi breiv
Jos* Why are you crying?f
/wav ar Ji/ kraur^
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Be showed her his bend and she took him to
hi Jood her his h ^ n  a £ n Ji tuk him tu
the doctor* when they were half way home again, Joe
dd dakte* Men ^ei we bs&f we\ bourn dgen d^oo
said, shall always thank yon for taking care of
•td at $atl olwia ftae-^k Su for tcvki n kacr 3
se*9
al
One day before wary many years pass away, 1
was dei bifor wgrt rasnv y\rz pas at awe a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
op dot wil hd&v* di t^-Di e n pl^ur av a
o
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
vi«iAt tu 'Si boom sv k&rmm din djo
MARIA SOTO NOGALES GRADE VI AGE 13
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
karat a d^ou ar tu* bj\ldri n iiu liv^ Cn
a small tom* They like to stop at the house of
• mol taun ^ei la\k tu' stap a^t haos av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
titj^ 1 bikoz 2re\ olwta gifs ^em e pit^
cr a piece of chicken to eat*
or e p\* t^vkm tuv it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
^gr titij^  livfs inimals \1 haes e dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow* The dog, has large white
• kaat e papi* t n e kau dog* hsea lard^ ^ aIt
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
W  £» meka e noie w\A*J hie mao4
One day the cow 
wah dev ^  kau
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found the onion patch. They 
f aond Anjen psatj “cfei
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
&ru sttks stonz 9^t bAt 'S'ei kud^ n^tO
The little puppy is always playing and running
■$rs> litl p<vpiA \z olwetz plem n rAniV\• O O • J
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut 3rd Jcrd hiv laks tu* ktw^  ^  st\k
Joe pushes before him in the dirt*
dy> poJ\z bifor him in d^t
When the children start home they stop to
wen tjfldrin start hom "Se stap tu
jifflip over the stones under the bridge. They also
djAiap ouv^ - ^  stoonz And^ "&£> brid^ ^e\ 3I30
like to watch the water a long time. It is this
laik tuv W(L$ wat^ e la<i ta\m ivt ivz ^is
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wat3 am^  pots \n ^  tAb abav ^
fire* She uses jit to wash their clothes. Carmen*s
fa\r Jttgiz ft tu* w ^ g r  klo'Sz kammnz
sister puts in a large measure of soap because their 
sistJ puts m e  ur av soup bikoz ^ r
clothes must be clean for church and for school,
kloufts mAst ’bi klin for ae^ n for skuL
What do you think they are doing at school?
M/ft du Ju 6-urjk Se\ a.*1 du m  £t skul
They are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
3Tc\ ar boufl ridiv^  e buk it$ 0^sde
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. When they
dro e pi ktj«sr av e dal se n t c\ z Men 3^ei
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jamA
gtt hnijri i^ tjatld gets e pis ^v brfcd en d^ a& m
end sugar out of his - lunch box. After school they
ga ]ug$T aut ov lAntij boks ueft<2 skul ^e;
budge*
bKdj
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes they
klaim tr£z en r/fn ebaut an 33 grass s*rataim 3ei
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help their father get a truck load of wood to burn
hglp 3£r fa$^ gat e trAk loud qv wud tuv byn
in the stove* When it is raining they dry their shoes
in stouv Men i*t iz remn) 'Set drai 3er ^uz
the stove* 
bat *39 stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wAn dei d^oo htt h\z trua tn dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
-ga gara^ ) /v\a\l hi was helpir^  hiz fa3^ put
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the hill
kar awei e woman hu livd get fut qv h\l
heard him crying* She said, n Please be brave. Joe*
ht&fc him krai in \^A std^ pliz bi brew* d^oo
Why are you crying?11
/A. ai ^r Ju krawr^
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi ^ d  h^ h Az haen gn ^i tuk hfm tu
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
39 dokts /wen 3ei hae f 9we ho 3gen
Joe said, WI shall always th^nk you for taking care
d^ ou a\ e^.*l ^Iwez tae^k juv for tekiq kaer
of me*” 
av mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
was de bifor beri mem jirs pes 3 we ai
heme that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hdp t ju wil ha?f 3i dspi an ple^ur gtt e
visit to the home of Carmen ai^ d Joe*
visit tu houm sv* karmm -ae.n d^o
£0?
WILLIAM GOODMAN NOGALES GRADE VII AGE 13
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
kornatn a djou ar tu jildrin hu liv in
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
q sraol t^aun ^e l&k tu stap £t ^ 9  haus 3 V
their teaoher because she always gives them a peach
r t‘t^«r bikoz jjt olwez giv ~%am a pftJj
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or pis a tSjikdn tu it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
Yfcr tifc Iavz aemmslz \lv haez a dog
a cat# a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white
a k&t 9  popi n ^ kau ^ 9  dog htz iard3 wait
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
tifl n meiks a noiz wifl \s maudO
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
WAn dei ^3 kau faund an anjsn pg^ ^
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
flru stiks -sen stonz at y bat $1 k u d  nat
budge*
The little puppy is always playing and running
^1 litel popi is plwes plirn^ on rAni^
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
abaut do j^jardfc hi laiks tv? k«.<J stiks m\^
Joe pushes before him in the dirt*
djo pu^a bifor him in 6.Q d?t
When the children start home they stop to
Mtn ^ 3  ^flrsn start houm 'S'ei st<?p tu
Jump over the stones under the bridge* They also 
dymp ouv& —  stounz and^ "S3 bri ?re\ ----
like to watch the water a long time. It is this
laik tuv wfl^  wat^ e lar^  t^a m \t iz ^\s
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water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wat^ *'1 c^Fer pots in 9  tap sbAb da
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen1 s 
fair i^v S'1*1? ft tu %£* 3k lou$ kanrnn
sister puts in a large measure of soap beoause their
sist^ put in 9 lard--} mejur 3>v sop bikos ^er
clothes must be clean for church and for school,
klod maz ‘bi klin f^ -ae-n for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
/Aat du Ju 0-1*} g ^ei ar du m  e.t skul
They are both reading a book* Bach Thursday they
Te ar bout) rid\n 9 buk i^  0^sd\ dei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. when they
dro* pikers 3v dais n toiz Min dei
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
get ha^ gri iv^ Sets 3 pis 3 brsd n
jam and sugar out of h^s lunch box* Af£er school
dye a n  tjugs* au av his lantfj bee skit aefts skul
they climb trees and run about on the grass. Some-
"Sei klaim tris n rKn 3baut on di gr-a^ s sAm
times they help their father get a truck load of
taimz l£ei help fa3T^ get 9  tr/\k lod av
wood to burn in the stove. When it is raining they
wud tu bfn in stov* wt n it \z remit} ^et
dry their shoes by the stove,
dray 3ir ^us bai ^SB stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wan dei d^o h5t hi's bi\mP in ~$3 dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
^3 geraj /vvail hi waz helpin hiKz fa put 9wei
oar away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kor ?S9 e woman hu li vd e^*t ^59 fut av ^ 9
hill heard him crying* She said, nPlease be brave,
kil hyd him kra 11 n sed P3*1? ^  Preiv
Joe* Why are you crying?n
d*^ u Mai ar Ju kraun
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Be showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jod hf his ha£n n $iv tuk fm tu
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
dokt3 /wfcn dei hac-f wei houm------A
Joe said, *1 shall always thank you for taking care
d^oo o^d ai olwes ta£rjk ju for teikit} katr
of me**
9 mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
w a h dei bifor vgri mtm jirs pes awei a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop 39 ju w\l hatv e dy>i n plej^ 9v
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
(JUs\t *39 houm a karmin n d^ou
DELIA RAMIREZ NOGALES GRADE VIII AGE 13
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm ae,nd djoo ar tu tSjildrm hu liv in
a^  small town* They like to stop at the house of
e* smol taeu n e^\ laik tu atop ae-t 3a haos av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
3er titjs' bikAS ^i olwez gwz 39 m e pit^
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or e pis av tfy n tu it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
^Tgr titjs? Iav z aenimalz $i hae-z e dDg
* eat, a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white
e kast e pApi gen e kau ^ 9  dog haez ldrdj /A&\t
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
ti6 asn meks e noiz wiA3 hiz maeu0© &
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wAn dei 1SB kau faund #1 Anjan pae-tf^  ^ei
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
frru stiks n stounz et fc* hot 1^ kud next
budge*
hAdj
The little puppy Is always playing and running
'Vs litl pApiv \z stvl plewr^ n rAnfrj
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
sbaut jatrd hi la\ks tuv kas,^  ^0 stik /vutj
Joe pushes before him In the dirt*
djou pu^iz bifor hi \n #0 d^t
When the children start home they stop to
aAt n tjjilri n start houm “3ei stap tu
jump over the stones under the bridge. They also 
dr^Asip oow^ stounz And3 “S0 bridj *^ e olsou
like to watch the water a long time* It Is this
laik tu'' wotj ^0 wot^ 3 taim it iz ^\s
water which their mother puts In the tub above the
wat3“ /vutSJ ^ r  pots in 15a tAb ab/iv
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen1 s
fair $i Juziz it tuv wa^ l$£r klooS2 karmin
sister puts In a large measure of soap because their
a ^gr
clothes must be clean for church and for school,
kloofs mss biv kiln for -ae. n for sku3l
What do you think they are doing in school?
Mat duv ju fiii)k ^e\ ar duuj in skul
They are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
e^i (XT boufl ridit} e bok it£ G^ zdei "Sei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys, ^hen they
dro piktjurs av e dol gin c&3
g$t hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
gtt hAijgr itj tjaild gets e pis av br^d n d^eem
wad sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
3&a ^ug^“ aut ev hiz lAn$| baks f t£ skdl
siat^ puts in e lard* me^ur ov soup bikA
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klaim trls dt n tktl ebaut an gr^ a s SAmtaunz0
they help their father get a truck load of wood
hsJLp ^ r  fa/s’® get e trAk loud wud
to burn in the stove. When it is raining they
tu btn \vn stouv ^en it iz re cm*} *=5ei
dry their shoes by the stove,
drai ^er ^uz bai stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wen dei djpu h^t h\z 0Am m  dour ©v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
gprodj /wail hi w92 helpir^  h\z pot
car away. A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe\ e wum^c hu l\vd etd da fut av sg
hill heard him crying. She said, " Please be brave,
hil h*d him kraur} ^1 sg.d pllz b\ breiv
Joe. Why are you crying?”
d^ ot/ /^ a\ 3r juv kraur^
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi $oud ^  **12 b'Be.n atn ji tok him tuv
the doctor. When they were half way home again,
^  dojkte /wen ^ei w^ ha£f wei houm sgen
Joe said, ”1 shall always thank you for taking care
djpu sed at Jtvl Dlwez 6a£i}k juv for teikirj k^r
of me.” 
av ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
wa» dei bifor v&ri men\ jirs pee^ s awev a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
houp ~^3Lt Ju wil hae.v dy>i Q n plt^j^ q v  e
visit to the home of Garmen and Joe.
Vizit tu" houm sv komin n d3ou
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0LOHINDA PADILLA ST. JGHJfS SHADE III ASK 9
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karatn aen d^oo ar tu ldrin hu liv in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
e mol ta°n ^ev lalk tu stap get ha^s av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
btkpz tjl plwez givz "Stm e plj
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it sAmt&im JI giv^ Vtm e pais ay tjikan
to eat.
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog.
r tiij^ 1qv* 'a&niraais Ji ha& z e dag**
a cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
e kst e pop! sen e kau dag ha&z lard^Mait
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
tu6 3en me ik e noz wi9 hlz mautC O
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
wAn dei ^9 ka° faund /\njan peij ^et
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
flru stiks an stounz aet h^ bAt Jiv wud^ nat
badge.
bftd^
The little puppy is always playing and running
"Sa litl pupi is olwez pleiAn aen tan/n
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
ebavt Jord hi laiks tu j ^<9 stik Mi^
Joe pushes before him. 
djo pujiz bifor him
IVhen the children start home they stop to
M&n ^9 tSjildrin start hom Te stap tu
Jump over the stones under the bridge. They also 
d^Amp ouv9 stonz /\nd«2 ^ 9  brid^ "^ e olso
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like to watch the water a long time* It is this
laik tu waj wot®^ e ld.ij ta3m it iz ^is
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wad^ a*\[ ^“fcr mjids* pats in da tabP ab/w
j  ' i  n
fire* She uses It to wash their clothes# Carmen’s
te i^ uz it tu wof ^er klo"3z karmtn
sister puts in a large measure of soap# Their
sistd1 put in e lar^ mest^ or ©v sop 'Sg.r
clothes must be clean for church and for school#
klo^z mAS bi klin for t^tjj sen for skul
What do you think they are do^ng at school?
A\0.t du ju &tvjk ^ei Qr dutn in skusl
They are both reading a book# Each Thursday they draw
e^i ar tod raidAn e buk i^  d-^ sde $e dr a
pictures of a doll and other toys* When they get 
piktss af e dol -aen ©nK&S1 to1 Msn ^et gst
hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
hAJgri i^ s ildrin get a pais avf bredt djtm
and sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
g.n tJJpgsf aot © hiz 1a nt b<*ks eft^ skul
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
klaim triz aen rAn ©baut an grses sAmtaIm
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
STei hfclp ^ r  get e trAk lod <\v wudfc tuA
burn in the stove# When it Is raining they dry
b3 in stov /nen It iz remn ^e\ drav
their shoes by the stove.
^er tpz bai IS© tov
One day Joe hurt his thumb In the door of
wan de d^o hfcrt hiz tAmb In £© dor sv
the garage while he was helping his father put the
de gera.^  Mai hi waz helpin hiz fa^ te put ^
car away# A woman who lived at the foot of the
k<np awe e womin hu liv*1 tt da fut av dan «
hill heard him crying. She said, nP lease be brave, 
hil hfert h\m kra1 1^ std pllz bi brev
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joe* Why ere you crying?* 
d^o Ava1 ar ju kraun
Be showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jod h^ hiz hgn £n i^ tuk him tu
the doctor* When they were half way home again, Joe
dekt? M$n ~5ev w^ ha£f wav bom agfcn d^o
said* 111 shall always thank you for taking oare of
sed a t^ sel Qlwez Gitjk ju for tekua ker af
o»*"
ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
vwen dev bifor veri men! jirs pgs awe
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop ^ e t  tj u wil hsev &*p sen plvj av e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
\zit tu houra av karmv 96 n d^o
MARIE GALLEGOS ST, JOHNS GRADE Jt AGE 13
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
kormin ae.n djou ft** tdu tjildrgn hu liv in
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
e am<^ - taun dev lalk tu stap -a&t di ha us av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^er titjs bikaz Jv alwes givs 'Se.m e pij
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it SAataim Jl givs m e pis av tykin
to eat* 
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog, a
<5fcr tit^ W Invf 3e.nim&lz Ji haez e dog e
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eat, a pappy and & cow* The dog has large white
ktt e pApl gend e kau ^1 dag haez ldrdj Matt
teeth, and makes a noise with his mouth*
tiG 35n meks e note wi0 his maofi
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wAn dei kau fa°nd cnjon paetj 3ei
threw sticks and stones at her, hut she would not
0ru stiks sen s to nz -get h^ b/\t $1 wud nat
hedge*
bAd^
The little puppy is always playing and running
UI lltl p/vpi la olwez pleun -sen rAnino o
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
dbaut ~5l jard hi latks tu kasj di stlk ~$3&t
Joe pushes before him*
djo pu^e % bit or him
When the children start home they stop to jump
Men "Si ^ildrin start boom <fet stap tu dymp
over the stones under the bridge* They also like to
©ow? ^1 stonz And? "51 clso laik tu
watch the water a long time. It is this water which
watj wat? e laq taim It Is “Sis wat? /v\^
their mother puts In the tub above the fire* She
"5tr malfe puts In ^i tab abavf "81 fair 1^
uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen1 s sister puts
Juziz it tu waj ‘S’fcr klo^s karmtn^ ^sist? puts
In a large measure of soap* Their clothes must be 
in e lartJj me) or av^ sop 'S’Gr klo^z mas bi
clean for church and for school,
kllm for ae.n for skol
What do you think they are doing at school?
Mat du Ju fl-iqk ^ei ar duin In sko*l
They are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
dei o.r bo# rid in e buk 1  ^ 0^zde 3©i
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. When they get
dra pikturs av e dal 9e.n (<$& toiz Mgn ^ei geto
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hungry each ehild gets a >piece of bread and jam and
haQgri isv tjauld gtt® a pis av bred a®» djtia aen
soger out of his lunch box# After school they climb
tjugs 4 sot av his lant^  bake aefts skul ^@1 klaim
trees end run about on the grass* Sometimes they
tris 2&n ran ebaut an ~£i gres SAratsims dei
help their father get a truck load of iood to burn
help 3gr fa^rs g^t e trr\k lod ay wud tu b$n
in the stove* When it is raining they dry their
in 31 stov \wgn it is r e m An ^ei dra1 ~&ero
shoes by the stove*
Jus bai “31 stov
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
*4n dei d^o h^t his 0am in ~3i dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
3\ garad*) Mai hi was hfelpua his fa.^ put "Si
M r  away* k woman who lived at the foot of the
kar 3wei e womm bu livd -ae,t ~&1 fut av ^i
Mil heard M m  crying* She said, n Please be breve,
h£l h^d him kraiAn $1 std plls bi brev
Joe* Shy are you crying ”
<^e avsx dr ju kraoAn
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi pd hi? his hae,n ae.n tuk him tu
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
3i dokt& /wen "3ei fasef awei hom agen
Joe said, * I shall always thank you for taking care
d-joo sgd a\ ij’sel niseis 0*ae-ijk ju for tekVVi kaer
of me**7
d ad
One day before very many years pass away, I
w/vn dei bifor veri men! j i rz pes owe1 ar
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
top 3et wil hfcv Ui d y 1 3>v pillar av e
Visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
plelt tu ^1 hora av karmin 38 n djo*
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FANNIE GONZALES ST. JOHNS GRADE V AGE 10
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmil on d^o or t^u 'Jildrm hu liv* in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
9 a»!>l ta^n dei laik tu stop aet ha°s ov
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
dgp bikos 1^ olwez gev e pi
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it samtsm i^ gev e pi^  of ^ ikin
to. eat* 
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog, a
ber tij^ laf anims>lz i^ hsez e d og e
cat, a puppy and a cow* The dog. has large white
k«et e pApi sen e kau &9 d9g& haez large Mat
6
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
ti0 an mek e nois wis hiz ma^to
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
wan dei ba kau faund da anjen peja de\
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
trou stik n ston in h^ bat tji wudt nat
The little puppy is always playing and running
db litl pap is plweiz p^le\Ar] nd ran fn
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
abaut bi jard h\A la^ks tu kej "gi stik
Joe pushes before him*
dy pu$iz bifor him
When the children start home they stop to
/wtn dra -tjildri n startid hom "Sei stop tu
over the stones under the bridge. They also
ouvs ^  ston AndSf brid^ de olso
k
2X8
Ilk# to wateh the water a long time* It is this
lalk t<*u waj "3© wat# e lorj t^axm it iz "Sis
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wat£ m i J $kr »d3T© put in d© tAh ©baf da
fire* She uses It to wash their clothes* Carmen* s
fair ^i Jus it t<*u wa$ %ev klods karmm
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their clothes
slst3 put in e larg© mest^ or af sop klods
mast be clean for church and for school*
mast hi klin for en for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
Mat du Ju $i^k <£e ar dum in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
de ar boufl ridi*n e buk irj 6$zdi de
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* When they 
dro pijur of e dol -aan^^&S3 to Mtn de
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
get baqgri ^ ^ildrm get e pis av bred an
jam and sugar out of his lunch b ox* After school
djem en tfog© aut ov £& lantj boks eft© skul
they climb trees and run about on the grass* Some-
dei kl&im triz ©2n run aba^t an d<~> gr«ss s*m" d a
times they help their father get a truck load of
taim dei help dtr taCS^ get e trA^k led ofo c%
wood to burn in the stove* When it is raining
wud* t^u b^n in da stof /v\en it is renin
they dry their shoes by the stove*
dei dtj»a\ ^er fuz ba\ 'S© stovfn j 0
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
M A n  dei d^o h^t hiz O^mhe in dor of
the garage while he was helping his father put the 
<^2 gapagi Mall . hi* waz helpTn his f a ^  put dr©1w O "  p
oar away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe* e wumm hu liv et "8© fut ©v ~%e>
kill heard him crying* She said, "Please be brave, 
kil hird^ him krarn tj i sfed plez bi brev
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jee* Why are you crying? *
430 /vvai ay Ju* kraun
Be showed her his hand and she took him to
hi* Jod15 h^ hiz haen 9&n Ji tuk him tua
the doctor* When they were ha^f way home again, Joe
dokt^ m n  dei ar hee.f we1 hom dgen djo
said, *1 shall always thank you for taking care of
sgd av VeI 0 Iwe 1 z ft-ae/jk }u for t«ekv*r\ ktr av^
mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
MAn dei bifor vtr\ mem jtrft pees 3we* a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
h$p 'fcaat wil hasv "Sa dy>i n pltyr £V** e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
jftisit tu hom av karmm n d^o
ANITA LSYBA ST. JOHNS GRADE VI AGE 11
Carmen end Joe are two children who live in
karmm n djo ar tuv t^ ildtn ho liv in
ft small town* They like to stop at the house of
e s»ol t^aun dei laik tu stap aet 251 haos o,fn
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^€r ti^e bik /\z i^A Glwez givz "$£m e pitj
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
to it samta1ms Ji4 g\ta 'Sgm e pi*s <\v 'tykin
to eat*
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She ha§ a dog.
tltj3 a?Animslz hass e dog**
2B0
* cat, a puppy and a cow* The dor has large white
a kact e papl n a kau ^e dog12 haez lardj ^a*t
teeth end makes a noise with his mouth*
tit sen meika e note w\@ hi2 mat>6• o
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
Man de* Ud kau fa^nd bi f\njen pgt^  ITeA
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
flra stiks n ston €t her bat ^ 1 wud nat
badge*
bad
The little puppy is always playing ar^ d running
T^i lidl papi £% olwetz plenn send m m
about tbs yard* He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut "&\ jdrd hi laks to* kaetj stik aa\\
Joe pushes before him* 
djo pu \ bif oor him*
When the children start home they stop to jump
A/\fcn "bi tjildrm start horn ^ei stap ta d^amp
over the stones under the bridge. They also like to
ovs bi stonj and# bridj Ifei nlwe laik tu
watch the water a long time. It is this water which
wat bd wat3 e la^ ta^m -it iz dis wats1
their mother puts in the tub above the fire. She
^€r rao<53 putz In IS 1 tab abav *21 fair Ji
uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen1s sister puts 
juziz ft t&u wol\ "ber kl9$s karmin slst^ putsft o J  *
in a large measure of soap* Their clothes must be 
in e lctrdj meyr af sop ~&tr klo&s mas bi
clean for church and for school*
klin for nd for skul.
What do you think they are doing in school?
ja<kt du Ju &i^k 3Te\ or dufn in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
e^i ar bod rid\An e buk itjj
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* When they
dra pikt^s eCf e dal ae.nd to1® Min ’Sei
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get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
get hMjgr ^ Jail gttv__e pis at bred^ fn
jam and sugar out of his lunch box* After school
d^ asAm 3&n Jugs* —  af hfz lAntSj baks aeft^ skul
they climb trees and run about on the grass* Some-
dei klAm triz fcn rAh abavt an di grts saibA • n W
times they help their father get a truck load of
tarmz dei help ^ er fa"5^ get e trek lo d ?f
wood to burn in the stove* When it is raining they
wud tu b^n in $1 stouv M£n it iz reimr^ 'tfei
dry their shoes by the stove*
dra* ^er tjuziz bal "3i stov**
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
/Aofn d ei dy> h^t hiz 0a za m  ^i dor av^
the garage while he was helping his father put the
"&L gar&.tf A\a* 1 hi was helpfn his fa/SS put "t>I
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar gwe e wirnun hu livd get <Ji fut av^ £1
hill heard him crying* She said, t Please be brave,
hil h^d him krai*] sed pl\ z bl breiv
Joe. Why are you crying?"
d^ o Mai ar ju krain
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi tj od^ her his haen gen i^ tuk him to
the doctor. When they were half way home again, Joe
^i ddkts Min de wt hae fa we horn sgen d^o
said, "I shall always th$nk you for taking ca^e of me." 
atd a1 Jal olwej tseqk ju for tekivj kger ov*ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
\MAn dei bifor veri msni Jirz paes ew© ax
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop “Sac t ju wil haev* "31 d y 1, ^ n  ple\ur av e
Visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
pis' t tu 151 hom av* karmm nd d^o*
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SAPOLEOS ARMIGO ST. J0H8S Q H M M VIX AdS 13
Carmen and Joe ere two children who live in
karmm n d^o ar tu $\ldr\ n hu livd *n
e small tom. They like to stop at the house of 
e ssol daun ^ei 1&\k tu stap t d©> haus av
their teacher because aha always gives them a peach
■for titjs bikos \l olwez givz 7$tm e pi't^
to eat. Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu It SAataxBss givs 3e,m e pis dv tJJikin
to eat. 
tu It
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog, a
3er Iavs aenimals has.z © dog e
cat9 a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
kaet e pApl aan e kau 15a dog hae a Idrdj MaIt
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
ti‘0 a&n aeiks e novz wiz his ma^O
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
WAn dei 3a kau faund Anjsn p3e.tjj f^ei
threw sticks and stones at her, hut she would not
8ru stiks ^en stouns at hy bAt ^iv wyd nat
bodge.
The little puppy is always placing and running
"3i litl pAp'i is olwez plefn aan r/\ni*n* 0
stout the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
aba^t 3i jard hi laiks tu kaetj *3a atik
Joe pushes before him. 
djo puus bifor him
$hen the children start home they stop to
n ^a Jildrin start hom stap ts>
Jump over the stones under the bridge. They also
djAwp ovg "3a stone An&g 3$ brid^ "3© olso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
leik t& watj f^a watd e lar^  taim it \z ^is
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viter which their mother puts in the tub above the
wata- M\l!j ^gr iba^s1 puts in ~%d tAb abAV =^>
fire* She uses It to wash their clothes* Carmen’s
fa1? jusi a it tu waj ^gr klos karmm
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their
aista puts in e lardj mt^ur e sop 'Z&r
clothes must be clean for church and for school*
fclo3s ass1 bi kiln for tjjurtj -ae.n for skul
Whet do you think they are doing in school?
/a at (hi ju 0iTjk "3 ei ar dui n fn skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they 
Wei ar bofl ridta e buk itj 0Arsdi *3©i
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* .hen they 
dra pikt^s av e dal -gend /05a toiz a\tn f^ei
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
get Aijgn i^  Jail ®fcts 8 P (® aV tog<3t d-yacm
end sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
g&a Jug^ aut aw his lAntSj boks ^efts skul "Sei
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klai m tris 3en ran abaut an ~3d graes samtaims
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
e^i hfclp fa^ ?a get e tr*k lod a wad tu
barn in the stove* when it Is raining they dry
b*n in da stov* Men it \z reimn ^ei drai
their shoes by the stove*
'Str Jus ba\ stov
One day Joe hurt his thumb In the door of
NUAn dei djou h?fc his &Am in dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
"3a gsrad^ m s \1 hi was helpi^ his facte put
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of th©
kar ewei e wumin u livd 3gt da fot av
bill heard him crylijg* She said* " Please be brave*
il htd him kr&un Ji std plls bi brev
Joe* Why are you crying?"
djo Mt1 a? Juv kraii n
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He shoved her his hand and she took him to
hi ^oud h? his hs&n den told hivm tu
the doctor. When they were half way home again,
a dakt^ Mtn ^ei wr haf we1 hom agen
Joe said, ”1 shall always thank you for taking caye
d^o std ai \b1 olwi 0-as*^k 'Ju for tekm kaer
of me." .
a ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
wivn de bifor vcn meni jirz pasAst we a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop "Sat tJu wil haav d^ o* n plsyr sv e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
Vizit tu hom av karmm « n  djo
SRHEST BACA ST. JOHKS GRADE VIII AGE 14
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm nd d^o ar tdu jildrm hu* lfv in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
e srnol taJn dei laxk tu stap -ait haus av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^er titjs' bikoz Olvez givz e pijj
to eat. Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it SAmta^mz Jl giv am -------  av Jikm
to eat. 
to it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
^ir 1avz 9Snimdlz \^ haez e dog
B eat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
• k&t e pApl 2en e kau dogk hez lard^ ma^t
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teeth and makes a noise with M s  mouth*
tiO n meiks e nolz vwi8 his maud
• o
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
wAn dei kau faund Anjan peeti^  Uev
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
8ru stiks an stonz 3e t h$ bAt wudt nat
budge.
bAdj
The little puppy is always playing and running
e lili papi iz olweiz ptolen*n on rAnfn
about the yard. He likes to catch the stiok which
abaut ISO jard* h\ la^ks to kae.J 'Se st\k /vut£
Joe pushes before Mm*
d^o pu$iz bifor him
When the cMldren start home they stop to jump
AAfcn Ua jjilnn start hom de stap tu d^Amp
over the stones under the bridge. They also like to
0V31 *3i stonz <\nd^ bridj 3?ei olso lalk tu
wateh the water a long time. It is this water which
wa^ ^  wat# e lo.v\ t^atm it \z "Sis wata Mit£
their mother puts in the tub above the fire. She
^tr puts in tAb stoAV fai r i^
uses it to wash their clothes* Garments sister puts
ju|is it ta waj ’fcgr klo^z karmin sistd puts
in a large measure of soap* Their clothes must be
in e lardj me^ur av sop ^gr klo^s 'mAs bi
clean for church and for school,
kiln for sen for skual
What do you think they are doing in school?
m t  du juv 0-ujk *^e\ ar dufn in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
"Sei ar bod ridiAn e buk ij 0$zdi ^ei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. when they
dro piktjurs av e dol n a <^? to'8 Mgn "Sei
get hungry each cMld gets a piece of bread and jam
gfet hAqgri vj: ail gets e pi's av brtd n m
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end sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
n jogs aot av hiz lAniJ baks sgfts skul *3rei
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klaim tris n ran abaot an grees 3Amtaxmz
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
bei htlp "3*r fo&3 gtt e truk lod av wod ta
burn in the stove* When it is raining they dry
b^n \n “31 stov Mtn it iz renv'n e drai
their shoes by the stove*
^ r  jus bai ^a stoov
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wah dei djo h^t h\z S>\m \n dor av
the garage while he was helping liis father put the
garad^ Wal hi woz hglpm hiz fa^te put %
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar owe1 e wumm hu livd fut &v "efe
hill heard him crying. She said, "Please be brave,
hil h?d him krai n sed pliz bi breiv
Joe* Why are you cryingtn
dy» Mai ar Jo krarn
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi jod^  h? hi*z hasn *a?n ji tuk him to
the doctor* When they were half way home again, Joe
5^9 dakt^ /wtn ^e1 w=r haef we\ hom agen &*p
said, *1 shall always thank you for taking care of
Sfcd a1 a^l olweiz 0-aeijk ju, for tekin kae.r a
me*n
mi
One day before very many yoars pass away, I
w*n dei bifor vtri raeni jirg pest awe a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop "Sast dgu wil hsev e d*y)T n plt^ur av a
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
ji ivsit tu ^  hom &v karmm nd djo*
8ADER0 SOCORRO YOMA GRADE III
227 
AGE 9
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
kiPHiin £nd* d^ou ar tu ijildri n hu I if m
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
e saol tau11 <&e\ laik tu stap set &q ha us nv
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^tr bikaus Ji 9lwes gtv*s m a pitj
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or a pis av* ^tkin tu it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
Btr tit^ 1av*s ae mmvls Ji hssz o d?g
a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white teeth
8 PApi 3tnd a kau d?g haes lardj ^avt tl0*
and makes a noise with his mouth* 
send meiks a no\z w\6 hiz mauBO
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
WAn de\ kau faond '3Sa Anjan past£ ^et
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
9ru stiks end^ stounz c&t bAt Ji wud nat
badge*
The little puppy is always playing and running
#a litol pApi \z olwez pie u n end r^n\r\
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
sbajjt Tfra Jd*<l hi laiks tu kstj stik /vut£
Joe pushes before him in the dirt,
d^ ou po^iz bifor him \n d^t
When the children start home they stop to
/Ain 15a t^ildrm start hom e^i stap tu
Jump over the stones under the bridge* They also
dymp ouv^ *Sa stouns And^ 'So br\tj "ge o’lso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
latk tu watj >^8 wat^ ei l^ i} ta^m \t iz ^is
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water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wax /'Aitf Str niA^ e* pots in tAbP dbAV*
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen’s
fair Ji juziz it tu woj ^gr kloufis kirminz
sister puts in a large measure of soap because their
sist£ pots in a lard^ med^ v^*1 soop bik^z
clothes must be clean for church and for school*
klouSa mast bi klin for gnd for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
Mat du ju 0W}k $e\ ar dutiq it skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
e^\ a? bo& ridirj ei bok itj Sjzde 3e
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* v»'hen they
dro piktj^z AVf e dal aen
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
ggt h/uqgri itj Jai Id gfcts ei pis av** br^d £ n
jamA aiKi sugar out of his lunch box* After school
d^eea a?n Jug^ aut ^  *ms lAht£ baks sefts* skul
they climb trees and run about on the grass* Some-
"2ei klaim triz a^n ran obaut in graes sam
times they help their father get a truck load of
tuaims 3e\ htlp <fer foSbg get s> trAk lod^ av
wood to burn in the stove* $hen it is raining they
wud tu b?n in stocv M0n it is remit] $ei
dry their shoes by the stove*
drav 'Sfcr Juz bai ^ 9  stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
WAn de djoo h?t hi z 0am in ^ 9  dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
garad^ Mail hi was hglpiq his pot §5
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe 1 e women hu livd aet do tot av*^
hill heard him crying* She said, wPlease be brave,
hil h^rd^ him kranq Ji sed pliz bi breiv*
Joe* ®hy are you crying?n 
Mat ar ju kraitq
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He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jood* h? his haendfcfcnd^  Ji tok him tu
the doctor* ®hen they were half way home again, 
fe do.kW /wfen dot w? haTf we hoom a gen
Joe said, ”1 shall always thank you for taking care
djovi s&d ai Jael ^lweis Oaeijk juy for fceikitj
of me.n 
K? mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
won dei bifor ben meni jirz paes awei ai
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hoop =3stt ju wvl haev* "5a d^ oi &n&t plejd^ /\v e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
Aisit tu hom /vv* karmm gend d*o
JOES CARVOGAL YUMA GBADE XV AGE 10
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm n d-jou ar tu t4jildr m  hu lif in
ft^ small town* They like to stop at the house of
e saol taon ’Sei laik tu stap it haos av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^tr tit^ sr s bikoz i^ plwes givz ^em e pis
to eat* Sometaimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it SAmtaimz ^i givz ~5em a pis av y.ki n
t© eat* 
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
■£fcr titj# ldLV^ s £vmmvlz i^ hes e dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
• kg?t e pap {n e kau dog* h<£z larj ma\t
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teeth end makes a noise with his mouth*
ttft in meik e nots wi& his mauB
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
won de kau faund /\njan pe’J "3ei
threw sticks and stones at her, hut she would not
Bra stlks nd stons e.t; r bat wud nit
budge*
hAdj
The little puppy is always playing and running
^9 litdl pap\ is 5>lwes pleiin n r/nin
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
abaut Jard hi laiks tu' kae.<j stik <ni$
Joe pushes before him* 
dyu put^ s bifour him
When the children start home they atop to
/At n ]ilr\ n start bourn 3 e st^p tuy
jump over the stones under the bridge* They also
ovsf ’bo stonz /vnd# brid^ ^e plso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
laik tu w^ tj <j*3 w&d? e lor) taim it is T3is
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wads MiJ ~#fcr puts \n tAbP abAV "tfe
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen1 s
fair ji Juzi z it tu waj ~%tr klaft karminz
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their clothes
sisty put in e larj m t^ uzr 9W sop ^er kloflz
must be clean for church and for school.
»Ast bi klin for 3 tj 'din for skill
What do you think they are doing in school?
Mat du ju (Jnjk ~5e ar dum in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
3ei ar bouB rldiq e buk ij S^sde 3d
draw pictures of a doll and other toys, when they
dr?v piktjurs sv e dol 'aend a153* t?iz Min 5^e\
Swt hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
gfct hATjgri i): atl gfcts e pis av bredt n d y m
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mad sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
n t^>ga> o.\}ta av is ImtJ baks aeft*1 skul ^ev
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
kl&im trls an rAi sbaut an gr 9&s SMat^a\mz
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
3e help Str fa^sr gst e trAk lod^ s wud^ tu
bum in the stove. When It is raining they dry
fe$a \n stouv M t n It Is renin "3ev d^rat
their shoes by the stove.
Btr t^uz ba\ stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
w/\n de\ djou h?rt his 0Ara in dour sv
the garage, while he was helping his father put the
garaj Avail hi woz hfclpnrj hiz f«/Sar put 'ga
ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awe\ ^ -— —      gfc fut Be
hill heard him crying. She said, HPlease be brave,
hfl hsd^ him kraun tjl sgd pliz bl breiv
Joe. Why are you crying?1
djou msi ar ju kraw^
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jod hr his imnd n I tuk him tu
the doctor. When they were half way home again,
dakt^ <v\en "Be wy h-aef we\ hoom agen
Joe said, * I shall always thank you for taking ca^e
d y  sed at a^sTl olwes ftawjk ju for tekii] kger
of me.”
3v ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
wan dei bifor vert mem j\rs pts swe a
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop ^et Ju wil haev 1&& d^ vi on plej^ av e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
Visit tu lip houm ov*’ karmm n dy>.
RAMOS XASEZ YOMA GRADE V
232 
AGE 12
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
karmm n djou ar tu tj\lr'yn hu llV m
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
3 8&9I taun ^e\ laik tG stap it 130 ha as av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
tijs* bxkAs 1^ olweiz gfv z “Sim 0 pi4J
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu It SAmtaimz Ji gtvz 0 pis a tJykm
to eat* 
to it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
r tijV aanimalz i^ h*z 0 d?g
a cat, a puppy and a cow, The dog has large white
a kset 0 papi gn 0 kau 75a dog^
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth,
ti6 en mek 0 noiz wvG hiz mao®o o
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wah dei ~’hB kau faund ’So Anjan pae. ^e
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
Gru stiks nd stounz set hf bAt Ji wud n<xt
badge.
The little puppy is always playing and running
*3a litel pAp\fc Is plez pleu^ in taxi^
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
abaot Jard hi lavks tuv ksztj "80 stvk /*ut£
Joe pushes before him • 
djo putjis bifour him
When the children start home they stop to
/win do 5,Vlr9n start houm dot stap tu
over the stones under the bridge* They also
djamp ovtf ■$© stoons And^ "§\A brid^ de plso
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like to watch the water a long time* It Is this
lak to wa'J w$t£T 2  lOLt) taxm it is *81s
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wot^ tf —  ’Ser i&Ads puts in “3a t*bP 3bav
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Garmon* s
fair jusis it tu waj Ver kloofs karmins
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their clothes
sistd puts i*n 3 lard*> av sop ^er klo<Sa
must be clean for church and for school*
oest bi klin for tj as n for skul
What do you think they are doing in school?
Mat du ju &»}k "$ei ar duuQ \n skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
*Se ar bo6 n Adirj d buk it£ tf^sde $ei
draw p ic tu res  of a doll and other toys* When they
drp p ik js s  sv a dol an o.'Sa to i s Mfcn de\
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
ggt hdf)gri is ggts ^ pis bred n dyem
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
a Jugtf aut 0V his l<\nt£ bdks -aeft^ skul ~6e i
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klatm trlz n r^n ©baot n da grass SAmtaimzo o
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
"£ei hglp dgr fad^ get a trak loud ov wad tu
bum in the stove* When it is raining they dry
b?n in 3i stouv /vsgn it Is rein»^ ^e drai
their shoes by the stove*
#€r Jus bai stoov
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
WAn dei djou htt his 0Am m  dor 3v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
^9 gsradj Mail hi was helpw) his pot 'Ss
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar dwei b  woman hu livd <sb t fot av 7§a
bill heard him crying* She said, ” Please be brave*
hil h*d him krauf) Ji sed pliz bi brew
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joe* Why are you crying?n
djou /v\a\ ar Ju kraiq
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi jod h? hi z hse'nd gnd 1^ tu k him tu*
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
dakto /v\*n ’Se wt h-aef wei hoom eggn
Joe said, *l shall always thank you for taking care
djoo sed* a Jaed plweiz O-B&jk juv for teikiq kaer
of me*w 
9 mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
wau dei bifor vgri mgni j irz pass awei a\
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
houp %  t t£a wil hsev #i dyi an plt^ sr av &
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
visit tu T53 houm av karmm n d*ou
ROSALIE REYES YUMA GRADE VI AGE 12
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm nd djo^jotr tu t^ildrm ho liv in
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
d smO taun ^©\ laik tu stap dt tSo ha us av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
*®er fcitjsr bikss Ji olwis givz ^gra a pit$
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or 9 pi» ^v ^ikin tu* It
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
&er 1av*s aBntm-uls y. hae.z a dog*
a cat, a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white
&  kaet 9 p/ipiA n £  kau *#a dpg hses lard*, /na\t
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teeth mad makes a noise with his mouth*
tl6 gn neik a a noiss wi^ his maud
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wAa dei ^3 kso faun® /tnjan paetf Set
H m  sticks end stones at her, but she would not
Sets st ike nd ston11 at h^ bAt $J.V wod not
badge*
bAd5
fhe little puppy Is always playing and running
’So lft. papi* is olwes pleiuj n rAnirj
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut ^3 jard*' hi* leik® tuv ka&$ stik
Joe pushes before him in the dirt*
d^o potjss bifor him in $d dft
When the children start home they stop to
Mdn ^3 tjilran start houm dei etap to
jt&Dp over the stones under the bridge* They also
dyiap ov<£ "53 stouns Ai*d5 5^3 bn "Sei ^lso
like to watch the w^ fcer a long time* It la tills
laik ttf =53 W3t<% 3 lor} taim it is £\b
water which their mother puts In the above the
wotd^ mIJ &er puts m  '’ba tabP abAV s^a
fire* She uses It to wash their clothes* Carmen* s
fair <Jl Jusis it tu* wa.J &$r kloofs karrains
sister puts In a large measure of soap because their
s?st£ puts in 3 lourtj major av sop bikos 'Ze.v
clothes must be clean for church and for school*
klouS* mast bi kiln for n for slrul
What do you think they are doing In school?
/v\at duv Ju* frujk oei ar da m  n in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
5e Qr boofl ridtf} a buk ItJ fl^ sde ^oi
tow pictures of & doll and other toys* hhen they
Pikt^s av 3 dal n a?W 'vitn £©t
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
«fct hAijgr lj s ail gets 3 pis a bred n
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jam and sugar out of his lunch box* After school 
d^aem nd aut a h/s 1/intjj boles aeft^ skul
they climb trees and run about on the grass* Some**
■gei klatm trlz n ron ebaut on grass sXm
times they help their father get a truck load of 
taims ’Sei hglp dt f<*.“^ £ gst^ 0 trAk loudfc av
wood to burn In the stove* When it is raining
wud tuv b^n m  ~%£> stouv m^n it is re mu]
they dry their shoes by the stove*
3>e drai der u^z bai ’So stov
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
won dei dy»i> hft his {Mm in "$3 dor a
tbs garage while he was helping his father put the
"Sa ga*ad5 msiI hi wag helpuj hfs fa's# pot
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar awei a woman hu liv* gt <Ja fut av^ >sa
hill heard him crying* She said, "Please be brave, 
hil h^d* him kraw] i^ sfcd*5 P^ 5  W  breiv
Joe* Why are you crying?"
djou Mai ar Ju'' kraut]
He showed her his hand and she took him
hi Jood hsf his hggfdk &hd Ji tuk him
to the doctor* When they were hs^ Lf way home again
tuv 76a dcktd* M?n ^e ws* h*f wev hoom egen
Joe said, **I shall always thank you for taking care
dyu std^ at tjeel plwez &a&r]k ju for tekin ker
of me*"
a ml
One day before very many years pass away, I
wan dei bifor vgr* men1 Jirs pes ewei ai
©
hope that you will ha^e the joy and pleasure of a
hop ^ast Ju « a  haeV* n plexor av a
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
visit tu houm av karmm n d*po
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SALOME LOPEZ YUMA GRADE VII AGE 13
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
karmm an d^oo or tu
a email town* They like to stop at the house of
a sm^l taun 'Set la\k tu stap as.t haus av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
7$iT titjjsf bik^z 9lweia givz ^£m & pitjj
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or d pis a tjikan tuu it
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
*Jtr Iavz aeAnimalz \1 hsez a dog
a eat, a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white
a kaat a pap* 9gnd a kau “ga dog haaz ldrd^/nait
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
tie nd meks 9 not z wf5 hi maud
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wAn dei kau faond Anjan paetj ^e\
threw sticks and stones at her. but she would not
not
running
rAn\q
which
M\tf
to
tu
also
9IS0
this
■£\s
tru stiks n stounz -set h? bAt }i wud
bodge*
The little puppy Is always playing and
litl pap 1 12 olwez pleurj 3n
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick
abaut ^ 2  Jard hi laik tu keetj ^ 9  stik
Joe pushes before him* 
djoo puj' z b If or h\ m
When the children start home they stop
Aifcn "3a uildri n start houm #ei stop
Jump over the stones under the bridge. They
d^Amp ouvs* ^ 9  stounz AndSP 3^0 brid^ S^ei
like to watch the water a long time* It is
laik tu watf 5^0 wct^ 9 la») taim it \z
bjildr\n hu liv in
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water which their mother puts in the tub above the
watsr /vutj wa^ TcT puts **in ~%\ tAb eb*v
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes* Carmen* s
fair ji Jxiz\z it tu waj* ~S£T klotfSs karm\nz
sister puts in a large measure of soap* Their clothes
a (St# puts in Q lardj me^# av sop ~ggr klouUz
mast be clean for church and for school*
SASt bi kiln for tj n for skul
What do you think they are doing in school?
A/VAt du ju frurjk "Sei ar duiq in skul
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they
^ei a* bofl ridi*} Q buk itj Qtzde 3ei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys* When they
dr? pikt^ ?s av a dal n a tg\ /v\tn ^e\
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
get hAtjgri ijs ail gets a pis a bred n
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
n aut ov hiz lAnlJ baks -aefto* skul ^ei
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klaim triz on rAn ebaut an grass SAmtaimz
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
"3e h£lp $gr fo.^3 gfct ^ trAk loud ©v wud tu
burn in the stove* When it is raining they dry their
b£n m  "<$© stouv /v\£n it iz reimq ’Se drainer
shoes by the stove*
juz bai 'So stouv
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wAn dei djou hyt hiz 0Am m  3a dour ©v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
g©r^ mail hi w©z helpn^ his farS© pot7
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar ©wei ^ women hu livd oat ^  fut7 ©v
hill heard him crying* She said, "Please be brave, 
hil h£d him krauq Ji aid pli z bi breiv
Joe* Why are you crying?"
/viai Ctr Ju krauQ
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He shoved her his hand and she took him to
hi Joud hr? hiz haend send fi tuk him tu
the doctor. When they were half way home again, Joe
diktsr Set w t haef wei boom cgen dy>t>
said, "I shall always thank you for taking care of
eed ai jse.1 olwez daujk ju for tevkii^  k*a&r 3
me.®
ml
One day before very many years pass away, X
wan dei b\four ver\ mem Jirz paes awe\ a\o
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
houp 'Satt ju wvl haev "30 dyt n ple^J av a
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
visit tu 'Sa boom av karmm n d^oo
RICHARD NORIEGA YUMA GRADE VIII AGE 14
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
karsun fcn djo ar tu tjildren hu liv \n
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
& m o l t^aun 3e laik tu stap at ~§b haus av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
"Sfcr bikauz £1 ?lwez g\vz %tm & pitj
or a piece of chicken to eat.
or d pis ev tjikin tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
■$er tlt^ Iavz aenimalz liaez a dog
* cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
& k%t a pivp ee^ n a kau dag haez lard^ Aa^t
o
teeth and makes a noise with his mauth.
Hi fen meiks a n?tz wit h\s mau0
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One day the cow found the onion patch. They
w/}& det 'fc e kau faund da Anjan ptetj lre\
t a m  sticks and atones at her* hut aha would not
Oru atiks nd s toons hr hAt wod nat
tea®**
The little puppy Is always playing and running
“3d lit**! papi \s olweiz plena aend rAnm* o o
shout the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
9h aut *33 jard* hi leiks tu ksetj ~ga stik MitJ
Joe pushes before him In the dirt,
djoo pujis b\for him in 'Sa dft
When the children start home they stop to
Mta ”3© t^ ildrt n starts ho® "3e stap tu
Jwap ever the stones under the bridge. They also
dyap ov<3 stone And^1 "3a brid^ ^e 9Iso
like to watch the water a long time. It is this
latk tu wolj 'ga wad3 a laij taim it is 3is
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wad% /vwtfj "5er sA^a* puvts in tAbP ebMr* ^
fire. She uses to wash their clothes* Carmen ts
fair Ji Juais it tu wo.^  &tr klouSs k armans
sister puts in a large measure of soap because their
sist? puts m  a lord^ atd^a* av sop bikaos ^gr
clothes must be clean for church and for school,
klou^s ®ASt bl kiln for 30nd for skul
What do you think they are doing in school?
Avads u in frujk ^e ar duin m  skul
They ere both reading a book* Each Thursday they
$e (tr bo0 ridan a buk it1} 6gzde 2>eV o
tow pictures of a doll and other toys. When they 
t o  pikt^s av a dal » to\s Mtn 3et
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and
g&t hAtfjgr ftj tjsil gets a pis av brgd n
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school
 ^ a tjug^ * autd av his lAntJ baks 'aefta skul
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they climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
$ei klajm fcriz n rAn abaut an 3e grass 3Mnta\mz
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
$e\ htlp 3er f g £ t  a trAk loud a wud tu
bum in the stove* When it is raining they dry their
htn Cn 39 stov it la reim«j 3e drav ’Ser
shoes by the stove* 
tj us hbi stov
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wAn dev djo hst ht| 0a m in dor ov
the garage while he was helping his father put
3a garaj Mail hi was help in his fa39 put
the ear away* A woman who lived at the foot of
kar awei d woman hu l\ vd et f ot av
the hill heard him crying* She said* "Please be brave
3v hil hfd hua kraun Ji s*db plis bPi breiv
Joe* Why are you cryingt"
djou /wai Olt ju kraun
He showed her his hand and she took him to 
hi Joudfc hr h\*z
the doctor* When they were half way home again*
^9 d &ktgr ^ n  3e\ wr haef we\ boom ag£n
Joe said* "I shall always thank you for taking care
djo sfcd ai j«l olweiz 9a&Qk ^or betkin ker
of as*"
B ml
One day before very many years pass away* I
WAn dei bifor veri men Jirz pfcs gwei ae
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop ■’fcfet Ju wil hsev *30 dyi n plt^ av a
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
visit tu hour* av karman n d^ou
«
h^ aen an \i tuk im tu
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UmnSL GONZALES KINGMAN GRADE XII AGE XO
Carmen and Jo© are two children who live In
koxwvn d*jO or tu 1ji ldrin hu liv v'n
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
© smol taun* "5e\ la\k tu stap 3et $1 haos sv
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
tllf? bik^s ^e olweiz giv^ js^m • p 1^
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
to it * sAmtaim Ji givs $tm e pis av tj \ ks>n
to e&t* 
tu it*
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog*
1av*z aemmalz* Ji hze z e dog®,
a eat, a puppy, and a cow* The dog, has large white
e kaet e pA>p» 3£n e ka°* ^i dog® haez lordj ns.\t
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth*
t\9 n meks e noi s w\6 hi 2 mauG •
rt t 0
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
wau de ka° faund i^A Anjon * ^©1
not
nat
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would
$ru stik® ae.n ston8 se.t h? bs>t Ji wud^
bodge* 
budP *
The little puppy is always playing and running
*«> Is dl prvpi \z olwez pleu^ aa n rAnvtj
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut 31 jard hi lavks tu ke^ tf $1 stik
Joe pushes before him*
djo poji© bif^r him*
When the children start home they stop to jump
A\sn 3i tjildrm storfc hom stap tu djAmp
over the stones under the bridge* It is this water
ova* stonz And^ 3i brid* . it \z ---- w«-taA
O 9 V
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Vhich their mother puts in the tub above the fire*
wtf S^tr ma-Set puts i*n $i tAbP 0b<\v %i fair*
uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen's sister
Ji jus is \t tu wo.J ^er kloftz • kdrain___siats*
puts in a large measure of soap. Their clothes must
pots ta e lardj mejur ©v sop • %tr klo$z ibas
be dean for church and for school,
bi kiln for tj1 ae.n for skuvl *
What do you think they are doing at school?
/via_t du ju 91 rjk e^\ ar duir^  3et skul
They are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
$ei ar boG rid<»] e buk . itj Qfs&e 3e\
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. when they
dr3 pikl^ a aw e dal aan tots. w n  ^et
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
ge,t h(M3grv is tj &ild get® e pis s>v br&d asn d ^m
and sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
aan Jug^ aot av ^tr 1a. nt^  bak. aefts' skul
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
klaim tri* aen ran ebaut an grae3* sMnta^m®
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
$e help Ter foJf^ ® get e trak lod^ ev wud*' tu
burn in the stove. fthen it is raining they dry their
b?n i^ n stov* Mtn it is reimi] 3ei d^ra
shoes by the stove.
u^s bin stov*.
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
maii dei d^oo h^t ht z 8am in door ev
the garage while he was helping his father put the
gorAdj /^ vail hi was helpi^ n h\z foL^ e1 pot
car away. A Woman who lived at the foot of the
kar ewe e woman hu livd set i^ fot av %\
hill heard him crying. She said, ^Please be brave
hil h?d him krai in. |i std pliz bi brew
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Joe* Why are you crying?n 
d^o wa1 ar ju krai1
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi ^od* h^ hvz fiqgef* aan ^i tuk h\m te
the doctor* When they were half way home again, Joe
Xi dakto* /Atn fce wr h-tef wev boom egtn d^ou
said* *1 shall always thank you for taking care of
sgd* a\ Jael olwes &ae.qk j* for tek\rj kaer o
me.*
mi*
One day before very many years pass away, I
wab de bifor vert mtnv jt rs peast ew©\ a\
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hoop fcatt ju wil haev %\ d y 1 n plexor ev ©
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
j3is\t tu $1 boom 9v karm< n ae,n dy>*
RAX GARCIA KINGMAN GRADE IV AGE 12
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
karmtn on djo ar tu tj t len hu liv \An
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
e aaol taa Se lack tu stop eat 33 haus av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
$er ?ivt[er- biko2 Ji \zol g w  e p\t£
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu It SAmtaim Jl giv2 %em e pis ev t^vkm
to eat* 
tu It.
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Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog* a
Sfcr titJrT 1a vz atnimsELz Ji haez © dogr e
eat, a puppy and a cow,
kait e pApi send e kau
The dog has large white
S3 d^g haaz larctj A\ &l t
with his mouth.
w iQ hi z u6rna
found
faun^
the
33
c d
O•H 
rr~S
£ 
fl 
o 
< pQ,t/CilepaetJ
They
3©
tift afi n meks e noizO
One day the cow
wah de kau
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
flru stiks n stonz aat he1 bet tj i wud nat
budge,
bAd3
The little puppy is always playing and running
lit^l pa pi iz :>lwez pleuij aen rAnii]
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
eba°t $£ jardfc hi laiks ti> keetj stik a\v1^
Joe pushes before him,
djo pu^iz bifor hm.
fchen the children start home they stop to jump
/vv£n tj i Iren start houm 3 e stap tu dyvmp
over the stones under the bridge. They also like to
ouv^ *ga stonz an&3* brvd^ fte Dlso la*k tu
watch the water a long time. It is this water which
w<LtJ wat^ * e la-ij taim it \s >$\s wat«r A\\tJ
their mother puts in the tub above the fire. She
dr mA^cr puts m  ^3 tAb obAv $3 fair ^i
uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen* s sister puts
jus: it tuv waf klo^z karmi istcT pots
in a large measure of soap. Their clothes must (be
\n 3 lard^ me^«f sv soup <Jer klo3z bias bi
clean for church and for school,
kiln for ^ ^tj aen for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
/hat du ju 6iqk S’© ar duir^  \r\ skol
They are both reading a book. dach Thursday they draw
fc© dr bo ft ridir] © buk i*tj &Tzdo dro
pictures of a doll and other toys* When they get
pii£$s e dal ae,n Abef toIS /*\tn $ei gtt
hungry each child gets a piece of hread and jam
hAqgri* ItJ tj a'l gets e pis av bred -gen
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
aeAn ao? av hi s L\nt^  baks -aafta' sku 1 be\
climb trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes
klarn tri® ae. n rAn abaut 3i* g^raas s Anita* ms
they help their father get a truck load of wood
e^i help $£r fa.%& get e trAk lod &v wod
to burn in the stove* When it is raining they dry
t3 bra \*n U  stov^ A\tn \t \Az reimrj ^e drai
their shoes by the
% tv Ju? bai 3i
One day Joe
w a u dei djou
door of
dor av
put the
pot 5e
ft hiz \Kn i&\
**« was helping his fathe
$i gerad^ /via1! Vvi woz helpitj hiz fo.^
car away* A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar ewei & wumm hu livd ee,t $d fat ov
hill heard him crying. She said, nPlease be breve,Joe 
hvl ted him kraxitj Ji sed pliz bi breiv d y
*hy are you crying?1
xr ju kraurj
He showed her his hand and she tqpk him to
hi Joud hf h\z heen ae,n ji ttfk him *to
the doctor* When they were half way home again, Joe
*50 dokte M^n $ei wr teef wei ho cm------  djo
said, 111 shall always thank you for taking care of me*
«ed ai jael olwe18 See^k ju for teikirj kaer av* mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
wau dei bifor veri meni jtrz pacs awe\ a1Q
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop «^et ju wil h^ev* Si dyi *aen q v . e
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
visit tu fci houm 9v kormin aan d^o*
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ROBERTA ROSALES KINGMAH GRADE V AGE IX
Carmen and Joe are two children who live in
kormm n d^o ar tu tjildnn hu liv^ m
a small town* They like to stop at the house of
9 smol ta*un $ei laik td stap ds.t haAus av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
^er bikAZ Ji olwvs givz Bern S> pitj
or a piece of chicken to eat*
or 0  pis av tj i ki n tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog, a
$er tlt^ r lAf8 aemmal f 1 hacz 9 dog a
cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
kaat 9 pApl Ban 3 kau $3 dog hcez larj ''Aaiti
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
10 Ben metks 3 no\s wi0 h\z ma\>0
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
WAn dev B3 kau faund anjen paet£ ©^\
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
iru stiks ae n stons as. t &  bat i wAd not
badge.
The little puppy is always playing and running
lvtl popi 1 z olwv z pie vt n an rAnvn*■ Q o
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
dbaut jord* hi laiks tu kBetJ* a stik /AitJ1
Joe pushes before him in the dirt.
430 pujiz bifor him in ^3 dgt •
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When the children start home they stop to jump 
tji ldrin start houm stap tu d^ yvmp
over the stones under the bridge* They also like to
ov^r ^ v stonz ^nde1 ^v brvd^ ^ e  d Iso latk tu
watch the water a long time* It is this water which
watj *b\ watcT © lot} tarn \t vz ^\a water
their mother puts in the tub above the fire* She uses
$£T mA'fc^ r puts vn $0 tabP abaf &\ fatr Ji justz
it to wash their clothes* Carmen's sister puts in a large
it tu waj" klo0s karmtn^_svstsf puts vn © laxtf
measure of soap because their clothes must be clean
0v sop bikAz "Ser klo$z xbas^ bi klvV
for church and for school* 
for   skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
Mat du ju 0i»]k $e ar duen ^t skol
They are both reading a book* Each Thursday they draw
&ei or bo0 ridin 0 buk itj ^£zdt 8e dro
pictures of a doll and other toys* When they get
pikt£3*z av e dal asn tntz /Aen %>e g&t
hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam and
hAijgr* itf tj avld get8 0 pis av bred^ sen djaefm sen
sugar out of his lunch box* After school they climb
Jugs? aut dv hiz lAntJ bak8 eeftsf skul 2ie klavm
trees and run about on the grass* Sometimes they help
triz sen rAn ©baeut gree-s sAmtaim2 S^e help0
their father get a truck load of wood to burn in
3er mAdcT get e trAk loodb av wud ta byn in
the stove* When it is raining they dry their shoes
$1 stof Man \*t \z remit] ’fce drat Juz
by the stove* 
bav stof
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
wan del djo h?t h\z (tom vn "Sa dor ©v
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the garage while he was helping his father put the
a geradj A\al hi was htlpiij hiz fa^e* put ■$£>
ear away* 4 woman who lived at the foot of the
kar 3we\ a wi>min hu livd e.t *33 fut^  jav *^0
hill heard him crying* She said, "Please he brave, 
hil h^ rd him krarn^ Ji std pliz hi breiv
Joe* Why are you crying?"
djo *iai or jo kraiuj
He showed her his hand and she took him to 
hi $oud h^ hiz heen Ban Ji tuk him ta
the doctor* When they were half way home again,
te dokto' M t n  w ? heef we houm egen
Joe said, "X shall always thank you for taking care
djo sfcd ai Jael olwiz &aej}k ju for teikirj kaer
of me*11 
av mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
w/in dev bifor £vr» m<eni jirg paes ©we\ a1
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop 3 eet\ u w\l ha&v d y x sen plexor qv 0
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe*
b-wiz\t tu $s houm av karmm ^ en d^o*
Katherine noli kinoman grade vi age 15
Carmen Joe are two children who live in
karmtn n d^ou ar tu tjjildrm hu liv in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
e myl taun 3ei laik tu stap ^ t  $3 haus av
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their teacher because she always gives them a peach
$6.r fcitjar bikAz Jiv olwez gwz © pll^
to eat* Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken
tu it s/vm taim® £i givz ^gm © pis ©v tji t^ an
to eat* 
to it *
Their teacher loves animals* She has a dog,
$£r tit£gr 1av ae.mmal3 ji haaz e dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow* The dog has large white
e kast e pap e ka° "$© dog heez elard^ /v\axt
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth* 
tife n meks e notz \z ma°9* e *
One day the cow found the onion patch* They
WAn dot te ka&^  fa0^  "g© Anjan past
threw sticks and stones at her, but she would not
Gru stiks n stonz ^  t h^ f b© Ji wod na.t
budge*
bAd^
The little puppy is always playing and running
d3 lilj pApi \kz olwez plenn n rAnin
about the yard* He likes to catch the stick which
ebaut £ jar^ hi l&tks to kfctf stik wit
Joe pushes before him* 
o puj\ z bif or hun*
When the children start home they stop to
/Afctt tjildr\n start hoom $© stap tu
jump over the stones under the bridge. They also like
d^imp ov^ stonz And^ $© bridj $ei olso laik
to watch the water a long time. It is this water
tu watj* water © lorj tarn it \z %is watcf
which their mother puts in the tub above the fire*
$fcr m puts m  tAb ©b&v ^  fair*
She uses It to wash their clothes. Carmen* s sister
Jt juz \t tu wolJ 'Ser klo0a korm \ n^ c stff9
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pat# in a large measure of soap. Their clothes must
put# in 6 lardj me^ sr dv sop $&r klobz maz
be clean for church and for school, 
bi kiln for tj aen for skul.
What do you think they are doing at school?
/Ao.t du ju 5\tjk be ar du\^ in skul
Ihey are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
*.# ar bofl rid »n • buk itj 0?sde be
draw pictures of a doll and other toys. When they
dro piktj<srz qw 6 del ae.n Ab^ to\s A\m be
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
gfet hAqgr 1: tjaild gets e pis ev bred -aen djaesa
and sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
asn Jug#' aut or hiz lAntJ baks aefte" skul bei
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
klatm triz sen rAn ebaot ^on bs graes sAmtaim2
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
b# help *ter fob^1 get e trAk lod a wud ta
burn in the stove. When it is raining they dry their
btn in be stov r^tn it iz reinuj be drai ber
shoes by the stove.
Jus bai stov*
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
AVAn de\ djo h?t his 6 mu in dor s>v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
be gercd^ wail hi wez helpiij ^iz fadfsr put
car away. A woman who lived at the foot of the
kar ewe e wum\n hu livd ae.t 4© fut ev
hill heard him crying. She said, "Please be brave, 
h\l htd kraut] Ji sed pliz bi brev
Joe. why are you crying?" 
d^o /v\ai or Ju kraiw]
He showed her his hand and she took him to
h\ o^dv hiz Iraen ^  n Ji tuk him tu
the doctor. When they were half way home again,
%i dakter rAen *>e w* haef wei houm eg£n
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Joe said, rtI shall always thank you for taking care
d^o sed* a1 Jael olwes ju for t©k*fl k9& r
of w»*n 
h* mi
One day before very many years pass away, I
WAn de hi for vtri man* J*rz paes^ awev a1
o
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop ^a&t Ju wil haev dyi* -aen pledyjr 3
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
Vizit tu hom av karmcn: d*o*
LOLA GARCIA KIKGMAN GRADE VII AGE 12
Carmen and Joe are two children who live
karmtn gen &30 ar tu tjildrin hu 11 v
in a small town, 
m  a smal taun
They like to stop at the house of
^e laik tu sta.p set ha us av
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
titjs bikAz $i ^lwez givz a pitj
%o it. Sometimes she gives them a piece of chicken 
tu it SAmtaim® Ji givs a pis av t^ikn
to eat, 
tu it.
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
U€,r titja Iavz aemmalz i^ hg&z a dag
ft oat, a puppy and a cow, The dog has large whit©
9 kaat a p*pi sen a kau dag hgaz lard^ Mait
taeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
ti« a n  meks . m i z  uufl M s  maofl
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
«An dei =8a kao fsS/n^  -ga Anjan paet ^ei
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threw sticks and stones |t her, hut she would not
Bru stik s n stoun® at h* hot JiA wud nat
budge,
hAd^
The little puppy is always playing and running
lf9 litl PApi \z olweg plenr^ aen rAniq
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
abaut ^9 jard hi laiks tu kaetj ^  stik /v\\t£
Joe pushes before him, 
djoo pojiz bifor h\m
When the children start home they stop to
Mfcn t^ildrm start boom ^e stap tu
jump over the stones under the bridge. They also
ow? ^9 stoonz And? *#9 br^d^ Uei plso
like to watch the water a long time. It is this
la\k tu "5a wa.t<* e la.Arj taim it \z £^is
water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wat? m\*J xba^S puts m  ^9 tAb sPav ^9
fire. She uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen13
fair Ji juziz it tu walJ ^Sar kl6^z karmm
sister puts in a large measure of soap. Their 
s 1 st? pots in 9 lard*j mejur 9V sop ^fcr
clothes must be clean for church and for school,
klo3 z mAZ biy klen for for skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
A\lt du jd 0-irjk ^e ar duirj in skul
They are both reading a book. Each Thursday they
'Se ar bo"4 ridnj 9 buk i#t§ fl-^ zde ^ei
draw pictures of a doll and other toys, vrtien they
dra pik^rz bv 9 dal 9e n to\? Mun ^e
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jam
git hAfJgri ItJ : a*l gfets 9 P*s 3V br&d ^en dj*m
and sugar out of his lunch box* After school they
•as n ayt 9v hiz lAntJ bak *a£ft? skul S^e\
climb trees and run about <jn the gross. Sometimes
klaim triz n rAn ebaut an **± graes SAmtai mz
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they help their father get a truck load of wood to
2e\ help fa<fe get a trAk lod av wud ta
burn In the stove* When It is raining they dry their
M n  in *c> stov Men it \z rei,m<J dra1
shoes by the stove, 
tns ba1 15a stoov.J o
One day Jo© hurt his thumb in the door of
m  An dei d^o h*t hiz 0Am fn dor av
the garage while he was helping his father put the
y a  gertd^ Mail hiv waz htlpnj hiz f a ^  put ?sa
ear away. A woman who lived at the foot of the hill
kar swe a wumin hu livd et ts& fut ^v h\l
heard hfca crying. She said, ttPlease be brave, Joe.
htd* him krau n \^ std pliz bi brew d^o
Why are you crying?1
/wa\ or Ju kra\m
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi joud h£ hiz haznd 9an ^i tuk him tu
the doctor. When they were half way home again, Joe
dotkt^  Mfcn S^e wf haef wei bourn ggen d*pu
said, *1 shall always thank you for taking car© of
sed
me.* 
ml
ai ^eel plweg 0-»^k Ju for tekuj kaar 3
One day before very many years pass away, I
WAn de\ bifor   mem Jirz paes awei a1o
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
hop <£azt t^u wil haev dy>i n plt^ 9V a
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
vizit tu hom av kormin n djou
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JOB PARKER KINGMAN GRADE VIII AGE 14
Carmen and Joe are two children who live In
karnun n dy>u ar tu tfj\Idrm hu l\v in
a small town. They like to stop at the house of
a smol taun 2e la\k tu stap at ha us 9v
their teacher because she always gives them a peach
’Kt* blknz y Qlwez gtvz a pitj
to eat* 
tu it
Their teacher loves animals. She has a dog,
Ifer tftj^ I avz 'aenvmslf ^i haez 9 dog
a cat, a puppy and a cow. The dog has large white
9 ks&t a P(\pi ae.n B kau ^ 9  dog ha&z a lard*^  Mart
teeth and makes a noise with his mouth.
tivft n meks a n*^z ^v’S ^\z mai>0»
One day the cow found the onion patch. They
wau dev kau faund ^  Anjan pee.t£ 'fce
threw stickss and stones at her, but she would not
6ru st\ks n stonz $&t h"£ fr9t Ji* wud n^t
budge.
The little puppy Is always playing and running
’SS litdl pApi iz olwez ple^niq n rAmn
about the yard. He likes to catch the stick which
abaot jord hi laiks tu ksst^ stik M\t£
Joe pushes before him*
5^° P^Jiz blf^r hiln
When the children start home they stop to
Mtn ^>9 t^ildrm start hom Oe stap tu
jump over the stones under the bridge* They also 
dyaip ovd stonz And^ bridj olso
like to watch the water a long time* It is this
laik tu w<x$| wat1^  9  lov} ta'-m vt iz ^is
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water which their mother puts in the tub above the
wat d* puts in tAbP ©b/\v
fire* She uses it to wash their clothes. Carmen1 s
fair i Juai z it to wouj ’Sgr klo'Sz kormm
sister puts in a large measure of soap. Their clothes 
sist£ put3 \n ajlftrd me y  sop ^er klo"$z
mast be clean for church and for school,
mas bi kiln f£ tjftj ©en f^ skul
What do you think they are doing at school?
/wdfc to ju 9-irjk ^e a.r duirj m  skul
They are both reading a book, Bach Thursday they
Vt OJC* bo8 ridnj e b k it£ (^zde ^e
draw pictures of a doll and other toys, When they
drou p ik  av a dol g^n t;>\s /vvtn 'ge
get hungry each child gets a piece of bread and jamA
get hA<\gr is tja\l get3 a pis ©v bred n d^aam
and sugar out of his lunch box. After school they
a y>g2f aut ©v \z lAntJ boka skul ^e
climb trees and run about on the grass. Sometimes
klaim trl2 n rAn ©baot pn ■$© graes SAintaimz
• *
they help their father get a truck load of wood to
help foJS^ get a trAk loud ©v wud tu
burn in the stove, When it is raining they dry
b$n fn ’fc© stov Mfcn iZ reimr\ &e drai£
their shoes by the stove*
^ua bai stov* b o
One day Joe hurt his thumb in the door of
WAn dei djou hft hi2 &im. m  dor ©v
the garage while he was helping his father put the
'garadj Mail hi w©z htlpit^  hiz fotc^ puts
car away, A woman who lived at the foot of the
kor ©we a  wumm hu l\vd s&t d3 fyt ©v ’S©
hill heard him crying. She said, “Please be brave, 
h\l faid him kraun $1 afcd pliz bi breiv
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Joe* Why are you crying? n
d^ou /v\av ar ju kraim
He showed her his hand and she took him to
hi Jood hj h\a haen aen i^ t ok him tu
the dljctor. When they were hair way home again, Joe
d&ktd /vA^ n ^et wy haef wet hoym agen d^ou
said, **I shall always thank you for taking care of
std &  jjael olwes (j-atijk ju for tekm kaer av
me*”
si
One day before very many years pass away, I
wau dev bifor vtr* mem jtrs pae s 9wet
hope that you will have the joy and pleasure of a
h&P ju wvl hetv *S3> d.y£ n plfc^ av 3
visit to the home of Carmen and Joe.
visit tu hom av karam an
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WORD LIST
TOKHY GALLEGOS WINSLOW GRADE III AGE 9
shall jump wash
J*1 djAmp way
push measure watch
pof medjur wolJ
catch using has
kttij juz haez
found raining thank
faund* rem\n Oaerjk
climb doing playing
klatm duua plei'n
put saw please
put so pliz
large white this
lard^ Ma1t $ i s
brave hungry both
brev haqgri bo&
why away which• A
/iai swet MltJ
when what Off
Men rAot Of
again they sheA _
dg&n ^61
you before over
bifour OUVS'
above ahead about
abAV dh&d dbaot
Joy years doll
jirz dol
Jam bridge onion
d^aem br* d^ Anjan
sugar hope thumbA
Jogar hop 8 Am
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oaftfore
aejur
treasure
tremor
water
wads'
took
buk
puppy
pXpi
tub
tAb
teacher
tiljtf
clothes 
klou z
teeth
t ie
wagon
waegin
garage
gsrad^
church
boy
boi
toy
tOi
peach
pit$
sister 
s istS'
mouth
mauG
dog
dog
bread
bred
cow
ka°
child
tjaild
father
f cu3£T
mother
school
skul
grass 
grae s
Thursday
fire
fair
voice
vois
noise 
no» z
love
lAV
house
ha°a
foot
fut
yard
jarcfk
ROSANA LOVE NOGALES GRADE III AGE 11
push
catch
Jump
dymp
measure
me'zuV
using 
Juz in
wash
wo*tJ
watch
waif
has
h *
found raining
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thank
faon re i n\ n teijk
climb doing playing
klaim &u*n pie i * n
pat saw please
put SO* plis
large white this
lorf /v^ai t ’Sis
brave hungry both
brew* hTiqgri bo 6
why away which
Mai ewet
when what off
Mfcn wat Of
again they she
ssen dei £
you before over
3* bifor ouvsr
above ahead about
eb;vv* shed abau t
Joy years doll
Jot jtrs dol
Jam bridge onion
jaem tor.tj on Jen
sugar hope she
tjigsr hop ijt
thumb measure teeth
6ms rae&Zc? fciv0
mouth treasure wagon
mai>0 trgdd^ wasgan
dog,_ t# |^ l« water garagegaraatjdag* wat-3?
bread book churchA V .h
brad buk M
cow puppy boy
kau PAPI boi
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child tub toy
$«<! tA*b fco\
father teacher peach
fa/3 s' titjcf
mother clothes sister
k&lods siste*
school grass voice
skul grass bo\s
house Thursday noise
ha us Qtfzdeo notz0
foot love yard
fut lAVf jard
MARGARITA DOMINGUEZ MIAMI GRADE III AGE 8
shall
Jael
jump
d^ Axap
wash
wo.J’
push
putj
measure
med^ur
watch
wa.f
catch
1W6«5
using
juzfn
has
hssz
found
f&und
raining 
re m m
thank
climb 
k la\m
doing
dutr}
playing
pleufj
pat
pot
saw
sa~
pie&ce
pliz
large
lardj
white 
rAa\ t
this
diAs
brave
breiv
hungry
hAi]gri
both
bouft
why away
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which
/nS a wet /AiJ
when what off
am n Mdt af
again they she
£g£n dei
n Jiv
you before over
i* bifor ouvo*
above ahead about
ebau t abed15 abaut
Joy years doll
&y\ Jirs dal
Jam bridge onion
d^aem bri d Anjen
sugar hope thumb
Jugfir hop Jiffl
measure teeth mouth
med^or tia maud
treasure wagon dog
tre&yr was g an dog*
water garage bread
wodcf* garatj brfeU
book church cow
bdk kau
puppy boy child
papi boi
tub toy father
tdbP tDl
teacher peach mother
tijar pi^
clothes sister school
klOU&S s i s t ^ skul
grass voice house
graes j$OIS haus
Thursday noise foot
turadt noiz fut
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fire
fair
love
lctf
yard
J«rd
EARL ZAMGRRA DOUGLAS GRADE XIX AGE 10
shall
> 1
Jump
d^M&p
push
wash
WdtJ measuremedjc/r watchwa.y
catch
keHJ
using
Juzi'n
has
haea
found
faun*1
raining
rAniAn
thank
&a&r)k
climb 
k laim
doing
doen
playing
pleen
put
put
saw
so
please
pllz
large
lordj
white 
Mai t
this
M s
brave
breiv
hungry
bAijgri
both
boO
why
A\ai
away
ewe\
which
when
Men
what
MQ-t
off
of
again
egem
they
deir
she
I*
you
Ju
before
bifoor
over
ouv^
above
©bMT
ahead
ehed
about
ebaot
joy years
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doll
*5° 3 ira da.1
3®*. bridge oniondjaea brtAd nnjan
sugar hope thumb
hop tarn
measure teeth mouth
mey>r tre mauQ
treasure wagon dog
trtjur waagin dog
water garage bread
wot©1 garddj bred
book church cow
buk k&o
puppy boy
by­
child
papa. tjatld
tub toy father
tabP to* fafccf
teacher peach mother
tltfsr pltj
n
clothes sister school
klou&s si'std1 skul
grass voice house
graea vois haus
Thursday noise foot
0?2di noize fo't
fire love yard
fa*r lav 3<trd
horma PADRES TUCSON GRADE III AGE 8
shall Jump
d^iap
wash
push measure
265
watch
puj mad^or wa.tf
catch using has
ju| in hags
found raining thank
faun retn\An Seejrjk
climb doing playing
klaim duvAn ple\iAn
put
A a. sawV pleaseput SO pliz
large white this
larij /^ ai t ^18
brave hungry both
brei v harjgri bo6
why away which
/na\ 9we i wij
when what off
/Adit 9f
again they she
3g£U ^e\ Hi
you before over
Jw bifour ouv^
above ahead about
8b<tv dhed sbaot
4°y years doll
Jirz dal
jam bridge onion
d^gem br idj anj©n
sugar hope thumb
5°«8> houp flam
measure teeth mouth
a ^ u r trer maufl
treasure wa^on
trfcd^ usr w^egan djg*
water garage bread
wodsr garadj br£,d
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took
bok
puppy
pipi
bub
tib
teacher
tit&
clothes
klo0s
sprees
Thursday
fl^ sdi
fire
fair
church
H
boy
bG*
toy
to1
peach
sister 
si st^
voice
9^lS
noise
no\s
love
lav
cow
kau
child
Jail
father 
f a3er
mother
ma&r
school
skul
house
haos
foot
foAt
yard
jard^
RICHARD LEVARIS CASA GRANDE GRADE IV AGE 9
shallfl jump wash
^*1 dymp waif
pash* A measure using
poj raeyr juzvn
has found raining
heez f aond reinin
thank climb doing
9»tjk klaim dui n
playing put saw
plan* n pot BO
please large white
Pile lord Malt
267
thie braveA
« r hungry^is bre i v*1 hArjgri
both
• A A
why away
bo 0 M & l awe?
which
* A when whatm  tj /A£n A \ a t
off again they
Df eggn #ei
she you before
S1 bifour
over above ahead
ouv^ abAV ah g d
about Joy years
abaut dy» j \TZ
doll jam bridge
dtl djee m bri d
onion sugar hope
Anjan tjugsr hovp
shoe thumb measure
tju 0MtI^ mejor
teeth mouth treasure
tre maud trtjor
wagon dog. water
waagm dog^ watar
garage bread book
gsr<ud^ bred buk
church cow puppy
kau PApi
boy child tub
boi ^ l d tAb
toy father teacher
toi f<L$^ ti'tfs'
peaeh mother clothes
pif mcL^ar kloft
slater school grass
Sl8t? sku3l grass
268
voiee house Thursday
wots haus zde
Boise foot yard
B9l S fut 3 rd
FRANK COMON PHOENIX-MADISON GRADE IV AGE 11
shall Jump wash
dymp waj
push measure watch
poj aejur waif
catoh using has
JuZllJ hacs
found raining thank
faund revn/tj &\«jk
climb doing playing
kl&im duvrj ple\ i n
put saw please
poi so pliz
large white this
lord Mai t 'ft is
brave hungry both
brei v hAT)gr boo 6
why away whichifi
Mat 3 wet
when what off
A\gn Mat af
again they she
dg£n t>e Ji
you before over
bifor oov^
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A m ahead
ahed
about
ebaot
J®9T
dyi
years 
3 irs
doll
dal
38®^ bridge 
br\dj
onion
A.njan
BUgST
Jog^
hope
hop
thumb
0<^ m
measure
msSyT
teeth
tie
mouth
mauO
treasure
tremor
wagon
waegan
dog
eater
99t?
garage
garoy
bread
bred
took
bok
church
m
love
1a
09V
ktu
puppy
p/Vpl
boy
b3i
child
tjai
tub
tib
toy
t9l
father
f flL^ef
teacher
tlljar
peach
pitj
fleeter
ttA^ d*
clothes
klou'cfs
sister 
S l s tsT
school
sfcul
grass 
grae s
voiee
VOIS
house
haos
‘Thursday
0^sdi
noise
»9l&
foot
fut
fire
fai
yard
jard
A5TOELITA BEHITSZ PATAJCMIA ORAUB IV AOS 10
shall
Jael
jump
d^mp
wash
wd$
push
»U*J
measure
270
watch
mejur w».y
catch using has
juzfn has z 
*
found raining thank
faun reinin t ^ k
climb doing playing
fclavm duCn plei^n
put saww please
put S') pllz
large white this
lard^ MBi\ t £ls
brave hungry both
breiv har^ gri bouG
why away which
*ai awei
when what off
/Atn r\dt Of
again they she
agen dein ji*
you before over
bifor 01) V3*
above ahead about
abw ehfcd ebaut
Joy years doll
ay. jtrz dal
jam bridge onion
d^3em brfdj anjan
sugar hope thumb
$VgS ho up 6dim.•»
measure teeth mouth
me^ur ti’6 rmoQ
treasure wagon dog
trejor wafigen dog
garage bread bookJL.
garad^ br£d bifk
WBBT child
je\l
tab
tAb
father mother
%0\ fa.'sar ma3cT
clothes sister school
kloofs slstg4 SlOil
grass voice house
p>aeAs V 018 haus
noise foot
djadi© noteo fut
fire love yard
fair lav* jord
FMHGXSCO YSXAVA w o  a m m  i¥ A&B 11
shall
J A
jump 
da a tap
wash
wof
rofe
polj
measure
mt^or
watch
wij
eatoh
ktfj
using
jusfn
has
haes0
found 
feu ad
raining
reinvcj
you
thank
ttfjk
climb
klatm
doing
dum
playing
a
P t
V*put
saw.
SO
please
p ile
large
U 1 3
whit© 
M&t t
this brave
272
hungry
dlsn brev v hMjgrt
both
» a why awaybo6 Mat a wet
which when what
wtj M£n wat
off again they
of egen dei
she before over
$ blfor ouv^
you ahead about
9btd* ebau t
Joy years doll
dy Jirz dal
jam bridge onion
d^am brid^ Anjen
hope thumb measure
hoop tom mtjor
teeth mouth treasure
ti‘Q mau@ trfcjur
wagon doA waterW3£gk| n dogk WOd€T
garage bread book
geraj b red bok
church cow puppy
W
kau PAPt
boy child tub
b9l t^ atl tabP
toy father teacher
tot fa^ 3f ti^S1
peach mother clothes
pl$ mad^n klooz
eiater school grass
aista* skul gres
voice house Thursday
VOIS haus t^ade
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shoe foot fir©
fu fut fair
noise love yard
H9\s Iav Jard*
ALFORSO ROSAS F HOENIX-LOWELL GRADE V AGE 10
©ball
Ja&l
jump
d^ ojnp
wash
Pjwk
pM
measure
med^or
watch
waif
catch using
juziAn
has 
h dLz
found
faund
raining 
re min
thank
Gsarjk
climb 
kSlai m
doing
du\An
playing
p&leiOn
pat
pt)t
saw
so
please
pliz
large
lor^
white
A\ait
this
dis
brave 
brei v^
hungry
haijgri
both
boO
why
A\ai
away
dwei
which
AvitJ
when
/Agn
what
/A<Lt
Off
of
again
3gen
they
dein
she
you
Ju
before
bifor
over
oov^
274
above
dtotur
Joy
d5o«
measure
me^or
treasure
treyr
eater
w^ts1
book
bu\
boy
b<£
toy
tOoi
peach
pit*
sister
slst#
voice
wove
noise
nois
ahead
ahgd^
years
3'r?
bridge
brfd^
hope
hop
teeth
tre
wagon
w^gen
garage
gerad^
church
child 
tjai 1
father * 
fa$sr
mother
mo-^ cT
school
skul
house
haos
foot
fut
about
eb&ot
doll
da.1
onion
Aixjen
thumb
0Am
mouth
maud
dog
dog*
bread
bred
cow
kau
puppy
papi
teacher
titja1
clothes
kloOs
grass 
gras s
Thursday
Q^sde
love
1<LV*
ROBERTA ROSALES ASHEORK GRADE V AGE 13
shall 
]ta
jump wash
dy mp w<s-}
275
push
puj
measure watch
Wdtf
catch
ka&tj
using 
Jug in
has
haea
found
faond
raining
reimn
thank
0-ae^ k
climb
klavm
doing
du\An
playing 
plei m
put
put
saw
39
please
pliz
large
lard^
white 
/vyai t
this
© 
> 
i
i hungry
hAijgri
both
bou8
why
M&(
what
/Wdt
off
otf
when away
awev
which
again
dggn
they
S^ei
she
S*
you before
bifor
over
ouv^
above
^abAV
ahead
3h£d
about
absent
Joy years 
J irs
doll
da.1
Js$ bridge
brid^
onion
dtnj^ n
sugar
Jog^
hope
hap
thumb 
A- M&
measure
meyr
teeth
tiA
mouth
mee.u0
treasure
tre*j^
wagon
wagKs>n
dog
dogK
water
wat3*
garage
gar*.d^
bread
br&d
book
buk
puppy
PApi
tub
tAb
teacher
ti^ er
clothes
klooda
grass
g^raas
Thursday
flssda
fir©
fair
276
church cow
ifcts kseu
boy child
boi all
toy father
to* fajSs
peach mother
pit$ m/v&S1
sister school
s istc? skul
vole© house
haus
nois© foot
nois fut
love yard
Iav* jordt
MIGUEL OCAMPO CLARRDALE grade V AGE 13
shall jump wash
dy mp w*.$
ptuA measure watch
P<>5 med^ur WdLtJ
catch using has
jus\r^ hezo
found raining thank
faond rei nuj k
climb doing playing
klaim duiAn plei^n
put saw please
put v*S  0 pliz
large white
277
this
lirdj mui t die
fcrave
bretw*
hungry both
hAqgr bou0
why away which
Mai ew©\ Mif
when what Off
/AfcH MOlt af
again they she
dg€& u
you before over
bifor OOVcT
above ahead about
ab/vvf ehfd* 0baot
3«>y years doll
dy jirs dol
M bridge onion
cbvaem brid^ Anjan
hop© thumb
t$UgSf ho up G-Am
measure teeth mouth
med^ur ti-0 m&u0
treasure wagon dog
tred^ur w sagan dog
water garage bread
w$£& garad^ bred
book church cow
bok W kao
puppy boy child
PA pi bo* tjai 1
tub toy father
tA'bP toi fofta
teacher peach mother
ti$r pijj m/\3cTn
clothes sister school
klouOs s ist^ skol
278
grass voice house
gr£3 voi s haus
Thursday noise foot
(tesde novs fut
fire love yard
fa\r ll\V* jard
RALPH LOPEZ TUBAC GRADE V AGE 13
shall jump wash
\al d^Amp woj
posh ,measure watch
p«'i mejur wotj
catch using has
jusfn h^es
found raining thank
faun re i n fh Sae^k
climb doing playing
klaim d uin pievin
put saw please
put so plia
large white this
lard^ i^ai t ^ t s
brave hungry both
brev^ hAijgr bo&
why away whichaj\
msi awe* Ml
when what off
Mfc n Mdt af
again they she
5>gsn 3e *
279
you
ju
before
blfour
ouvep
oove
above
obav*
ahead
ehtd^
about
ebaut
3^i years3ip§
doll
dal
fl
8 bridge
bnd^
onion
Anj^n
sugar
tijog?
hope
hop
thumb
tAm
measure
ae^ur6
teeth
trea
mouth
mod
treasure
tre^o r
wagon
waegfea
dog
dog
water
sods'
garage
gorftdj
bread
brs'd
book
bok
church cow
kau
P W
PAPI
boy
bo*
child 
tj ail
— •*- vSS
tabP
toy
$0t
father
fa^
teacher
t i ^
peach
pitj
mother
clothe® 
klo2e
sister 
s Tatar
school
skul
grass
grass
voice 
[3 71®
house
h&o®
Thursday
6Sz6bo
noise 
not %o
foot
fot
t i n
fa\r
love
Iav
yard
jard
ASTONIA ESCARSE0A BISBEE GRADE VI
ahall
push
puj
catch
found
faund
climb
klaim
put
put
large
lardj
brave
breiv
why
/vyai
when 
Mg n
again
aggn
you
i*
above
&bAV
Joy
dyi
J«®A&*s«em
sugar
jog3"
thumb
dAm
Jump
d^Amp
measure
mg^or
using 
jug m
raining 
re \ n\An
doing
du\An
saw
30
white 
/A at t
hungry
hMjgr
away
awei
what
Mdjt
they
before
bifoor
ahead
ahed
years
jirs
bridge
brid=j
hope 
ho up
measure
me^or
280 
AGS 13
wash
woj
watch
W0.1J
has
hs&zo
thank
Ocse^ k
playing 
pleiv n
please
pliz
this
~$ls
both
boo6
which 
m i if
off
of
she
Si
over
OUV^
about
Gbaut
doll
dpi
onion
Anjan
she
S*
teeth
tift
281
mouth treasure wagon
ma i) 6 tremor waagen
dog water garage
dog WOLt®1 gara^
bread hook church
brfcd buk
eow puppy boy
kau pApi boi
childA — tub toytip lid tAb tOl
father teacher peach
ttf$* Pit5
mother clothes sister
kloQ si sts
school grass voice
skul gr^s boi 9
house Thursday noise
haus O^ zdi no\z
6
fire love yard
fair Iav jord
JOHN RODRIGUEZ WILLIAMS GRADS VI AGS 13
shall jump wash
d^ oixnp
push measure watch
Pbof med^ur wctj
catch using has
Juzitj haez
found raining thank
faund rein\f| Qaeqk
882
climb
klaim
doing
duitj
playing
plenty
put
put
saw
so
please
plis
large
lardj
white
Mai t
this
^is
brave 
brei v
hungry
hAtjgri
both
bouQ
why
/\ai
away
awet
which
when
/AfeU
what
A\dt
off
of
again
ege»
they
"$et
she
s*
you
J*
before
blfor
over
ouv#
ahead
ahtd
about
dbaut
Joy
years
jira
doll
dal
jam
d-^ aem
bridge
brfd^
onion
Anjan
sugar
hope
houp
thumb
0Am
measure
mejur
teeth
ti'0
mouth
mauQ
treasure
tr^tfr
wagon
woagsn »
water
watS
garage
garadj
bread
bred
book
buk
church
W
cow
kau
puppy 
PA pi
boy
b5i
child 
tf a ild
toy
ty\
father teacher
t\*tte
peach
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mother clothes sister
klouze s iAs W
school grass voice
skal graes p o m
house Thursday noise
hsus 03sde n otz
foot love yard
fut lAv Jardfc
ROSALIE REYES YUMA GRADE VI AGE 12
shall Jump wash
I* 1 d-yimp w«.y
push measure watch
poj med^ur W*J
catch using has
kae.*J 3^113 hd&s
found raining thank
faun re m m 0-aijk
ellmh doing playing
klat m dufn pleu n
put saw please
put so pliz
large whit© tMs
lard^ Malt dis
brave hungry both
breiv
v>
h/igri boufi
why away whichA
Mai 9wei MiiJ
when what off
/Atn Moft of
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again
agen
they
dot
she
tji
you
Ju
before 
b if or
over
OOV3*
above
dbAV*
ahead
dhgd
about
ebaut
Joy
i y
years 
J irs
doll
dal
Jam
d y m
bridge 
br id^
onion
Anjan
sugar
Jog?
hope
hoop
thumb
& A m
measure
med^ er
teeth
tiJ
mouth
maud
treasure
tredjor
wagon
wegagn
dog
dsgfc
water garage 
gar aj
bread 
bre*. d
book
bu*k
church
W
cow
kau
puppy boy
bpi
child
1a'i
tub
tahP
toy
toi
father
fft.^sr
teacher
«l$r
peach
piij
mofcjher
mA%3*
clothes
kloftz0
sister 
s istS1
school
skul
grass
gr^gs
voice 
VOl s
house
haus
Thursday
&3sde
noise
nois
foot
fut
fire
fair
love
lAV
yard
jurdt
ARORA PCNCE
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MOREHCI GRADE VI AGE 14
shall
lj*l
push
imf
catch
found
faond
climb
kla1m
put
Put
large
brave 
bPreiv
why
Mai
when
Mtn
jump
<^amp
measure
metjur
using 
jus int>
raining 
re inAn
doing
duua
saw
so
white 
Mai t
hungry
hajjgr
away
awe\
what
A\at
wash
wa.f
watch
waj
has
haez
A
thank
ftasr^k
playing
pleu*n
please
plizO
this
#13
both
boo6
which
off
of
again 
a gen
before
bifour
ahead
ehed
years
Jirz
bridge 
bri d^
they
#e»
over
oovST
about
^baot
doll
dca
onion
Anj^n
she
S1
above
ebaf
Joy
d^o.
*i
am
stm
stigar
tjugar
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hope
hoop
measure
medjisr
treasure
tredjor
water
water
book
buk
puppy
papi
tub
t&b
teacher
clothes
kloos
shoe
y*
teeth
ti*6
wagon
wsegm
garage
church
boy
b?*
toy 
t T
peach
Pi^
sister 
s ist^
thumb
6a®
mouth
maut
dog
d^g
bread
brfed
cow
kau
child
t[aild
father
fo/fcar
mother
mads1
school
skul
grass
grees
Thursday
fire
fair
voice
v*o\s
noise
no^z
love
lav
house
ha°s
foot
fut
yard
jurd
HKLE8 VALDEZ HOLBROOK
shall jump
J«1 dymp
push measure
Pof me^ sf
GRADE VII AGE 13
wash
way
watch
woJj
catch using
287
has
ka&tf juz Cn haez
found raining thank
faund r®tm*n
climb doling playing
klai m duv n ple\\A n
put saw please
pot so pliz
large white this
Ifcrdj A\ait “'Sts
brave hungry both
breiv hAjgr boufi
why away which
A\6\ dwei
when what off
Mfen MOt o'f
again they you
Sg*n ju
before over above
bifour oovsr 8bAv
ahead about joy
dhgd dbaut dj9l
years doll jam
jirz dal d^em
bridge onion sugar
bri dj Anj3n o^ge^
hope shoe thumb
hoop s* 0Am
measure teeth mouth
major maofl
treasure wagon dog
treyr w?egki n dog
water garage bread
wad€r gs>rad*j hr fed
book church cow
bok w
kau
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p«ppy boy child
papi boi tf aiM
tub toy father
t*b tQl fflL^
teacher peach mother
titfy pitj m A ^
clothes sister school
kloofl s istsr skul
grass voice house
grass &  918 haos
Thursday noise foot
m t z0 fut
fire love yard
fa\ r Iav jard
ARTHUR MENDEZ JEROME GRADE VII AGE 12
shell jump wash
Jssl d^Amp
push measure watch
mejaf wdL^
catch using has
kgas.t£ jUZl*] hmz
found raining thank
faund retm«] ft-'aeijk
climb doing playing
klatm dui rj plain]
put saw please
Put S9 pliz
large white this
lord** A\&\t ^is
brave hungry
289
both
breiv hAQgrt boofi
why away which
M 8\ owe i
when what off
A\tn mat a£
again they you
a gen ■£ei
btfore over above
bifor oov^ Sbivv
ahead about joy
abed ^baut
years doll Jam
Jirs dol d^aea
bridge onion sugar
bri dj Aiijen \uSs
hope shoe thumb
houp s« &Am
measure teeth mouth
m e ^ tifl isaofl
treasure wagon dog
trejsr w Began dog
eater garage bread
WDdS1 garad3 bred
book church cow
buk kau
pnppy boy child
PApl boi t^ aild
tub toy father
tAbP to\ f (3^
teacher peach mother
titj? pi^ mr&3
clothes sister schoolu _
kloofs s\st^ skui
grass voice house
gr% s vots haus
Thursday nois©
9^zd© n?iz
fire love
fair Iav
MARTIN GALLEGAS SAFFORD GRADE VII
shall jump
Jal d*y\mp
push measure
PuJ me^ur
catch using
kae t juzit]
found raining
faund^ r e i m
climb doing
klaim dum
put saw
put 39
large whit©
lordj A\ai t
brave hungry
brei v hAt\gr
why away
/v\a» awei
when what
Mtn AAflLt
again they
aggn ’S©
you before
fa b vfor
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foot
fgt
yard
jard
AGE 13
wash
woj
watch
wotj
has
haezO
thank
&ayjk
playing 
pi©\ \ n
pleas©
plis
this
yS\s
both
boufl
which
/witf
off
OLf
she
S1
over
oovsr
above ahead
201
aboutfcbAV 3 had dbaot
joy years doll
dyi jirz dal
jam bridge onion
etjaem br\dj AnJ&n
sugar hope thumb
Jogs' houp 9a®
measure teeth mouth
mtAyr tifi maofi
treasure wagon dog
trejir waagan d9g
water garage bread
wot&$ goroLdj brgd
book church cow
buk kau
puppy boy child
PAPl boi tjj a\ 1
tub toy father
tAb toi fa.^ 2
teacher peach mother
t i i f r pitj mA^oT
clothes sister school
kloofs s I stcf skul
grass voice house
grass VQ( s haos
Thursday noise foot
d3zde no* z fut
fire love yard
fai r I a v Jard
LOW GARCIA KINGMAN GRADE VII
shall jump
J* 1 djAmp
push measure
poj mei^ur
catcha using
kae.t juzm
found raining
faund reimn
climb doing
klaim duin
put saw
put SOl
large whit©
lardj Mai t
brave hungry
brei v h/\i}gri
why away
/wai 9we\
when what
Mfcn
again they
agfcn ^e\
you before
Ju bifour
above ahead
ab*v £h£d
307 years
jl rz
jam bridge
d^agm brv
sugar hope
[og& hop
292
AGE 12
wash
w 4
watch
waif
has
hafcz
thank
playing 
pie vt n
please
pllz
this
ft-is
both
boufl
which
off
af
she
P
over
ouv^
about
3ba°ut
doll
dal
onion
Anfcn
she
S1
293
thumb measure teeth
9a® ae^or tl9
south treasure wagon
mau0 tremor waagm
dog water garage
dog w:?ter gerad^
bread book church
br^d bok
eov puppy boy
ka° PAP bo»
child tub toy
tipild tAb toi
father teacher peach
fd&S pi'tj
mother clothes sister
klou^z s i star
school grass voice
skul grses vors
house Thursday foot
ha° s fl-3 zd\ fot
fire love yard
fa\r I av Jord
ISABELLA DIAZ MORENCI 3RADE VII A3E 15
shall Jump wa3h
5*1 dymp woij
push measure watch
puf me-^ ur wn
catoh using has
juzf n h3£s
found raining
294
thank
faon re v nvA n daaqk
climb doing playing
klai m duin pie v iA n
put saw please
put SO pliz
large white this
la r3 Mai t disn
brave hungry both
brei v haqgr booft
why away which
Mat dwei M\J
when what off
M^n Mdt o f
again they you
a sen n ju
before over above
bifor Guv*? abav
ahead about joy
ah£d abaut d-,51
years doll jam
jtrz del djaem
bridge onion sugar
bridj An jan Jog?
hope she thumb
hop 0Am
measure teeth mouth
mfefur tlflCN maufl
treasure wagon dog
trfc^ r wgegan dag
water garage bread
WitcT garaj bi^d
book church cow
bt/k
W
ka°
Puppy boy child 0 « ^
P*pi b?i \aild
295
tub
tab
teacher
tifr
clothes
klofl
grass
Thursday
0?sde
fire
fair
toy father
toi
peach mother
piS m/N^Ssr
sister school
sist^ skul
voicer\ house
f^ is haus
noise foot
n oiz
o fut
love yard
lot jard
ELIAS BACA CONCHO GrKADE VIII ACE 15
shall jump push
I* 1 d^Amp putf
measure watch catch
med^u r Mvf kaet$
using has found
jus hdez faun
raining thank climb
rein tevjk klai m
doing playing put
dudn pleien put
saw please large
SO pliz lard^
white this brave
Mai t "Sis brei v
hungry both why
huo gri bou$ Ml*
awsy which
296
when
awei /vut^ /Afcn
what off again
AOt of dgtn
they she
a you
^ei J1 ju
before over above
hi four Q0V& ab*v
ahead about joy
ah£d 8>baat dyi
years doll jam
jir$ d?l 6ydm
bridge onion sugar
bridj Anj^n tjogs1
hope shoe thumb
hop W t/m
measure teeth mouth
me^or tifl maud
treasure wagon dog
tre^ur wae-gsn d:?g
water garage bread
wad^ garae,dj) brad
book church cow
buk kau
puppy boy childA
p/vpi boi t$al
tub toy father
tub toi f Al5t?
teacher peach mother
p'? iua^
clothes sister school
kloz s ist^ skol
grass voice house
grass Ro is hau s
Thursday noise foot
t 3 sde n ois fut
297
fire love yard
fair Xav jardt
PERCY GARCIA SELIGMAN GRABS ¥111 AGE 16
shall Jump wash
X81 dy mp wdj
push measure watch
poj me^or
catch using has
kaeij juz\An hdaz
found raining thank
faund re\m*n 0-9&r)k
climb doing playing
kla\ m dufn pleii'n
put saw please
pot so plv z
large white this
lardj Ma11 ■gis
brave hungry both
breiv hAt)gr bo6
why away which•n/*ai 3we\ A\\tJ
when what Off
/v^ n M<tt 9f
again they you
eggn ^e\ ju
before over above
bifoc/r ouv^1 ^bxv
ahead about joy
ehgd 3baat dyv
298
years
lirao
bridge 
bri dj
hope
bop
measure
med^or
treasure
tremor
water
WflLt?
book
bok
puppy
PApl
tub
UbP
teacher
tit$3
clothes
klouz
grass
gr^s
Thursday
fire
fair
doll
dol
onion
Anj^n
shoe
5U
teeth
tifi
wagon
wae.gm
garage
gerad^
church
W
boy
boi
toy
to\
peach
pit£
sister 
s ist<?
voice
^ts
noise
nov^
love
1AV
Jam
d^ aem
sugar
u^gaf
thumb
0Am
mouth
mau0
dog
d9g
bread
bred
cow 
k &e?u
child
t$a*l
father
fa.?sr
mother
mrfbg
school
skul
house 
ha os
foot
fot
yard
jard^
ERNEST BACA ST JOHNS GRADE VIII AGE 14
shall jump wash
jael d^Amp
push measure watch
poj me^vr
catch usiqg has
*aetj Juz\n h-sez
found raining thank
faund reinm fiaeqk
climb doing playing
kl&im duin p&e i iA n
put saw please
put so plis
large white this
lordj /vvai t 15i s
brave hungry both
brew hAQgri bofi
why away which
MS1 awe- UJltJ
when what off
MfcU Wdt Of
again they you
dggn ^ei ju
before over above
bifour ouv^ ebAV
ahead about joy
abed dbaot dyi
years doll jam
jirs dal dye.m
bridge onion sugar
brid^ A»Ja» Jogt?
hope shoe thumb
hop S*
y A m
measure teeth mouth
ae^or ti6 ma0
treasure wagon dog
tremor waagi n d*g
water garage bread
w&t^ garad^ brfcd
book
buk
puppy 
PA Pi
tub
tAb
teacher
titfs"
clothes
klofi
grass
grees
Thursday
0jsdi
fire
fa1r
ANDRES RIVERA
shall
tJcSl
push
P«J
catch
kaTiJ
found
faund
climb
klatm
put
put
church
W
boy
bo*
toy
to\
peach
sister
sist^
voice
vois
noise 
n p\ze
love
l*v£
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cow
ka°
child 
tj ii
father
fa’S^ *
mother
KlA^
school
skul
house
ha°s
foot 
f t
yard
Jord
MSSA GRADE VIII AGE 16
jump
d^amp
measure
med^S*
using 
jus in
raining 
re i n fn
doing
du*n
saw
v*
30
wash
WdLt£
watch
wal£
has
hae.s
thank
ttnk
please
pliAs
301
large white this
loirdj /Aatt 3is
brave hungry both
brei v hA^gr b60
why away which
/Aa 'awe MitJ
when what off
M€n /Alt (L?
again they she
aggn 'Sei
before over above
bifoor ouv^ £bAv
ahead about joy
ahgd abaot
< V
years doll jam
jirs dpi d-^ sem
bridge onion sugar
brtd^ Anjan tfoga'
hope shoe thumb
hop tju- n
measure teeth mouth
medlar t?0p mau0n
treasure wagon dog
trfedyflp wasgm d?g
water garage bread
w <k&& brfed
book church cow
buk kau
puppy boy child( p *
P4.Pl b?i t\ ail
tub toy father
t/bP tpi 0
teacher peach mother
t i y pf^
clothes sister schoola „
klo0s sist^ skul
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